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ABSTRACT 
NAVIGATIONAL ASSISTANCE FOR DISABLED WHEELCHAIR 
USERS 
by M. J. Goodwin 
Previous low cost systems of navigational assistance for disabled wheelchair users 
have provided little more than simple obstacle and collision avoidance, or follow a 
pre-defined fixed route defined by a white line or a buried wire. 
Other research has used complex high cost multi-sensor mode systems closely 
resembling industrial, military or space exploration applications. These systems used 
natural features or artificial beacons to produce accurate maps of the operating 
environments. The progress of the vehicle is monitored and corrected using multi- 
sensor techniques such as vision cameras, odometry and triangulation from beacons 
located in the environment. Such systems have required modification of the 
operating environment and have resulted in a fully autonomous vehicle providing little 
or no overall control by the user. Whilst proving the technical feasibilty their cost 
and complexity has not resulted in practical and affordable solutions for the 
wheelchair user. 
The purpose of the present study was to bridge the gap between these two previous 
areas of research and to provide navigational assistance at an affordable cost. Low 
cost ultrasonic sensors enabled a wheelchair to operate in an unknown (i. e. previously 
unmapped) environment whilst leaving the user in overall control. 
Hardware modifications to a commercial powered wheelchair enabled data from 
ultrasonic arrays and the user's joystick to be interrogated and mixed by a computer 
to provide appropriate signals for the wheelchair drive motors. 
A simulation program was created to interpret the sensor signals that would be 
generated from the various conditions likely to be encountered by a wheelchair and 
to develop the various control strategies. The simulation was able to differentiate 
between the various environmental conditions and select the appropriate action using 
the newly created control algorithms. 
The sensor data interpretation modules together with the control algorithms, from the 
simulation, were incorporated into a practical system for controlling the wheelchair. 
In tests data from the sensors was used to detect and evaluate localised changes in the 
environment and used to determine appropriate signals for the drive wheel motors. 
In the tests it was found that the wheelchair controller and the geometry of the 
wheelchair resulted in a degradation of the expected wheelchair response. This was 
overcome in two ways: firstly by modifying the control algorithm and secondly by 
changing the wheelchair geometry. 
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Introduction Chapter 1 
1.1 Wheelchairs and Wheelchair Users 
This dissertation describes work carried out during an investigation into the provision of 
navigational assistance for disabled users of powered wheelchairs. 
It has been estimated that 10% of the worlds population will suffer from some form of 
disability during the course of their life, and an estimated 4% will be severely disabled 
[Busby, 1997]. For many severely disabled people a wheelchair provides an essential 
means of mobility. 
A wheelchair may be manually propelled by the disabled person or by a helper but 
increasingly a powered wheelchair may offer a better alternative. The ability to move 
about within the home and in the wider environment, under their own control and 
without reliance upon a helper, is of major benefit in terms of the self-respect, 
independence, and quality of life of the user. However, the user's disabilities may 
inhibit the usefulness of the wheelchair. 
A typical powered wheelchair consists of an electrically driven, battery powered vehicle 
that is steered by means of a joystick coupled to a proprietary controller that 
independently varies the current to the electric motors coupled to the driven wheels. A 
joystick is the most common means of steering such a vehicle, but other forms of input 
device, including ultrasonic head-movement detectors, infra-red devices that detect eye 
movements (ie `winking'), and suck-blow tubes, can provide signals for steering the 
wheelchair. 
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Accident survival rates have been significantly increased by advances in medical 
techniques and improved paramedical care. However many survivors suffer from high 
level spinal injuries and paralysis that prevents the use of a joystick. Alternative input 
devices tend to be less precise and their use requires a longer learning cycle. 
Cerebral palsy may cause sudden uncontrolled hand tremors that could result in a 
joystick-controlled wheelchair taking an erratic course. For young children, the recently 
disabled, and elderly patients, learning to use a powered wheelchair can be a stressful 
and potentially dangerous experience. The confidence and personal safety of the user 
may be improved, and the risk of damage to the operating environment and the 
wheelchair minimised, by technical innovation. 
Various schemes such as Motability in the U. K. have been established to provide 
specially adapted motor vehicles for disabled users. By contrast the type of wheelchair 
that is provided for many disabled people is often very basic. Most powered 
wheelchairs are purchased either by the disabled person or by a charitable organisation. 
With the cost of a powered wheelchair often approaching that of a conventional motor 
vehicle it is essential that any additional facilities provided must be at a low and 
affordable cost if widespread benefit is to be achieved. 
1.2 Unique Characteristics of a Wheelchair Application 
The navigational requirements for a powered wheelchair were considered to differ 
significantly with those of other types of autonomous vehicles [Goodwin, 1997]. 
" The vehicle is `manned'. 
" The human user is already equipped with an extremely reliable sensor system. 
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" Additional sensors are needed to compensate for physical and not sensory 
impairments. 
" The user seeks assistance and not full automation. 
" The assistance provided should be non-intrusive. 
" The user should be given a veto to disregard any navigational assistance offered. 
" The system should operate in an unknown and unmodified environment. 
" The system should be low cost. 
" The system should operate in real time. 
1.3 Objectives of the Present Study 
The previous areas of research were considered to approximate to the extreme values in 
the classical `Law of diminishing returns' as represented in Fig. 1-1. The one extreme 
consisting of affordable low cost but low functionality collision avoidance systems, and 
the other extreme with technically feasible but practically unaffordable and complex 
multi-sensor systems. 
Fig. 1-1 The area of the current research 
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The objectives of this research were to attempt to bridge the gap between the two 
previous areas of research, and to investigate the possibilities of providing true real time 
navigational assistance in a previously unknown environment at an affordable cost. 
1.4 Research Completed 
Previous research into wall following with autonomous vehicles had often been carried 
out under idealised laboratory conditions using a perfect wall as shown in Fig. 1-2 (a). 
r7p 
4 
(a) Idealised conditions with perfect wall 
C-P 
(b) Replication of environmental conditions 
0 
(c) Short term memory technique 
Ignores localised environmental changes 
Fig 1-2 Wall following systems for autonomous vehicles 
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In the real world a wheelchair is likely to encounter localised changes due to 
architectural features such as door recesses and projections caused by radiators etc. 
Some previous research has derived systems that have moved a vehicle along a path that 
closely mimicked the actual operating environment, as shown in Fig. 1-2 (b). Whilst 
possibly acceptable for some industrial applications, such as materials handling, such a 
course could prove unnatural and unacceptable to a human user. 
In the current research short-term memory techniques were devised enabling the 
wheelchair to disregard such temporary changes in the environment and to follow a 
smoother more natural trajectory, as shown in Fig. 1-2 (c). The first technique used a 
record of the most recent sensor inputs to detect changes in the operating environment 
due to localised architectural features such as doorways, radiators etc. A second 
technique suppressed unnecessary course corrections due to purely localised changes 
until the accumulated data had confirmed that a permanent change had occurred. These 
short-term memory techniques operated at a lower level than the strategic function of 
wall following. The use of functions at lower and higher levels for this application was 
one of the original contributions of this research. 
The short-term techniques enabled the system to recognise various environmental 
features and to determine appropriate navigational actions, as described in Sections 3.10 
to 3.11. 
The final system demonstrated the wheelchair's ability to maintain a parallel course at a 
fixed distance from a wall, to move from a remote position onto a predetermined course, 
to successfully navigate projections and recesses in a wall and to follow a curved wall. 
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Fig. 1-3 shows a flow diagram of the completed research undertaken to achieve the 
objectives detailed in Section 1.3. 
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Fig. 1-3 Flow diagram of the completed research. 
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The following additional research was completed: 
"A new simulation system was created to investigate new control algorithms for 
navigating a wheelchair in a previously unknown environment. Different 
environmental conditions were simulated and appropriate theoretical courses to 
be taken by a wheelchair were determined. 
" New control algorithms for wheelchair navigation were devised. The algorithms 
were based on using ranging data derived from two sets of sensors located at a 
fixed distance from one another on the side of the vehicle. 
The initial algorithm determined the turning action required to move the 
wheelchair from any initial starting position onto a desired target line that was 
parallel to and at a fixed distance from a perfectly straight wall. From certain 
initial starting positions, and in order to achieve the desired final position within 
a defined travel distance, an S-curve route planning technique was devised. 
A second algorithm considered the actions required where localised projections 
and recesses in the wall, curving walls etc. were encountered that more closely 
matched the environmental conditions for a wheelchair operating in the real 
world. 
" Hardware was constructed enabling the signals derived from the users joystick 
and additional low-cost sensors to be interrogated by a computer and, where 
appropriate, to be modified so as to achieve the desired turning action by the 
wheelchair. 
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"A new system to provide navigational assistance was devised that enabled the 
recognition of various environmental features and eliminated the need for 
detailed mapping of the environment. 
" Algorithms developed from the simulation programme were incorporated in an 
actual operating programme used in conducting a series of practical trials. 
" The need for complex odometric calculations to determine the wheelchair's 
location was eliminated by using simple opto-sensors to initiate the updating of 
ranging data at fixed distances, independent of the speed of the wheelchair. 
1.5 Dissertation Overview 
Chapter 2 examines the background to the current research programme by reference to 
the literature. The chapter begins by considering a number of general topics applicable 
to many classes of autonomous vehicles. The additional complications of autonomous 
vehicles capable of operating in unknown and unstructured environments are compared 
to the less demanding and less flexible automated guided vehicle systems. 
The different approaches to path planning adopted by previous researchers are 
considered including local and global methods. Various types of sensors and ranging 
devices are considered, together with the use of multiple sensor systems, including the 
complexity of sensor fusion involved in mixing data derived from artificial sensors with 
the input from a human user. 
Methods used in determining the location of a vehicle such as dead reckoning and 
triangulation are evaluated. The representation of the operating environment using grid 
based and topological mapping techniques are considered, together with methods for the 
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representation of the vehicle used in subsequent trajectory planning and obstacle 
avoidance. 
The effect of the actual vehicle configuration on its ability to follow a particular 
trajectory is followed by a consideration of different approaches to the systems 
architecture for the overall navigation control system. 
Previous wheelchair related research projects are considered. The discussion includes a 
wide spectrum of applications ranging from simple collision avoidance and route 
following systems to complex applications based on mapping techniques and 
incorporating high cost multiple sensor systems and requiring high levels of data 
processing. 
The chapter concludes with a critical evaluation of the previous research work that led 
to the definition of the areas of research for the current project. 
Chapter 3 describes the creation of a new simulation program, written in the Microsoft 
Quick Basic programming language, that modelled the various navigational processes 
for the wheelchair. The graphical representation of the wheelchair and its environment 
enabled various turning strategies to be evaluated. 
The required radius of turn through which the wheelchair needed to be moved in order 
to achieve particular turning actions was calculated theoretically. The actions to be 
taken by the wheelchair in encountering a variety of different environmental features 
were investigated and developed. The new simulation program incorporated provision 
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to minimise unnecessary changes in course to correct for minor temporary changes in 
the environment. Additional changes to the control algorithms enabled the wheelchair 
to complete course corrections within a pre-defined travel distance. The various actions 
necessary to navigate the individual environmental features were combined into a total 
control algorithm as a basis for the final operating system. 
The chapter includes numerous graphical examples of the resultant screen displays 
illustrating how the simulation was able both to navigate the wheelchair and to 
recognise various environmental features with no `a priori' information. The chapter 
concludes with a description of the final control algorithm, a block diagram of the 
simulation program, and brief details of the program modules. 
Chapter 4 describes the commercial wheelchair used as the test vehicle in this research 
and the various items of hardware that were added to produce the total system. The 
standard wheelchair including its controller and joystick are considered, together with 
the various hardware modifications that enabled the control signals to be diverted to a 
computer. 
The interface card that enabled the processing and communication functions is 
described together with details of the intermediate patchboards and associated wiring 
diagrams. 
Details are provided of the ultrasonic transmitter and receiver circuits that provided the 
ranging data inputs to the system. Information is included of the opto-sensor devices 
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that enabled the ultrasonic sensors to be initiated at fixed travel distances by signals 
derived from timing discs attached to the wheels of the wheelchair. 
A block diagram of the total systems architecture enables comparison to be made 
between the modified hardware system and that of the unmodified commercially 
available wheelchair. 
The chapter describes the creation of the data acquisition, processing and 
communication functions. Using a PCL-812 LabCard to provide high speed multi- 
function data acquisition, suitable program modules were created using Microsoft Quick 
Basic to fulfil each of the individual functional requirements. The two different 
methods of programming the lab card, using either direct programming or the supplied 
software drivers, are described. 
The chapter concludes with a description of the creation and testing of the individual 
program modules to fire the ultrasonic transmitters, read the opto-sensors, provide 
ranging data from the ultrasonic receiver data, interpret the joystick data, and to output 
modified control voltages to drive the wheelchair. 
Chapter 5 describes the combination of the hardware and associated software modules 
with the logic and algorithms of the simulation program to produce a new navigational 
assistance system for a wheelchair. 
The synthetic data of the simulation program was replaced by real data from the 
ultrasonic sensors. Tests were carried out to gain an understanding of the relationship 
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between motor input numbers and the motor speeds, and these were compared to the 
effects produced by the user's joystick. Different methods used to determine the 
relationship between various input numbers to the motors, and the radius of curvature of 
the resultant course of the wheelchair, are described. From the results obtained a range 
of values was selected for inclusion in the final operating program. 
Chapter 6 describes a series of tests carried out on the final integrated wheelchair 
system. The phased testing of functions, to follow a parallel course, move onto a pre- 
determined target line, and to negotiate a range of different environmental features, is 
described. 
Modifications to the software to improve the wheelchair's response to changes in signal 
level are described. Further modification of the wheelchair from a four-wheeled vehicle 
to a tricycle configuration and its subsequent effect on the response are examined. 
The chapter includes numerous graphical examples of individual test results illustrating 
the progression of the final test program. 
Chapter 7 includes a detailed discussion of the results of the research. The influence of 
current wheelchair design on the provision of navigational assistance is considered, and 
the dissertation is concluded with recommendations of the areas for future research 
work. 
Appendix A provides detailed information regarding the new Simulation program. 
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Appendix B includes diagrams of the ultrasonic transmitter and receiver circuits 
together with details and the circuit diagram of the opto-sensors. 
Appendix C provides details of the data acquisition and processing functions using the 
PCL-812 LabCard. 
Appendix D includes the source code of the new navigational assistance operating 
program. 
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2.1 Autonomous Applications 
A review of previous related research was undertaken with particular reference to 
autonomous vehicles and to applications concerned with the navigation of vehicles for 
disabled users. 
2.1.1 Robotic Operations in Structured Environments 
Many robotic applications have been developed to meet the requirements of industry in 
providing faster, more reliable, high precision methods for the high volume manufacture 
of industrial products at lower cost. 
In order to recover the high initial costs of the equipment and the programming involved 
it has often proved cheaper to operate in highly structured and known environments. In 
such applications many variables are eliminated and the systems merely repeat a pre- 
defined sequence of operations to produce a restricted range of products. This approach 
is typified in the manufacture of printed circuit boards where electronic components are 
picked from automatic feed devices and repeatedly located at fixed positions [Stauffer, 
1984]. Compliant grippers may be used to overcome any slight discrepancy in location. 
Such systems enable the repetitive assembly of reliable high volume products with 
precision and at low cost. This approach however generally results in inflexible systems 
that are uneconomic if subjected to frequent changes in product design or for the 
manufacture of smaller batch quantities. Any changes in the environment, or to the 
specific task to be undertaken tends to require off-line re-programming of the robots. 
[Lozano-Perez, 1990 and Goodwin, 1992] 
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2.1.2 Autonomous Vehicles in a Structured Environment 
Similar reasoning has been applied to automated guided vehicle applications, first 
introduced in 1954, where a vehicle followed a pre-defined route around a factory, 
stopping to load and unload materials at specific docking stations [Miller, 1987] and 
[Caulkett]. In these applications the route taken by the vehicle was determined by a 
variety of permanent or semi-permanent guidance systems such as buried wires or 
reflective tapes in the floor surface, and passive or active beacons strategically located 
around the workplace. The installation and maintenance of such guidance systems has 
similarly resulted in inflexible systems that can not respond quickly to any changes either 
in the requirements or the operating environment. 
The costs of operating such systems in a structured environment are dependent upon : 
" The size of the operating environment. 
" The required precision. 
The frequency of changes to the requirements and the environment. 
2.1.3 Robotic Operations in Unstructured Environments 
Many potential applications exist where a robot is required to operate in large 
unstructured and previously unknown domains where they must cope with significant 
uncertainty in the position and identity of objects. Such applications include nuclear 
plant maintenance, security and fire-fighting operations, space exploration and the 
present application of vehicles for the disabled. These applications require a robot to be 
capable of interpreting sensory information and to use the resultant data to plan the 
actions necessary to accomplish a specific task within an appropriate time frame. The 
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required degree of precision for many of these applications may however be less 
demanding than with conventional industrial applications. 
Applications needing to operate in previously unmapped or hostile environments, such as 
occur in nuclear [Desbats, 1998] and mine-clearing applications [Havlik, 1998] may be 
carried out using tele-operated navigation systems that typically provide some form of 
vision feedback to a remote operator. 
Jarvis [1994] detailed a typical application for a stereo-vision tele-operated vehicle. In 
proceeding to adapt the vehicle to produce a remotely controlled robotic lawn mower he 
makes the point that tele-operation may be regarded as the intermediate stage between 
direct human control and fully autonomous operation. 
In the case of space exploration the signal time to Mars (6 to 45 minutes at the speed of 
light) makes it impractical to have a tele-operated vehicle whose movement is solely 
controlled by a human operator from the earth [Wilcox & Gennery, 1990]. To overcome 
this problem it was proposed that stereo pictures be sent to earth, either from vision 
cameras on the vehicle, or from an orbiting satellite. From these pictures a human 
operator would periodically designate a generalised path for the vehicle to follow using 
its on-board dead reckoning techniques. A degree of autonomy would be provided, by 
using vision cameras on the actual space vehicle, to enable local course corrections to 
avoid obstacles undetectable from the initial lower resolution pictures. Using the first 
approach the vehicle could be expected to cover a distance of some 20 metres in a 30 
minute period, or up to 10 Km. per day by using pictures from an orbiting satellite. 
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2.2 Sensors 
Whether operating in a tele-operational mode, or in a known or an unknown 
environment, some form of sensing device capable of acquiring data about the operating 
environment is a pre-requisite to successful autonomous navigation. Sensory feedback, 
used in conjunction with computer control, enables a system to carry out a desired task 
and to modify its path or actions dependent upon the detected environmental conditions. 
In the case of a wheelchair application the sensors may be used either to supplement or 
to replace the sensory capabilities of a human operator. A combination of different 
sensors may be used to improve the reliability of the data upon which subsequent 
navigational decisions are based. 
A wide variety of detection methods are available and have been well documented 
[Indyk & Velastin, 1994 and Borenstein, 1997]. The various detection methods may be 
classified into four major categories: 
" Contact sensors. 
" Ranging devices. 
" Vision systems. 
" Human operator. 
2.2.1 Ranging Devices 
A variety of relatively low cost range measuring devices are available using light, 
ultrasonic or infra-red methods. Unlike contact sensors these ranging devices enable 
navigational actions, including obstacle avoidance, to be undertaken at a pre-determined 
safe distance from an obstacle or reflecting surface. 
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Ultrasonic devices often have an effective beam angle of some 30 degrees, the effects of 
which are two-fold. In the first case although the distance to an object may be measured 
accurately the actual position of the object may be anywhere within a 30 degree cone. 
Triangulation methods, employing data derived from at least two sensors, may be used to 
determine an objects location. 
The author [Goodwin, 1969] overcame the problem of accurate location of defects 
during the ultrasonic flaw detection of welded structures by using the edge of the 
ultrasonic beam rather than the main beam. It is possible that this method could be 
utilised in locating environmental features for vehicle navigation. 
The second effect of beam angle is that a large number of sensors may be required in 
order to provide 360 degree coverage of the environment thus increasing the subsequent 
computation and complexity. 
2.2.2 Vision Systems 
Vision systems consist of one or more cameras, located either on the vehicle or at 
strategic positions within the environment and frequently employing special lighting 
equipment [Fairhurst 1988, Galbiati 1990 and Sanders 1994]. Data from the cameras is 
passed in digital form to a computer where the environmental features may be analysed 
and matched with previously stored data in order to determine the vehicles position 
relative to a global model. A major advantage of these systems is their ability to respond 
to dynamic changes in the environment. Vision systems involve complex high cost 
equipment and require high-speed data processing. 
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2.2.3 Multiple Sensor Systems (Sensor Fusion) 
In an attempt to overcome the shortcomings of individual artificial sensor systems the 
majority of autonomous vehicle applications include a variety of different sensor 
systems. [Buchberger, Jorg & Puttkamer, 1993] and [Baumgartner & Yoder, 1995] 
Multiple sensor systems may provide either confirmatory or contradictory information 
regarding the vehicles environment. Much additional cost, complexity and data 
processing is involved in sensor fusion operations and in discriminating between the 
results to derive the best estimate of the vehicles position for subsequent navigational 
decisions. 
Sutherland [1997] made the point that whilst a large number of measurements may be 
expected to provide a more accurate result often the errors involved were not 
normally distributed and the additional measurements may, in some cases, cause more 
harm than good. 
Lozano-Perez [1990] summarised the challenges " ... the weak link is still feature 
detection ... the performance of any sensing system is largely determined after the 
feature detectors have finished their work. Subsequent processing may be very 
clever, but at best, it will avoid degrading output... The trend is to attack this problem 
by sensor fusion, that is combining the outputs of multiple feature detectors possibly 
operating on a variety of sensors or simply multiple observations of the same object. 
Much of the work has focused on Kalman filtering, which essentially provides a 
mechanism for weighting the various pieces of data based on estimates of their 
reliability... but no amount of Kalman filtering will restore a missing feature or 
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prevent a totally erroneous feature from having an impact on the estimate". 
2.2.4 The Human Operator 
Unlike other completely autonomous vehicle applications the wheelchair application 
includes a human operator, the sensory capabilities of whom are generally far superior 
to those of other artificial sensor systems. Whilst physical disabilities may result in a 
wheelchair user having difficulty using conventional controls to accurately navigate a 
wheelchair along a chosen path the sensory capabilities of the user may be unimpaired 
by their disability. The new research discussed in this dissertation investigated the use 
of such additional sensors to provide navigational assistance to a disabled user. 
In a wheelchair application the mechanism of sensor fusion takes on an added dimension 
in that the most important sensor input may be derived from a human user. If the 
wheelchair is not to operate simply as an autonomous transporter then some means must 
be devised that enables the fusion of input from the user with the data derived from 
artificial sensors [Goodwin, 1997]. The problem is further compounded by the need to 
sometimes permit the user to override the system generated navigational instructions 
whilst at other times preventing the user from undertaking unsafe manoeuvres. 
Connell & Viola [1990] produced a mobile robot having a seat for a passenger in 
which the navigational behaviour was determined by a prioritised rule set that enabled 
the users joystick data to be fused with sensor data in a manner similar to that 
proposed by Brooks [1986]. An additional suppression module provided two 
additional functions that would either suggest an appropriate action, or in dangerous 
situations would actually prohibit an unsafe action by the user. The inclusion of the 
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suppression module enabled the user to partially veto the system generated output 
whilst still fulfilling a safety role. 
To steer the vehicle the user could indicate his desired intentions using a joystick or 
authorise various activities through a bank of toggle switches. Whilst achieving the 
basic objectives the necessity to operate further switching may be inappropriate for 
some severely disabled users. 
The writer of this dissertation proposed a basic method of mixing the system and user 
generated inputs to permit a user to automatically lock-on and subsequently break-away 
from a wall following behaviour [Goodwin, 1997]. If the wheelchair were driven at an 
angle towards a wall then at a pre-defined distance the wheelchair would be 
automatically turned towards the target line. Maintaining the joystick in a direction 
towards the wall would cause the wheelchair to continue on a parallel course as the 
system vetoed the joystick signal. Repositioning the joystick in the opposite direction 
would enable the wheelchair to leave the target line and move away from the wall as the 
joystick signals were no longer over-ridden at distances beyond the pre-defined target 
distance. 
2.3 Obstacle Detection and Collision Avoidance 
Whether operating in a structured or unstructured environment, along a randomly 
selected or calculated route, obstacles in the path of the vehicle may be expected to 
occur as a natural consequence of the dynamic nature of the process. Obstacle 
detection and collision avoidance is the primary requirement for any system of 
navigational assistance. 
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Obstacles in the path of a moving robot may be detected using some form of contact or 
proximity sensor. Signals generated by the sensor enable appropriate action to be taken 
to avoid or at least minimise the effects of collision. 
2.3.1 Collision Avoidance Using Contact Sensors 
The simplest method of collision avoidance relies on a contact sensor to switch off the 
power to a robot upon contact with an obstacle. This method has been used in 
elementary powered wheelchair applications and even in complex multi-sensor robotic 
applications contact sensors are often included to provide a last resort safety feature. 
Rather than simply switching off the power to a vehicle, the signal from a contact 
sensor may be used to initiate a standard recovery procedure in order to direct the 
wheelchair onto an alternative course. 
Langner [1995] and Nisbet [1995] adopted this approach to applications that enabled 
users to gain experience of driving a wheelchair with minimal risk of damage to the 
environment or wheelchair, or injury to its occupant. Upon detecting an obstacle such 
systems would typically remove control of the vehicle from the user and automatically 
implement a standard recovery routine such as `Reverse to a distance x from the 
obstacle, turn left y degrees, and then return command of the wheelchair to the user'. 
Without further navigational input there is no guarantee that the modified course is 
free of further obstacles and in the worst case the wheelchair may gently ricochet 
from one obstacle to another. 
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2.3.2 Collision Avoidance Using Proximity Sensors 
In some cases the speed and momentum of the vehicle may be such that a signal from a 
contact sensor would not provide sufficient stopping distance to prevent impact with an 
obstacle. To overcome this problem an alternative type of non-contact proximity sensor 
may be employed to provide advanced warning of an obstacle. A variety of methods 
have been proposed for using the signals from such sensors in order to decelerate, to 
stop, or to modify the course of a vehicle so as to avoid collision with a detected 
obstacle. 
2.3.3 Obstacle Avoidance Using Voroni Diagrams 
O'Dunlaing [1984] proposed a method of obstacle avoidance through a cluttered 
environment by following the safest route as represented by a 'Voroni Diagram', 
shown in Fig. 2-1, that shows the locus of points equidistant from at least two of the 
obstacle surfaces, corresponding to the locus of maximally distant points. 
Fig. 2-1 'Voroni' diagram 
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2.3.4 Obstacle Avoidance Using Visibility Maps 
Lozano-Perez and Wesley [1979] proposed a similar method based on a `Visibility 
map', or `V-graph' that was produced to show the free space between adjacent obstacles 
in which a point object could move without fear of collision. The V-graph, shown in 
Fig. 2-2, consisted of straight lines joining the vertices of obstacles where the straight 
lines did not intersect any intervening obstacle. The shortest collision free path from the 
start to the end position corresponded to the shortest path along the lines on the V-graph 
between the two points. Path planning around obstacles was based on subdividing the 
global process into a number of individual local planning tasks in which a robot was 
moved within the free space defined by the lines. 
Fig. 2-2 Visibility map or `V-graph' 
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2.3.5 Artificial Potential Field Method 
Khatib [1986] proposed an `artificial potential field' method that has subsequently 
become one of the most common techniques for collision avoidance. In this method 
obstacles and the robot were represented as electrostatic forces of the same polarity 
that generate artificial potential fields. As the robot attempted to approach an obstacle 
the repulsive forces tending to oppose such motion increased. A distance function 
related the variation in the level of these repulsive forces with the minimum distance 
from the obstacle. The force on the mover generated by the obstacle was calculated 
from the formula: 
F= 
0 dD 
dD dx 
Where P= potential function used 
D= function of minimum distance between mover and obstacle and 
x= the position vector of the mover 
Khatib's approach was directed at obstacle avoidance using local short-term real time 
methods rather than in the automatic path planning. The artificial potential fields 
were used to apply local corrections to a previously planned trajectory to avoid 
collision with any intervening obstacles. 
Khatib's approach could be applied to controlling a wheelchair to follow a path along 
the centre of a narrow corridor by balancing the signals received from sensors located 
on either side of the vehicle. Stott [1998] used this method to navigate a wheelchair 
through a narrow doorway. 
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2.4 Path Planning 
Section 2.3 described obstacle detection methods that would enable a vehicle to be 
moved around a complex environment without danger of collision. Whilst such 
methods fulfil an essential safety function they do not provide any meaningful 
navigation function in terms of moving from a defined start position to a desired final 
position. 
AGV's operating in a known environment are able to travel to a desired location by 
following a fixed path that is pre-defined by the prior installation of the particular 
guidance system, such as a white line or buried wire. The navigation of other 
autonomous vehicles, whether operating in a known or a previously unknown 
environment, is dependent upon some form of automatic path planning. Such path 
planning involves the co-ordination of three major tasks [Sanders, 1990]: 
" An appropriate representation of the vehicle and its environment. 
" The determination of the desired vehicle trajectory. 
The use of sensors to obtain data that is used to detect and measure the 
various environmental features, such as walls and other obstacles. 
Path planning methods may be categorised into one of two categories, either Local or 
Global methods [Balding, 1987] and [Sanders, 1994]. 
2.4.1 Local Methods of Path Planning 
Local path planning methods are generally based on a heuristic approach to determine 
intermediate positions between the starting position and the desired goal position. 
Algorithms are used to find a path by repeatedly trying alternate configurations that 
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are closer to the desired end position. When obstacles are detected simple strategies 
such as `Reverse x cm and then turn y degrees left' may be implemented, as used by 
Langner [1995] in a wheelchair application. Local path planning methods, based on 
sensor derived data, are particularly applicable to mobile robot applications in 
unknown and dynamic environments where a global world model is unavailable or 
inappropriate. 
2.4.2 Global Methods of Path Planning 
The operating environment of an autonomous vehicle will include various fixed 
architectural features, such as walls and corridors of a permanent nature, together 
with semi-permanent features, such as items of furniture, as well as moving objects, 
such as other vehicles and pedestrians. In a completely static situation the 
environment may be mapped or modelled with great precision before an appropriate 
trajectory is determined. In the real world operating situation however the dynamic 
(i. e. time dependent) nature of certain environmental features will require constantly 
updated data to be acquired and interpreted in order for the vehicle to detect and 
account for these dynamic features in any subsequent path planning operations. 
2.4.3 Representation of the Environment - Mapping 
Having accumulated data regarding the distance to and orientation of various surfaces 
in the environment the next stage is to represent that data in an integrated format that 
models the operating environment in order that subsequent path planning may be 
undertaken. 
Thrun & Bucken [1996] listed a number of factors affecting such navigational models: 
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" Sensor capabilities for exact location. 
Perceptual limitations due to the operating range of the sensors. 
" Sensor noise corruption. 
" Odometric errors in measuring robot motion. 
" Complex & dynamic environments. 
" The requirement for simple models to enable real-time operation. 
In practical terms the level of detail and the extent of a mathematical model is largely 
influenced by the intended application, the accuracy of the sensor system, and the 
time taken in processing the data. 
There are two major processes for mapping the environment, either a grid-based 
method or topological mapping. 
2.4.4 Grid Based Mapping Methods 
Elfes [1987] and Moravec [1983] proposed the use a uniform pattern of grids to 
represent the environment, with individual grid cells having an occupancy value based 
on the degree of certainty that the centre of the robot could be moved to the centre of 
the cell without colliding with an obstacle. A Bayesian approach was used in the 
determination of the occupancy values based on the integration of multiple sensor 
readings over a period of time, where a value of 1 indicated absolute certainty that 
the grid was occupied, and a value of 0 that it was empty. 
2.4.5 Topological Mapping 
Using data derived from sensors a computer generated model of the various 
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environmental features may be used to provide a Global map of the operating 
environment. Whilst readily implemented into a navigational strategy such maps are 
more applicable to fixed environments, such as occur in industrial robotic assembly 
operations or in laboratory type applications. [Goodwin, 1992] 
Global mapping of a previously unknown environment may be constructed from the 
autonomous exploration by the vehicle and the subsequent plotting of the accumulated 
sensor derived data. Examples of this approach are provided by Buchberger, Jorg & 
Puttkamer [1993] and Edlinger and Puttkamer [1994] using laser and ultrasonic 
ranging sensors. 
2.4.6 The Determination of Vehicle Location 
In order to navigate a vehicle accurate estimates of its position and orientation relative 
to the environment must be determined. A variety of methods are available based on 
detecting active or passive artificial beacons previously strategically located in the 
environment. The use of active beacons, the most common navigation aids used by 
shipping and aircraft, has the advantage of being capable of operating over large 
distances and also that each beacon may transmit a unique identification signal. 
The Global Positioning Satellite System developed by the U. S. Department of 
Defence, consisting of 24 satellites, is perhaps the ultimate example of a high cost 
high complexity active beacon navigation system. When not purposely down-graded 
as a security precaution this system is capable of an accuracy on a global scale to 
within 1 metre [Borenstein et al. 1997]. 
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An industrial AGV system developed by GEC-Caterpillar [Bostel & Sagarm, 1996] 
used a laser scanning technique mounted on the vehicle to detect passive bar code 
identifiable beacons to determine its location and orientation. This enabled the vehicle 
to navigate around a factory floor, between the beacons, without relying upon the 
permanent floor laid tracking system used by conventional AGV systems. 
Similarly methods based on using sensors to detect naturally occurring environmental 
features in previously mapped environments have been used [Rencken, 1993] and 
[Bauer, 1995]. Instantaneous sensor data was interpreted to produce a local map 
that was then correlated with a corresponding portion of the previously determined 
global map. The vehicles current position was determined as the viewpoint from 
which the two maps could be superimposed. The major objection to such map 
correlation methods is that they may fail to distinguish between similar local features 
such as identical door openings. The ability of a sensor system to even detect a 
particular feature may be dependent on its orientation to the feature. 
Other methods based on dead reckoning measured the rotation of the vehicles wheels 
using odometric methods as the robot moved from its initial known position, or were 
based on inertial navigation using gyroscopes or accelerometers. Whilst providing 
good short-term accuracy such methods suffer from progressive cumulative errors. 
These errors may be compensated for by periodic updating from additional sensor 
input derived from beacons or natural features, as previously described. 
The necessity for absolute accuracy in determining a vehicles current position is 
dependent upon the accuracy required of the navigational system and upon the extent 
and distribution of obstacles in the operating environment. 
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A disadvantage of all of the above methods is that the systems are only capable of 
operating in previously known environments. In many of the methods modification of 
the environment by the strategic positioning of beacons is required. 
2.4.7 Representation of the Vehicle in its Environment 
Prior to 1980 much of the research undertaken in modelling robotic workspaces was 
based on using polyhedral representation to avoid collision with static objects located 
in the workspace [Ahuja, 1980]. A three-dimensional model of a complex 
environment, such as a robotic assembly operation, required considerable computation 
that could not be achieved in real time. In the modelling of a vehicle in a dynamic 
environment, even if the model were to be reduced to only two dimensions, such 
modelling would be unduly complex. 
Various methods have been employed to simplify this modelling process. Udapa 
[1977] modelled the environment using polyhedra but simplified the robot by 
considering it in terms of a minimum bounding envelope. Lozano-Perez and Wesley 
[1979] employed an abstraction method in which they grew the obstacles and shrunk 
the moving parts to simplify the computation. 
In many previous vehicle applications the vehicle location was frequently displayed as 
a single fixed reference point rather than by the more complex geometry of the actual 
vehicle. The distances to the various environmental features detected by the vehicles 
ranging sensors, located at different positions on the vehicle, were then modified by 
reference to their distance from this fixed reference point. 
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To ensure that the vehicle, located relative to this single reference point, did not 
collide with any obstacle in its environment this single point may be expanded to a 
circle or an ellipse that included the extremities of the vehicle, and possibly an 
additional safety margin. A more common approach has been to consider the vehicle 
in terms of a single fixed reference point and to expand the various environmental 
features and obstacles to ensure that collisions are avoided. 
Whilst such methods considerably simplified subsequent route planning operations this 
was only achieved at the expense of the additional processing time and complexity 
involved in producing the initial environmental model. 
2.4.8 Defining the Start and Finish Position 
Any route planning process generally begins by determining the initial starting 
location, in the case of a robotics application this may be based on sensor data using 
one of the previously described localisation techniques. The desired finish position 
may similarly be defined by specifying coordinates relative to a world coordinate 
system. 
In an industrial robotics operation both the start and finish position may be specified 
in terms of a task related objective such as 'pick up a resistor from the parts feeding 
device and locate it in the required position on the printed circuit board' 
[Tewkesbury, 1994]. 
In the case of a disabled wheelchair user the determination of the start and finish 
positions are determined, almost subconciously, as subjective task-related objectives. 
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Objectives, such as 'go down this corridor' or `go through this doorway', in 
combination with obstacle avoidance and the following of a smooth trajectory, replace 
the mathematical precision essential in defining industrial robotics applications. 
2.4.9 Trajectory Planning 
Given the initial and desired terminal positions in an obstacle free environment it is 
necessary to generate a path linking the two points. Trajectory planning consists of 
the generation of curves with the prescribed initial and terminal positions and where 
tangents to the curves at these two positions correspond to the initial and final 
orientation of the vehicle. 
In early work on trajectory control Dubins [1957] showed that for a vehicle 
constrained to only move forwards and having a finite turning circle the shortest path 
from initial to final positions consisted of, at the most, 3 segments (arc/line/arc or 
arc/arc/arc or often just arc/arc). These conditions correspond to those of the 
wheelchair used in the current research. In the real world this simplistic approach is 
generally incapable of providing a satisfactory trajectory because of the presence of 
various obstacles that must be detected and taken into account in planning a collision 
free trajectory. 
2.4.10 The Optimum Path 
The primary path planning objective is to plan a safe path from a start position to a 
final goal position. Dependent upon the circumstances of the operation a number of 
secondary considerations may be used to differentiate between an optimal path and a 
range of other possible paths that the robot could follow to reach its goal position. 
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The ultimate decision as to what constitutes an optimal path is often based on the users 
subjective assessment of a number of sometimes conflicting factors, and the 
weighting given to each of the factors in some form of algorithm that attempts to 
minimise certain cost function for a particular path. The factors that may be 
considered in determining an optimal path include: 
e Distance travelled. 
Time taken. 
Energy used. 
Path safety. 
User acceptability of the path shape. 
In the case of an industrial assembly operation the time taken, and hence the 
production rate, may be the over-riding factor in determining the optimal path. With a 
wheelchair application a smooth, safe trajectory, with ample clearance of any 
obstacles may be more important than the speed or precision of the operation. 
2.5 Vehicle Guidance 
Having determined the desired path that the wheelchair should take then the next stage 
of the navigation operation is to consider the means by which the wheelchair is to be 
directed along the selected route. 
The particular configuration of the vehicle and its mechanical design have a major 
influence on the method of steering the vehicle and its ability to follow a particular 
trajectory. Wheel slippage caused by certain steering or wheel velocity conditions may 
cause the vehicle to deviate from the desired trajectory. 
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Two different vehicle configurations were considered : 
" Steered wheel vehicles. 
Differentially driven vehicles. 
Chapter 2 
2.5.1 Steered Wheel Vehicles 
This type of configuration has been adopted for many of the specialised mobility aids 
designed for the elderly and those with limited mobility and walking difficulties. 
They are able to be driven on public roads, footpaths, and around shopping centres to 
the door of a particular shop, thus minimising the amount of walking necessary by the 
user. 
These vehicles generally consist of a fixed rear axle and a single steered, and often 
driven, front wheel. Certain 4-wheeled vehicles are also available and these may be 
considered in this same category if the two steered wheels are approximated by a 
single wheel at the centre (i. e. a tricycle configuration). A disadvantage of this 
vehicle configuration is that the turning circle is dependent on the maximum steering 
angle and hence their manoeuvrability in a confined space may be restricted. 
2.5.2 Differentially Driven Vehicles 
This class of vehicle is steered by means of a differential drive via independent motors 
to each driven wheel. A tracked vehicle such as a military tank and the differentially 
driven Bobcat II wheelchair used during this research are two examples of this class of 
vehicle. A major advantage of vehicles with this configuration is their ability to turn 
on-the-spot with a zero radius turning circle. 
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2.5.3 Variables for Controlling the Vehicle Position 
The position of a vehicle relative to a desired trajectory is generally determined by 
reference to a specific datum position on the wheelchair. The orientation of the 
vehicle will always be tangential to the trajectory at this reference point. 
A vehicles position may be defined using three parameters (x, y, and g), two for 
translation and one for orientation. For common steered vehicles such as a tricycle 
configuration or a differentially driven vehicle there are only 2 control variables. In 
the case of a steered wheel vehicle these variables are the steering angle and the 
velocity. For a differentially driven vehicle the control variables are the relative 
velocities of the two driven wheels. 
In order to maintain a desired trajectory it is necessary to monitor the vehicles 
position and to modify the value of subsequent control signals using some form of 
guidance control system. There are two major categories of guidance control systems 
for a vehicle, either an open-loop or a closed-loop system. 
2.5.4 Open Loop Systems 
In an open loop system the input data from a sensor is used to produce a pre- 
determined output variable to achieve a desired objective (e. g. When an occupant of a 
room decides that it is cold then a heater is switched on to achieve a more comfortable 
temperature). With an open-loop system there is no automatic means of modifying 
the output conditions as the desired objective is achieved. Control relies upon 
updating the input signals by taking further sensor readings (e. g. the occupant must 
monitor the temperature of the room and switch off the heater when the desired 
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temperature has been achieved). 
2.5.5 Closed Loop Systems 
In a closed-loop system the response of the system to previous inputs is monitored and 
part of the output is fed back in order to modify the value of subsequent input signals 
and hence to provide automatic control of the variable. [McKerrow, 1993] 
Hongo [1986] considered the control of a differentially driven vehicle using a closed- 
loop guidance system and showed that the weighting of the control signal increased by 
the inverse of the velocity squared. Although at high speeds only small turns were 
necessary to change a vehicles course larger turns were required at lower speeds. Of 
particular significance to a wheelchair project was the observation that a vehicle may 
become unstable as its velocity approached zero. 
2.6 Systems Architecture 
The co-ordination and integration of the individual software modules controlling the 
various functions of a total navigation system necessitates the development of an 
appropriate systems architecture. The systems architecture adopted has significant 
impact on the effectiveness and particularly upon the operating speed of a total 
system. Two major approaches have been adopted for systems architecture applicable 
to mobile robot navigation [Brooks, 1986]. 
The first type called Hierarchical architecture, as shown in Fig. 2-3, was dependent 
upon the upward integration of sensory data leading to an internal world model that 
was used for reasoning and then planning the actions to be taken by the vehicle. A 
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downwards task decomposition process then results in the execution of all of the 
navigational manoeuvres. oewwoiis 
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Fig. 2-3 Hierarchical Architecture 
Difficulties with adopting this approach often resulted from the rigidity of the system, 
the lack of reactivity to changes in the environment, and their inability to act quickly 
enough to changing situations. 
The second approach called Subsumption Architecture, as shown in Fig. 2-4, 
eliminated the need for a world model and used a layered architecture of prioritised 
behaviours [Brooks, 1986] and [Brooks, 1991]. Whilst all behaviours were active at 
all times, a high level behaviour subsumed the output of the lower level ones. 
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Fig. 2-4 Subsumption Architecture 
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Disadvantages of this second approach were claimed to be that being entirely reactive 
the system was still inflexible and that the architecture frequently became excessively 
complicated [Byrnes, 1992] and [Noreils & Chatila, 1995]. 
In order to optimise system performance hybrid architectures have been created with 
the intention of combining the reactivity of the subsumption architecture with the goal 
directed hierarchical architecture. Alwan [1994 and 1996] proposed a two module 
system that consisted of an executive and a fuzzy navigation rulebase that permitted 
two types of behaviour. The executive module read sensor data and activated an 
appropriate set of rules to provide either obstacle free navigation or obstacle 
avoidance. 
Hybrid architectures tend to be complex and may require excessive computing power 
making them incapable of the real-time operation necessary for the present wheelchair 
application. 
2.7 Related Wheelchair Projects 
The provision of mobility aids for the disabled encompassed a wide spectrum of 
objectives and potential solutions. These activities were as diverse as the nature and 
degree of users disabilities and the range included everything from the most basic 
safety feature to extremely complex and high cost fully automated navigation systems. 
In order to consider the bibliography in a structured manner the various systems were 
grouped into the following broad categories : 
. Collision avoidance and safety systems. 
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" Systems that followed a fixed pre-determined route requiring some 
modification to the operating environment. 
Systems based on mapping, and possibly the exploration, of a localised but 
unmodified environment. 
More comprehensive completely automated systems that operated in a 
previously unknown, un-mapped and unmodified environment, and that 
could include some mixing of the user/system inputs. 
2.8 Collision Avoidance and Safety Systems 
2.8.1 The `Tin Man' Wheelchair 
Miller and Grant [1993] described the Tin Man wheelchair that incorporated a number 
of collision avoidance and safety features using a variety of sensors. Contact sensors, 
that consisted of resistive strips that changed resistance as they were deformed, were 
positioned strategically around the wheelchair. Four infra-red sensors acted as 
proximity sensors for the detection of nearby objects. Six ultrasonic sensors provided 
a range finding capability for more distant objects. The wheelchair was operated 
under human guidance and the data derived from the various sensor systems provided 
a safety feature that over-rode the user input according to the following priority 
schedule : 
If a contact sensor was activated the chair moved away from the point of 
contact. 
If a proximity sensor was activated, and the contact sensors were not, then 
the chair turned away from the direction of that sensor. If both of the front 
facing proximity sensors detected an obstacle then the wheelchair would 
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reverse away from the obstacle. If the proximity sensors located on either 
side of the wheelchair were both activated then the wheelchair would 
proceed in a forward direction but at a reduced speed. 
If the ultrasonic sensors detected obstacles, either in front or behind the 
vehicle, at less than a pre-defined critical distance (60 cm) then the 
wheelchair was brought to a standstill. Obstacles detected at more than the 
critical distance but at less than 1 metre caused the wheelchair to turn away 
from the direction of the obstacle. 
Under other conditions, where there was no conflict with the preceding 
rules, the wheelchair responded to instructions from the user input device. 
It was claimed that the system added only 10 per cent to the cost of the wheelchair. A 
disadvantage of this wheelchair was the need for additional switches or menu selection 
from a laptop computer to select the different operating modes. This requirement 
could be an added complication to disabled users with limited physical capabilities. 
2.8.2 The SCAD Wheelchair 
Langner [1995] describes the SCAD (Sensing Collision Avoidance Device) developed 
at Chailey Heritage to support and train children to independently drive a powered 
wheelchair. In this application a scanning ultrasonic sensor fitted to the wheelchair 
detected obstacles and stopped the vehicle before a collision could occur. 
Electronically recorded auditory cues instructed the user to take appropriate action 
when the wheelchair was stopped in proximity to an obstacle. The user was rewarded 
for improved performance by enabling the wheelchair to travel at progressively faster 
speeds. 
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The provision of collision avoidance features typified by the above examples are of 
obvious benefit when training someone to use a powered wheelchair. When 
negotiating restricted spaces and doorways even an experienced user may benefit from 
such features. 
2.9 Fixed Route Systems Requiring Environmental Modifications. 
Industrial automated guided vehicle (AGV) technology has been utilised in a number 
of wheelchair applications. In cases where the level of disability excluded the use of 
conventional powered wheelchairs a modified AGV could at least provide unassisted 
transportation of the individual. Such vehicles followed a pre-defined route in a 
known environment by following a white line or buried wire, or by reference to active 
or passive beacons permanently fixed to the environment. Whilst the routes could 
include junctions at which the user could select a subsequent direction the extent of 
such choice was constrained by the installed route marking system. 
2.9.1 The Senario Project 
This project, undertaken under the European Community TIDE initiative was intended 
to transport disabled wheelchair users around a hospital environment without needing 
them to be accompanied by a human carer [Beattie, 1993]. Wall mounted bar-coded 
beacons used in conjunction with laser rangefinders and radio beacon detectors were 
used to provide an automated navigational system. At an estimated cost of 20,000 
ECU per wheelchair however the system may prove prohibitively expensive. 
2.9.2 The Chailey Heritage Wheelchair System 
Langner [1995] described a track following wheelchair system installed at the Chailey 
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Heritage School for severely disabled children that provided mobility between 
classrooms, toilets, dining rooms and other specific target destinations. The initial 
system enabled a visually impaired user to travel unaided between two destinations 
using a single switch to control starting and stopping of the wheelchair. Subsequent 
extension of the route enabled a multi junction guidance system to provide 
comprehensive independent travel within the school complex for some 15 individual 
wheelchair users. The selection of route at each junction was made by a second 
switch function on the wheelchair. 
2.9.3 The Call Centre Smart Wheelchair 
The Smart Wheelchair was developed at a centre specialising in computer based 
learning and communication aids and was described by Nisbet [1995] and in various 
Call Centre publications [Call Centre, 1993 (a) and 1993 (b)] 
The wheelchair included facilities both for line following and for collision and 
obstacle avoidance similar to the previously quoted examples and had many features 
aimed at improving learning and communication skills in addition to those purely 
associated with mobility. A speech synthesiser that could engage in decision making 
processes with the user and a control system that could be linked to other learning aids 
were amongst such features. 
This wheelchair enabled various user input devices operating in latched, momentarily 
applied, or timed applications to be evaluated. Other communication aids or 
computer linkages enabled a number of modules that matched the specific 
requirements of particular users to be incorporated. The Call Centre considered their 
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ability to select appropriate seating systems, and to monitor learning and 
communication skills to be as important as the actual mobility function provided by 
the Smart Wheelchair. 
2.10 Systems Based on Mapping 
This category included systems based on mapping, and possibly exploration, of a 
localised but unmodified environment. 
2.10.1 The TAO Project 
This project undertaken simultaneously in both Canada and Japan was based on add- 
on autonomy management systems that were fitted to wheelchairs that were 
commercially available in the respective countries [Gomi and Ide, 1996]. The 
wheelchairs were demonstrated with both stationary and mobile obstacles and 
wheelchair speeds were varied automatically dependent upon the prevailing 
environmental conditions. 
The system was based on navigation using natural landmarks detected by two on- 
board colour cameras, and also included infra-red and contact sensors. A keypad and 
voice recognition system provided user input and a display screen was fitted to the 
wheelchair. The project was claimed to operate using advanced behavioural based 
artificial intelligence that enabled the wheelchair to adapt to a users individual 
requirements but few further details were available. 
2.10.2 The VAHM project 
The VAHM project at the University of Metz in France was based on assisting a 
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disabled wheelchair user although it called for a fairly high level of user involvement 
[Bourhis, 1993 and 1996]. The project was based upon a geometrical representation 
of the users already known environment on a liquid crystal display (LCD). Ten 
ultrasonic sensors, a number of infra red sensors, and odometric data was used to 
determine the wheelchairs position that was then indicated on the LCD display. 
In operation the user defined the desired destination goal by means of a proportional 
sensor that moved a cursor on the LCD screen. The user needed to define and 
confirm his intended destination and the final orientation of the wheelchair. 
Additional icons, such as Left, Right, Straight on and Stop, were displayed on the 
LCD screen to enable the user to override the system and to select alternative 
navigational actions at junctions or door openings. 
Since the real world operating environment was unlikely to be completely structured 
any un-mapped obstacles detected were accommodated by an in-built obstacle 
avoidance procedure or by direct input from the user. 
The project highlighted a number of problems to be addressed : 
" In the real world domestic or hospital situation only the user's familiar 
environment could be mapped. 
Reactive response to the environment not only prevented the wheelchair 
from getting near to potential obstacles but also from approaching the ones 
the user wanted to reach. 
During testing the wheelchair was driven by an able bodied person 
experienced in driving the wheelchair. A disabled user would need to be 
taught a complex system. The reaction time for a person suffering from a 
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severe physical handicap may be too slow for effective wheelchair 
operation. 
2.11 Comprehensive Completely Automated Systems 
The final category consisted of the more comprehensive completely automated 
systems operating in previously unknown, un-mapped and unmodified environments, 
that may include some mixing of the user/system inputs. 
2.11.1 The NavChair Project 
Funded by the United States Department of Veteran Affairs Rehabilitation the 
NavChair project at the University of Michigan was originally conceived as an 
application of mobile robotic obstacle avoidance techniques to a powered wheelchair. 
[Jaros, 1993] [Bell, 1993] [Bell, 1994] and [Levine, 1994] 
The NavChair was described as a human-machine system in which the machine shared 
control with the user. 
A technique known as the Vector Field Histogram (VFH) was adopted to provide 
sonar-based obstacle avoidance from 12 ultrasonic sensors positioned around the 
wheelchair. The operation of the VFH method consisted of four stages: 
Sonar readings of probable obstacles were represented in a2 dimensional 
probability grid. 
Obstacle data was reduced to a one-dimensional polar histogram indicating 
the time to collision for each direction of travel of the wheelchair. 
The histogram was searched for the collision-free direction closest to the 
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desired direction selected by the user. 
The direction and speed of the wheelchair were modified by an amount 
proportional to a virtual repulsive force from the obstacle. 
To produce the probability grid VFH accumulated data from the 12 ultrasonic sensors 
by repeated readings from the same location. The speed of the wheelchair was 
constrained by the speed at which the system could collect and process data from the 
sensors without interference from adjacent sensors. A method of permitting fast 
firing of the sensors called Error Eliminating Rapid Ultrasonic Firing (EERUF) 
enabled the detection and discarding of erroneous readings caused by interference. 
Since both the VFH and EERUF methods were based on probability methods the 
sensitivity of the system to false readings was minimised and it was claimed that real 
obstacles were detected rapidly enough to enable avoiding action to be taken. 
In order to update the two-dimensional obstacle map the NavChair was dependent 
upon dead reckoning techniques. The poor dead-reckoning ability of the wheelchair 
and the resultant cumulative errors in estimating position were to an extent 
compensated for by the rapid updating of the ultrasonic data. 
The rectangular footprint of the NavChair and its inability to rotate about its centre 
made the calculation of obstacle distances more difficult. Using a common robotics 
method of modelling the wheelchair as a simple disk would have required a2 metre 
diameter free-space. In order to reduce the value of the safe area around the 
wheelchair a more complex non-point VFH method was implemented that required 
the use of multiple potential force points and consequent additional calculation. 
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The NavChair research also included work on user-machine interfacing, particularly 
the matching of system generated trajectories with those acceptable to a human user. 
The system generated fast travel through a cluttered environment, with minimal 
clearance and minimal reduction in speed. Movements that would be interpreted by 
the user as sudden and unpredictable changes in direction were modified by a software 
controlled filtering system to provide more comfortable travel. 
The NavChair project enabled obstacle avoidance to be applied to a powered 
wheelchair. In comparative tests with the system a blindfolded operator was able to 
safely negotiate a test route through the researchers laboratory at about half the speed 
of an experienced user. The NavChair project proved the technical feasibility of 
providing a degree of unaided mobility to a disabled person. 
Without input from a human user however an automated system is incapable of fully 
determining the wishes of the user under all circumstances. The particular case of a 
user approaching a doorway at an oblique angle was cited by the researchers as an 
example where two modes of action were possible. In this case, without operating 
mode selection by the user, the system was incapable of deciding whether the user 
intended to pass through a doorway or to maintain a path parallel to the adjoining 
walls. 
2.12 Wheelchair Modifications for Automation 
Wheelchair modifications have been implemented by various researchers in order to 
assist with their automation. 
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2.12.1 Drive Motor Sensors 
The commercially available wheelchair used in the NavChair project had an additional 
feature in that wheel rotation sensors were built into the drive motors to provide 
closed-loop velocity feedback control [Jaros, 1993]. By monitoring these in-built 
sensors, and automatically altering the motor currents, it was possible to maintain 
any desired speeds on the drive motors. 
2.12.2 Wheelchair Configuration 
Collins & Kauzlarich [1998] commented that a major disadvantage of front wheel 
drive - rear caster electric wheelchairs, the configuration of the wheelchair used in the 
current research, was that they were known to be directionally unstable and required 
much more manipulation of the joystick by the user. 
2.12.3 The Controller 
Jaros, Levine and Bell [1993] found it necessary to re-design the joystick interface 
during their development of the NavChair wheelchair navigation system. Signal 
conditioning within the joystick module, that limited velocity and acceleration of the 
wheelchair when under normal user control, produced an unacceptable delay in the 
response of the wheelchair. The joystick was modified to bypass this data 
conditioning feature and to enable the raw signal data to be input directly to the 
controller. 
2.12.4 The M3S Interface 
Because of the varying requirements of individual users, technical aids including 
wheelchairs, are frequently tailored to match the individual needs. Numerous 
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different input devices such as joysticks, suck-blow tubes, ultrasonic head movement 
detectors, infra-red eye movement and speech recognition systems have been 
developed to enable a disabled user to control a wheelchair. A wide range of output 
devices such as environmental controls for domestic lighting and for telephone 
communication have been developed and these are frequently used as add-on modules 
in conjunction with a wheelchair. 
Frequently a system designed, built and maintained specifically for an individual user 
has been produced by assembling and configuring off-the-shelf equipment from a 
range of manufacturers. 
The M3S project undertaken under the auspices of a European Union initiative 
provided a standard interface protocol that would enable low-cost standard interfacing 
of such devices and easy modification or expansion as a user's needs changed without 
any complicated adaptations [Dillon, 1995]. M3S compatible devices contain 
internally stored configuration information that is able to be downloaded to a 
configuration and control module that links data between the input devices and the end 
effectors. 
2.13 Discussion 
Many previous low cost systems of navigational assistance have been aimed at 
providing simple obstacle and collision avoidance functions. Other systems, based on 
industrial automated guided vehicle technology, have enabled a wheelchair to follow a 
white line or buried wire along a pre-defined fixed route within a school or 
institutional environment. The routes were defined by the positioning of lines, buried 
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wires, or strategically located beacons, all of which have involved modification of the 
particular operating environment. Whilst reducing the wheelchair users dependence 
on helpers, these systems have provided only limited personal choice in the selection 
of routes. 
Other research has been conducted using complex high-cost multi-sensor mode 
systems closely resembling industrial, military or space exploration applications. 
Using natural features or artificial beacons, accurate maps of the operating 
environment have been created from which an optimised trajectory has been 
determined. The subsequent progress of the vehicle has been corrected using multi- 
sensor techniques such as vision cameras, odometry and triangulation, to process data 
derived from active or passive beacons located in the environment. Such systems, 
based on artificial beacons, have enabled a vehicle to operate in a previously known 
and modified environment. 
More complex systems, that did not require modification of the environment, have 
enabled a vehicle to operate in a previously unknown environment. Both systems 
however have resulted in fully autonomous vehicles that provided little or no personal 
control to be exercised by the user. Although proving the technical feasibility of such 
systems within the laboratory, their cost and complexity have not provided the 
wheelchair user with a practical and affordable solution. 
Because of the diversity in the degree and effects of different users disability there can 
be no universal solution and hence no ideal wheelchair. 
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The possibilities of providing navigational assistance rather than fully autonomous 
transportation and in being able to operate in a previously unknown and unmoded 
environment was considered as the most promising area for research. 
The extent to which simple low cost sensors could be used to provide navigational 
assistance for a free-ranging vehicle, rather than basic obstacle detection and 
collision avoidance appeared worthy of investigation. 
In order to operate in real time and with minimal data processing requirements the 
system should require no detailed mapping of the total operating environment. 
The current research was based on sensors located on the side of the wheelchair in 
order to enable a wheelchair to follow a wall. The wall following function was 
considered important since much wheelchair movement would take place under such 
conditions. This was reported by several institutions, for example APPC in Portugal. 
Variations in the operating conditions, such as floor surfaces, gradients and tyres 
make the maintenance of a straight line course difficult even for a able-bodied user. 
This system would allow a very disabled person, who could not otherwise use one, to 
use a powered wheelchair. 
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Wheelchair Simulation and Navigation 
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3.1 Simulation Objectives 
A simulation was created to investigate navigational assistance in unknown 
environments, using simple sensors and without detailed mapping of the environment, 
in accordance with the research objectives defined in the previous chapter. 
The simulation operated using two user-defined data inputs that simulated ranging data 
derived from front and rear sensors mounted on each side of a wheelchair. Starting 
from an arbitrary position the system used this sensor data to determine the vehicles 
distance and orientation to the nearest wall. New algorithms were created that used the 
distance and orientation data to determine appropriate actions to move a wheelchair 
towards previously defined desired poses relative to the wall. Consideration was given 
to possible implications in terms of a future operating program for a powered 
wheelchair. 
3.1.1 Roles of the Simulation System 
Before embarking on the creation of a model it was necessary to define the possible 
uses and objectives of the simulation. The final choice of objectives could define not 
only the benefits but also the resources necessary to develop the model. 
The following possible roles for a simulation model were considered: 
" Action replay. 
" Basic wheelchair movement (theoretical). 
" Basic wheelchair movement (actual). 
" Environmental conditions. 
" Environmental feature recognition. 
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" Future operating programs. 
" User training and assessment applications. 
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Action Replay - Even at slow speeds it could prove difficult to analyse the effect of 
navigational decisions and the response of a wheelchair to changes in motor speeds. The 
recording of key data, such as echo distances and motor speeds, could enable recorded 
test results to be re-played and subsequently used to modify the control algorithms. 
Basic Wheelchair Movement (Theoretical) - The theoretical determination of various 
operating parameters, such as motor speed and turning radius, could enable the 
manoeuvres necessary to move a wheelchair to any desired position or orientation to be 
determined theoretically without the need to conduct numerous practical tests. 
Basic Wheelchair Movement (Actual) - The dynamics of a wheelchair together with 
possible effects due to the wheelchair controller could result in errors between the path 
taken by a wheelchair and a theoretically calculated path. Having theoretically 
determined the various operating parameters, as in the previous case, it may be possible 
to apply correction factors to the calculated values to compensate for a wheelchairs 
dynamics and the effect of the controller. 
Environmental Conditions - By displaying a range of environmental features such as 
walls, an open door, a curving wall etc. it may be possible to devise and evaluate 
appropriate control algorithms for navigating a wheelchair through the selected 
environments. 
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Environmental Feature Recognition - From an analysis of echo distance and 
orientation data it may be possible to create algorithms that would enable the 
recognition of the different environmental features encountered by a wheelchair. 
Future Operating Programs - The navigational algorithms created in a simulation 
model may provide the basis for a stand-alone wheelchair navigation program. 
User training and assessment applications -A simulation model could provide for 
future user training applications and possibly be used to monitor the level of assistance 
provided to a user by a navigational system. 
A number of the above features were incorporated into the final navigation system and 
are described in Chapter 5 (Navigation System) and Chapter 6 (Final Testing). 
3.2 Program Development 
3.2.1 Program Strategy 
The simulation program was written in Microsoft Quick Basic and was developed in a 
phased approach: 
Phase 1- Graphical representation of the wheelchair and its operating environment, 
and the definition, calculation and display of key numerical data. 
Phase 2- Starting with the wheelchair oriented at an angle to a straight wall the 
wheelchair was moved to a position at the target distance from, and parallel 
to, the wall. 
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(a) Initially with no regard to the distance travelled by the wheelchair in achieving 
these objectives, and finally, 
(b) To achieve these objectives within a reasonable travelling distance. 
Phase 3- Navigation of the wheelchair along a straight wall as it encountered a recess or 
projection in the wall. 
Phase 4- Navigation of the wheelchair around a convex curving wall. 
Phase 5- Extraction of the basic control algorithms for inclusion in the wheelchair 
navigation control program. 
3.2.2 Precision of Calculations 
Within the simulation program the numerous calculations of radii, echo distances etc. 
were carried out to a higher level of accuracy than the resolution of the hardware may 
have permitted in the final wheelchair navigation program. It was considered preferable 
to adopt this strategy in order to provide theoretical justification of the various 
algorithms before considering the practical effects of using the less precise data derived 
from the actual hardware driven system. 
3.2.3 Wheelchair Representation 
The wheelchair position was specified in terms of the x and y graphical co-ordinates of 
the four outside corners of the wheelchair (OFL, OFR, OBL and OBR) relative to the 
datum position of the front sensor (IFR), as shown in Fig. 3-1. The co-ordinates of the 
rear sensor (IBR), located 25cm distant from the front sensor, were calculated by 
reference to this datum position. 
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Fig. 3-1 Wheelchair representation 
3.2.4 Sign Convention for the Wheelchair Orientation and Radius of Curvature 
The orientation of the wheelchair, measured in both radians and degrees, was specified 
relative to its orientation to an assumed North to South wall as shown in Fig. 3-2. 
The radius of curvature of a trajectory was specified as a negative value if the centre of 
curvature was to the left of the wheelchair. In such cases the wheelchair would turn in 
an anti-clockwise direction and assume an increasingly negative orientation. 
Conversely a positive value for the radius of curvature was specified where the centre of 
curvature was to the right of the wheelchair. In this latter case the wheelchair would 
turn in a clockwise direction and assume an increasingly positive orientation. 
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Fig. 3-2 Sign convention for orientation and radius 
3.2.5 Definition of angles 
The various angles involved in calculating the orientation of the wheelchair relative to 
a wall were defined in accordance with a standard nomenclature, as shown in Fig. 3-3. 
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Wheelchair 
Theta 
Beta 
N 
Wall 
Gamma 
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Beta = Orientation of the wheelchair relative to true North 
Gamma = Orientation of the wall relative to true North 
Theta = Angle through which to turn the wheelchair in order 
for wheelchair to be parallel to wall 
i. e. THETA = (GAMMA) - (BETA) 
THETA = (+15) - (-20) = 35 degrees 
or, relative to the original straight wall, where Gamma = 0, 
THETA =- (BETA) 
e. g. =- (-20) = 20 degrees 
Programme Strategy is to use THETA wherever practical 11 
Fig. 3-3 Convention for defining angles 
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3.3 Phase 1- Graphical Representation of the Wheelchair and Environment 
VGA screen mode 12 was selected to provide a display of 640 x 480 pixels in which the 
world coordinate datum for the display, 0(x), 0(y), was established as the top left hand 
corner of the graphics window. A graphics window of 340(x) x 460(y) was created to 
display the wheelchair and its environment and a scale of 1 cm =1 pixel was adopted 
for this window. The remaining areas of the screen were reserved for data display. 
In its simplest form the display showed a perfect wall oriented from north to south, 
together with the ideal route for the wheelchair along a target line 50 cm from the wall. 
The initial starting position and orientation of the wheelchair, relative to the wall, were 
selected by the user. The wheelchair was displayed as a rectangular image that also 
showed the position of the front sensor adopted as the reference datum point for the 
wheelchair location. 
A variety of environmental features, such as a straight wall, a curving wall, projections 
and recesses, together with the dimensions of the various features, were user selectable. 
3.4 Phase 2- Following a Straight Wall 
From consideration of a simple navigation model of following a straight wall the 
various conditions that may arise were identified, as shown in Fig. 3-4. The 
navigational requirements to reach the required target line under each of these 
conditions were defined. 
A target distance of 50 cm from the wall was selected in order to minimise 
inconvenience to other users and to enable the wall to be accessed if required, such as 
when reaching for a light switch. 
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Fig. 3-4 Navigational conditions in achieving a desired target line 
A danger zone was established at distances of 5 cm or less from the wall to provide a 
fail-safe mechanism for preventing collision with the environment. 
The operating range of the navigational system was set at 100 cm and it was assumed 
that at greater distances from the wall then the wheelchair would operate directly under 
user control and that no additional navigational assistance would be provided. 
The orientation of the wheelchair relative to the wall was determined on the basis of the 
difference between the rear and front echo distances. With the two sensors being spaced 
at 25cm apart a difference of 1 cm between the sensors corresponded to an orientation 
of 2 degrees 18 minutes. 
Thus: 
Orientation (in degrees) = (RearEcho - Front Echo) * 2.3 
The wheelchair was assumed to be parallel in cases where the difference between the 
two sensor readings did not exceed 1 cm. (i. e. within 2 deg 18 min. relative to the wall) 
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3.5 Turning Strategy 
Cases 4 and 12, as shown in Fig. 3-4, show the wheelchair orientated towards the 
required target line but at some distance from it. Under these conditions a number of 
different strategies may be adopted for the wheelchair to assume its required pose at the 
required target distance from, and parallel to the wall. 
The different strategies, as shown in Fig. 3-5, were : 
1. To turn immediately regardless of the distance the vehicle would travel 
before achieving the desired target line. 
2. To delay turning until the vehicle reached a pre-defined distance from 
the target line and to then turn at a fixed radius. 
3. To turn along an S-shaped trajectory in order to reach the desired target 
line in the shortest travel distance. 
3.6 Strategy 1- Immediate Turn 
It is possible to draw a circle of critical radius =R that will intersect tangentially with 
any initial starting position and the target line. If the wheelchair turned immediately 
with its turning circle equal to this critical radius and continued to turn through an angle 
equal to its initial orientation then it would ultimately assume the required pose. 
Having calculated this radius, and having known the initial orientation of the 
wheelchair, it was possible to calculate the length of the arc of travel, and from this the 
notional distance =D that the wheelchair would travel before reaching the required 
pose. Details of the various calculations involved are given in Section 3.6.1. 
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Fig 3-5 Possible turning strategies to reach the desired target line 
This strategy would involve calculating the required turning radius for an infinite range 
of starting positions and would also require that the wheelchair was fitted with accurate 
odometric equipment to control the travel distance exactly. 
This turning strategy would be practical where the wheelchair was oriented at a large 
angle relative to the target line. At shallow angles the travel distance before reaching 
the desired conditions could be excessive. Adopting this strategy would also mean that 
having calculated the arc of travel any intermediate readings, and any changes in the 
environment, would be ignored until the originally calculated end position was reached. 
It was considered that: 
The wheelchair should be capable of achieving its required pose within a short 
travel distance. An arbitrary value of 1.5 metres was adopted for this parameter. 
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"A limited number of turning circles could be determined for the wheelchair in order 
to simplify the system and minimise subsequent computation. This rationalisation, 
used in conjunction with simple look up tables, could enable the final navigation 
system to operate in real time. 
" The travel distance between successive data readings should be based on using opto- 
sensors to initiate the ultrasonic sensors. Updating the data at fixed distance 
intervals could eliminate the need for conventional odometry whilst taking 
immediate account of changing environmental conditions. 
3.6.1 Strategy 1 Calculations 
Given the x and y coordinates and the orientation of the wheelchair (Bs) at a starting 
position (S) then for a particular turning radius (R) and required change in orientation 
(B) the final position of the wheelchair (F) may be calculated, as shown in the example 
in Fig. 3-6. 
To navigate the wheelchair a trajectory needed to be determined such that the start and 
finish positions of the wheelchair were tangential to an are of radius = R, and arc length 
= A. This trajectory would change the orientation of the wheelchair (by moving it 
through the required angle = beta) to a final position parallel to and at the required 
target distance from the wall. 
In order to achieve these conditions both the radius of curvature and the arc length must 
be determined. Using a fixed arc length and calculating the required radius to join the 
two points would result in the wheelchair reaching a position parallel to the wall but not 
at the required target distance from it. Similarly using a fixed radius would move the 
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wheelchair to the required x and y coordinates but not to the desired final orientation 
(except at one critical distance from the wall). 
(Xc, Yc) 
Y1 
X2 
Xs- 200 Ysm 300 R -60 Bs 20 B 12,9 hence B(m 7.1 
Sin BS = Y1/$0 
Yt   -20.52 
Yc- Ys; Y1 
= 300 i(-20.52) 
-279.48 
Cos Bs = X1/-60 
X1 m -56.38 
Xe   Xs + )f1200 4(-58.38) 
  143.62 
Y2m SinBf"Rm . 1236" -60  -7.42 
X2 s Y2 I fan Bf  - 7.42 /. 1245   69.6 
Xfln=Xc-X2-143.62-(-59.5)-203.12 
Yfln Yc-Y2-279.48-(-7.42)-288.9 
Fig. 3-6 Calculation of final position given the turning radius and change in rientation 
If the objective was for the wheelchair to move from any arbitrary position, where it 
was oriented towards the target line, to a new position at the target distance from, and 
parallel to the wall, but the actual travel distance was of no consequence then the 
required radius may be calculated. These conditions corresponded to the objectives of 
Section 3.2.1 for the initial development of the simulation and are shown in Fig. 3-7. 
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CALCULATION OF REQUIRED TURNING RADIUS 
I 
Xd - R(1 - Cos B) 
ForXd-SOsadB-20 
R-Xd I (1 -Cos B) - 301.0607- 823.7 
Note : 
Am length (distance lnvellsd) 
-(823.70p1)1180-287.3 
Equal to 2873 113.3 steps - 21 etcps 
Fig. 3-7 Calculation of the required turning radius 
3.6.2 Wheelchair Program Implications 
In the case of the final wheelchair operating program the orientation of the wheelchair 
relative to the wall could be determined using the difference in front and rear echo 
distances. If the echo distances were measured and rounded down to the nearest whole 
centimetre then the smallest detectable deviation in orientation would be 1 cm. With 
the sensors spaced 25 cm apart this would theoretically be equivalent to a difference in 
orientation of 2 degrees 18 minutes. Taking a single step of the wheelchair program, in 
which the wheelchair moved through a distance of 13.5 cm, it would be possible to 
calculate the radius of turn required to correct for this minimum detectable deviation in 
orientation. 
e. g.. arc length = 13.5 cm theta =2 deg. 18 mins. 
Radius of turn required = (13.5 * 360) / (2 * pi * theta) 
Radius of turn required = 386.7 cm 
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3.6.3 Typical Simulation Display 
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Fig. 3-8 shows a typical display provided by the simulation program and defines the 
data included in the display. More detailed descriptions and examples of the displays 
obtained under various environmental conditions are included in Sections 3.6.4 to 3.11. 
3.6.4 Strategy 1- Simulation Results 
Fig 3-9 shows the results obtained from the simulation when the wheelchair was started 
from a position 75 cm from the wall (i. e. 25 cm from the target line) and oriented at an 
initial angle of 20 degrees. The data displayed in the bottom left hand corner of the 
screen indicates that the wheelchair achieved the desired final position (ie 50cm from, 
and parallel to the wall) after travelling a distance of 1.46 metres (ie. TOTAL Y= 146) 
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Fig. 3-9 Strategy 1- Starting 75 cm from the wall and oriented at 20 degrees 
The result obtained was typical of cases where the initial orientation of the wheelchair 
was at a large angle so that the strategy of achieving the desired final position within 
less than 1.5 metres was achieved. 
The distance that the wheelchair travelled to reach the desired final position increased as 
the initial orientation of the wheelchair was reduced. Fig 3-10 shows that from an initial 
position 80 cm from the wall and oriented at an angle of 10 degrees the wheelchair 
needed to travel 3.49 metres to achieve the desired final position. At an initial 
orientation of only 2 degrees the distance travelled increased to 17 metres. 
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Fig. 3-10 Strategy 1- Starting 80 cm from the wall and oriented at 10 degrees 
The objectives of the Stage 1 simulation program were achieved. Starting from any 
initial distance and orientation relative to the wall the wheelchair could be moved to the 
required final position provided that the travel distance in achieving these conditions 
was of no consequence. 
In cases where the wheelchair was oriented at a shallow angle the results indicated the 
need to implement a different turning strategy to achieve the objective of a 1.5 metre 
maximum travel distance. 
3.7 Strategy 2- Delayed Turn with Fixed Radius 
In order to minimise the distance the wheelchair would travel before it achieved the 
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required pose it would theoretically be possible to delay turning until the wheelchair 
reached a critical position. This would be beneficial when starting from a position at a 
small angle to the target line. It would also eliminate the need to calculate an almost 
infinite range of turning circles. 
A single turning circle of fixed radius =r at the critical pose would enable the 
wheelchair to reach the target line. This option, shown previously in Fig. 3-5, was 
rejected as it was not practical to determine an accurate position at which to commence 
turning the wheelchair. 
3.8 Strategy 3- S-curve 
Section 2.4.9 referred to the work of Dubins [1957] who showed that for a vehicle 
having a finite turning circle the shortest path between two positions could often consist 
of two arcs. This approach was adopted in order to reduce the excessive travel distances 
when the wheelchair was initially oriented at a shallow angle relative to the wall. 
Under these conditions the wheelchair was turned in an S-shaped trajectory that 
progressively increased its orientation relative to the wall. When the wheelchair 
reached a point mid-distant between its original start and the desired final position it 
followed a mirror image of its initial trajectory in order to reach its target position 
within a minimum travel distance. 
3.8.1 S-curve Calculations 
The previous Stage 1 program was used to determine the limiting conditions of initial 
distance and orientation that enabled the wheelchair to reach the desired final position 
within the 1.5 metre maximum travel distance. 
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The calculations previously defined in Fig. 3-7 enabled the required radius of curvature 
and the resultant travel distance from any defined starting position and orientation to be 
calculated. Adopting a target distance of 50cm from a wall a series of calculations was 
carried out. This produced an array of results relating the distance from the target line 
(Xd) and the original orientation of the wheelchair (Theta) with the travel distance. 
From the array the limiting conditions to achieve the desired final position within a 1.5 
metre travel distance were determined as shown in Table 3-1. 
Echo Distance Xd Theta (deg. ) 
100 50 40 
90 40 32 
75 25 20 
60 10 8.5 
55 5 4 
Table 3-1 Limiting start conditions to achieve target position in 1.5 m travel distance 
A graph of the initial orientation against the initial distance from the target line, that 
satisfied the 1.5 metre travel distance criteria, is shown in Fig 3-11. 
Fig. 3-11 Limiting start conditions to reach target position within 1.5m (! f travel 
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The graph shows a straight line relationship between the orientation and the distance 
from the target line. From the results it was deduced that a limiting condition occurred 
where the ratio of Xd/Theta exceeded a value of 1.25 Where the ratio exceeded this 
critical value then the distance travelled by the wheelchair would exceed the 1.5 metre 
limit. 
The required radius of curvature and arc length for any specific S-curve condition may 
be calculated using the formula previously defined in Fig. 3-7. The calculations are 
based on moving the wheelchair from its current position to the mid-point of the S- 
curve. This mid-point corresponds to a position midway between the current 
wheelchair position and the target line and at a horizontal travel distance equal to one 
half of the desired recovery distance (ie Xd/2 from the target line and 1.5/2 metres in 
the horizontal travel direction). 
As the wheelchair progresses towards this mid-position it will assume a greater 
orientation relative to the ultimate target line. In mathematical terms the ratio Xd: Thcta 
progressively reduces until its value drops below the critical value of 1.25. From this 
mid-point position the wheelchair is capable of reaching its desired position within the 
previously imposed 1.5 metre by following a single arc. 
The algorithm adopted in the simulation program considered the Xd: Theta ratio to 
determine the need for an S-Curve. Where an S-curve was required the wheelchair was 
turned towards the target line with a fixed radius of curvature. The fixed radius of 
curvature was determined on the basis of turning the wheelchair 2 degrees between each 
successive recalculation of incoming data, this reorientation theoretically corresponded 
to an increment of 1 in the difference between the front and rear sensor readings. 
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Adopting the sign convention defined in Section 3.2.4 the radius of curvature tier an S- 
curve was the converse of that required for a simple arc, For example a clockwise 
(positive value) S-curve would be replaced by an anti-clockwise (negative value) simple 
arc. 
3.8.2 S-curve Results 
Fig 3-12 shows the effect of an S-curve trajectory in moving the wheelchair iiom an 
initial position 80 cm from the wall when oriented at an angle of 2 degrees The 
reduced recovery distance of 1.58 metres may be compared with the 17 0 metres that 
would be required using a single arc in accordance with the previous strategy 
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3.9 Final Turning Strategy 
The turning strategy finally adopted was based on strategies I and 3, as previously 
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described in Sections 3.6 and 3.8. The required turning circle was re-calculated for each 
successive set of echo readings after every 13.5 cm of travel. The simulation initially 
considered moving the wheelchair along a simple are (Strategy 1). In cases where the 
wheelchair was oriented at a small angle to the target line an S-curve was calculated 
with the overall objective of achieving the required pose within 1.5 metres of travel. 
3.9.1 Turning Actions 
The formula previously defined in Section 3.8.1 determined the limiting conditions of 
distance from the target line and wheelchair orientation at which an S-curve trajectory 
should be implemented. Applying this formula a software program was written to 
determine the required turning action for all distances and orientations of the wheelchair 
relative to the wall. A graphical display of the results obtained, showing the required 
turning actions for the different initial positions of the wheelchair relative to the target 
line, is shown in Fig. 3-13. 
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Fig. 3-13 Required turning actions 
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Having determined the required turning actions a tabulation of the specific radii of 
curvature for the entire range of wall distances and orientations was produced. The 
results were rationalised into a number of categories dependent upon the severity of the 
required turn. 
An appropriate flag was set to categorise the selected action dependent upon whether 
the wheelchair was too close, too far, or on target. Each flag corresponded to a pre- 
determined fixed radius of curvature that resulted in a specific change in orientation of 
the wheelchair display between successive data inputs as the wheelchair progresses. 
The algorithm also applied an emergency stop procedure in the event of possible 
collision should the wheelchair move dangerously close to a wall. At distances greater 
than the pre-defined operating range from a wall then control of the wheelchair was 
returned to the user. 
The resultant algorithm incorporated in the simulation program is shown in Fig. 3-14. 
Fig. 3-14 The turning algorithm 
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3.10 Phase 3- Navigating a Recess or Projection 
Phase 2 (Sections 3.4 to 3.9) had considered the ideal case of navigating a wheelchair 
relative to a perfect wall of infinite length. Attention was next directed at conditions 
that could occur in a real world situation as a wheelchair encountered a recess or 
projection in a wall. 
The proposed process was based on using short term memory to record and compare the 
front and rear sensor readings and the corresponding derived navigational data. At the 
data sampling rate of the wheelchair any variation between successive sets of data 
should be minimal and any marked variation in successive values may be attributable to 
corresponding geometric changes in the wheelchairs environment. The possibility of 
using such changes in data values to differentiate, and hence to navigate, different types 
of environmental feature was investigated. 
The front and rear echo distances that provided the data input for any subsequent 
calculations were the distances from the two sensors to the nearest reflecting surfaces 
within the beam widths of the sensors. Calculation of the orientation of the wheelchair, 
as determined by the difference between these front and rear echo distances, assumed 
that such distances were those to two points on a plane reflecting surface at the 
calculated orientation relative to the wheelchair position. From a single set of such data 
it was not possible to differentiate between a plane, curved or stepped surface. By 
comparison of the current data with that of the immediately previous data held in short 
term memory the rate of change in the various parameters was used to detect and 
differentiate between any significant change in the wheelchair environment. 
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The features likely to be detected in the real world environment may be of a permanent 
nature, such as a recess or projection of some considerable length. In other cases purely 
localised changes in the wall geometry may be caused by features such as power outlet 
sockets and central heating radiators. 
Any permanent changes in the environment would justify appropriate action being taken 
to modify the previously planned course. In the case of temporary or purely local 
environmental changes it may be inappropriate, if not actually undesirable, to respond to 
every minor environmental change. Even if it were possible to achieve the accuracy 
and response necessary to exactly mimic the environment this could provide an 
undignified and unnecessarily complex course for a disabled wheelchair user. Some 
means was therefore required to differentiate between temporary and more permanent 
environmental features. 
As the wheelchair navigated a recess or projection a number of different conditions 
would be encountered, each requiring a corresponding navigational action to be taken. 
The logic adopted in interpreting the sensor data in order to determine the required 
navigational action is described in sections 3.10.1 to 3.10.9 and the accompanying 
simulation displays show the results obtained. 
3.10.1 Condition 1- Wheelchair Located Before a Recess or Projection 
Assuming that the wheelchair was at or very close to the required target distance from 
the wall, and that its orientation was parallel to the wall, then there should be no 
significant variation between the previous sets of positional data (P1, P2, P3 etc. ) 
Similarly the current orientation of the wheelchair, calculated by reference to the front 
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and rear sensor values, should be very similar to the orientation determined from the 
previous set of data. 
Using these results then the predicted position, based on a forecast of the next set of 
sensor data, should again be similar to the current position. If' these conditions were 
satisfied then a factor WALLADD (used to compensate the graphically determined wall 
positions to take account of user selected changes in the wall geometry) was equal to 
zero (le No change in the wall geometry had occurred). 
3.10.2 Condition 2- Initial Detection of a Recess or Projection 
Fig 3-15 shows the simulation display under conditions where the wheelchair initially 
detected a 50 cm. deep recess in the wall. 
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The simulation program set a flag (Blip = 2) to signify the detection of a recess and 
recorded the initial wheelchair position at which the recess was detected (Blipst = 
409.5) together with the currently calculated length of the recess (Woops = 13.5). 
As the front sensor detected a recess or projection then a significant difference arose 
between the actual distance (100) as measured by the front sensor, and the predicted 
distance based on the previous data (50). The prediction of future wheelchair positions 
assumed that no significant change to the wall geometry would occur before the next 
data input, an assumption that was clearly disproved in the case where the front sensor 
initially detected a real change in the wall geometry. 
At this stage the rear sensor would still be detecting the original wall and hence the 
actual distance (50), as determined by the rear sensor, would correspond to the 
previously predicted wall position. 
Having previously been oriented parallel to the wall the new orientation of the 
wheelchair, based on the latest (dissimilar) front and rear echo distances, now showed a 
significant change in the wheelchair orientation (- 63 degrees). 
If the change was due to a projection in the wall then, since the new front echo distance 
would be much smaller than the rear echo distance the calculated orientation would 
show a large positive value. Conversely as the wheelchair negotiated a recess the front 
echo would be much greater than the rear echo distance and the calculated orientation 
would indicate a large negative value. 
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If either of these conditions was satisfied then the marked change in orientation was 
assumed to have been caused by a change in the wall geometry equal to the factor 
WALLADD, which was calculated as the difference between the actual and predicted 
echo distances (50). 
In many cases the magnitude of the difference between the indicated front and rear echo 
distances may yield an orientation for the wheelchair that exceeded the beam angle of 
the ultrasonic sensors. Such a result would be impossible to achieve from a simple 
plane reflector, this again reinforced the assertion that a change in the operating 
environment had occurred. 
If the new front echo distance was greater than some arbitrarily established safety value 
then the wheelchair user had adequate clearance from the indicated object and there was 
no immediate safety requirement to change course. Similarly it could not be determined 
at this stage whether the recess or projection detected was a temporary feature or a 
permanent change in the environment. Provided that the change in echo distance did 
not constitute a potential danger to the user, and to avoid numerous changes in course 
because of localised environmental changes, no immediate change in direction was 
made under these conditions. The y coordinate of the location at which the disturbance 
in the predicted echo distance was first detected (409.5), corresponding to the distance 
in the direction of travel, was recorded in order that the duration of the effect could be 
monitored as subsequent data was processed. 
3.10.3 Condition 3- Subsequent step 
Having initially detected a recess or projection, as described in Section 3.10.2 the 
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subsequent step could result in either of three possible conditions: 
(3a) The conditions may return to normal, as Condition 1 described in Section 3.10.1, 
from which it was concluded that either the wheelchair had previously 
encountered a very localised environmental feature or alternatively that the 
effect was caused by an erroneous reading from the sensor systems. In either of 
the above cases the records of the disturbance were re-set to zero and the 
wheelchair then continued to operate in accordance with Condition 1. 
(3b) The conditions could continue, as in Condition 2 described in Section 3.10.2, 
where there was a marked difference between the front and rear sensor echo 
distances. The values for the indicated front echo distance, orientation and the 
factor WALLADD remained similar to those determined under Condition 2. 
It was concluded that this corresponded to the case where the wheelchair had 
moved forwards a further step and was still straddling a change in section of the 
wall. Having determined that the current length of the disturbance was less than 
the 25 cm spacing between the front and rear sensor locations and that the 
wheelchair was in no immediate danger of collision it was allowed to continue 
on its existing course settings. This condition corresponded to the simulation 
display shown in Fig. 3-16. 
(3c) The wheelchair may return to a parallel orientation, with similar echo distances 
from the front and rear sensors, but where the actual echo distances did not 
correspond to the desired target distance from the wall. These conditions 
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indicated that the wheelchair was no longer straddling the disturbance and that 
both sensors were now detecting echoes from the walls new location parallel to 
the previous wall. An echo distance greater than the desired target distance 
indicated a recess in the wall whilst an echo reading of less than the desired 
target distance was indicative of a projection in the wall 
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Although the wheelchair was following a new wall geometry there was 
insufficient evidence available at this stage to decide whether the changed 
environment was of a permanent nature or was only temporary such as may be 
caused by a short recess or pillar. Provided that there was no risk of collision, 
and to avoid changing course for minor temporary changes in wall geometry, no 
corrective action was taken until further evidence was available unless the length 
of the disturbance had exceeded a pre-set limit. These conditions correspond to 
the simulation display shown in Fig. 3-17. 
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3.10.4 Condition 4- Further Evidence of a Disturbance. 
Fig. 3-18 shows the simulation display obtained as the wheelchair proceeded along the 
recess and where the length of the disturbance did not exceed the pre-set limit of a 
possible temporary change in the environment. The wheelchair continues to follow its 
original course. The display closely resembled that of Condition 3(b), described in 
Section 3.10.3, except for the increased length of the recess that was recorded. 
3.10.5 Condition 5- Wheelchair Moves beyond a Temporary Disturbance 
This case corresponded to the wheelchair moving beyond a temporary change in the 
environment and again detecting the original wall geometry. In this condition the echo 
distance from the front sensor was similar to the original target distance, the rear sensor 
still detected the echo distance to the disturbance and hence the indicated orientation. 
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showed a significant change from its previously parallel direction. The length of' the 
disturbance was incremented by the distance of travel since the previous data set. 
Where the length of the disturbance did not exceed the pre-set limit no corrective action 
was taken to modify the course of the wheelchair. This condition may be considered as 
the mirror image of Condition 2, as described in Section 3.10.2, where the wheelchair 
first detected the disturbance. 
3.10.6 Condition 6- Further Detection of the Original Wall 
Since the distance that the wheelchair travelled between successive readings was less 
than the spacing between the front and rear sensors it was possible that a duplicate set of 
data indicating the end of the disturbance (as in Condition 5 above) may be obtained. 
Once again where the length of the disturbance did not exceed the pre-set limit no 
corrective action was taken to modify the course of the wheelchair. 
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3.10.7 Condition 7- Both Sensors again detect the Original Wall 
As the wheelchair moved to a position completely beyond the temporary disturbance 
both the front and rear sensors obtained similar values for the echo distance 
corresponding to the original target distance and hence the indicated orientation of the 
wheelchair again reverted to being parallel to the wall. These conditions were taken as 
evidence that the wheelchair had moved beyond what had proved to be a temporary 
disturbance. Both the WALLADD factor, that previously compensated for the depth of 
the recess or projection, and the factor measuring the length of the disturbance were 
now re-set to zero. 
3.10.8 Condition 8- Recess or Projection of a Permanent Nature 
In cases where the disturbance was of a permanent nature (where it continued for a 
distance greater than the pre-defined limit of a temporary feature) the echo distances to 
the wall, determined from both the front and rear sensors, continued to show a similar 
variance to the target distance. The actual echo distances were of similar values 
indicating that the wheelchair was oriented parallel to the new wall that was located at a 
distance equal to the original target distance plus the factor WALLADD from the 
wheelchair. 
When the recorded value for the length of the disturbance exceeded the pre-set limit 
then corrective action was taken to re-align the wheelchair to the new wall. The factor 
WALLADD and the recorded distance of the disturbance were both re-set to zero. Fig. 
3-19 shows the simulation display at this point immediately before the wheelchair 
commenced turning in order to re-align itself at the standard target distance from and 
parallel to the new wall. 
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3.10.9 Condition 9- Wheelchair Realignment to a New Wall 
Having determined that the recess in the original wall was of a permanent nature in that 
it exceeded the pre-defined 1.5 m. length the wheelchair was turned to re-align it to the 
new wall as shown in Fig. 3-20. 
3.10.10 Results of Simulation Phase 3 
The results obtained during Phase 3 of the simulation development enabled the 
detection and navigation of a recess or projection in a wall. Previous sensor data held in 
short-term memory was used to estimate the depth and length of a projection or recess 
in a wall. The model was able to differentiate between permanent and localised changes 
in wall geometry and to implement appropriate navigational actions. 
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3.11 Phase 4- Navigation of a Convex Wall 
Consideration was next given to the navigation of the wheelchair around a convex 
curving wall, defined as a wall curving away from the wheelchair. The proposed 
process was again based on using short-term memory to record and compare the most 
recent front and rear sensor readings as the wheelchair encountered the curving wall. 
The two sets of sensors both provided echo distances to the nearest detected object and, 
as in the previous cases, the difference between these readings was used to calculate the 
orientation of the wheelchair assuming that these distances related to a plane reflecting 
surface. 
The effects of negotiating a convex curving wall had certain similarities with the effects 
encountered in the previous cases of the straight wall and the recess or projection. As a 
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wheelchair, previously moving parallel and at the target distance from a straight wall, 
first encountered a curving wall the front echo distance showed a small increase from its 
previous value. The rear sensor, which was still detecting the straight portion of the 
wall, detected no significant difference from its previous value. 
The difference between front and rear sensor readings was initially relatively small 
compared to the differences encountered in the case of a recess or projection and hence 
it was possible to differentiate between these different conditions. On the basis of this 
initial set of data it was not possible to determine whether such results were caused by a 
deviation in the wheelchair trajectory or by a change in the geometry of the wall. 
As in the case of the straight wall condition the system detected a deviation in the 
desired orientation and distance from the wall and a correction was applied to correct 
for this deviation. After the wheelchair had moved forward to the point at which a 
second set of data was obtained further deviations in orientation and front echo distance 
were detected. Hence although the wheelchair had been turned on a course that would, 
have remedied the original deviation in the case of a straight wall, the latest result 
indicated that the deviation had increased beyond its original value as the effects of the 
radius on echo distance became more pronounced. 
By the time a third data set was obtained the rear sensor reading was also being affected 
by the curvature of the wall. Once again the correction to the wheelchairs course, 
applied on the basis of the second data set, failed to correct the assumed deviation 
detected at that stage. 
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Examination of previous results held in short-term memory indicated the extent of two 
errors in vehicle navigation. The first error due to the instantaneous deviation from the 
desired trajectory, and which normal straight wall navigation had attempted to correct, 
and a second error that had resulted from the change in wall geometry. Application of 
an additional correction factor was applied to compensate for this second source of 
error. 
3.11.1 Phase 4 Results 
Figs. 3-21 and 3-22 show typical simulation displays obtained as the wheelchair 
navigated a curved wall. 
A delay occurred before the correct compensation to the course was applied because of 
the normal time lag that occurs with any forecasting technique based on historic data. 
This delay resulted in the wheelchair under-steering around the radius. 
The simulation showed that for a wide range of values the wheelchair was able to 
interpret and respond to a curved wall. Having negotiated the radius, albeit at a distance 
greater than the ideal target distance, normal straight wall navigation subsequently 
corrected for any under-steering errors that had been introduced. In the case of a 
curving wall where the radius of curvature was very large the normal straight wall 
navigation was sufficient to maintain the desired course. 
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3.12 Final Simulation Program - Conclusions 
The program operated solely on the basis of simulated data from two sensors on the side 
of a wheelchair. 
Representative operating conditions for a wheelchair were defined and the turning 
conditions necessary to achieve particular target positions were considered and 
categorised. Turning conditions for each category were calculated. 
A graphical display of a wheelchair and various user defined environmental conditions 
that it may encounter were produced. The wheelchair was able to be displayed at any 
user selected starting position and moved in accordance with the newly created 
algorithms. The wheelchair was able to be moved in either a continuous mode or as a 
series of steps that enabled any particular sequence to be studied in detail. The 
positional data of the most recent actions were displayed together with the total distance 
moved by the wheelchair. 
The simulation enabled the wheelchair to achieve a required target position within a 
specified travel distance for a variety of environmental conditions and to minimise the 
effect of localised changes to its environment. The simulation enabled the recognition 
and navigation of various environmental features in a previously unknown environment. 
In the case of navigating along a plain wall the turning circle to be applied to the 
wheelchair when it was located at any distance or orientation was calculated and used to 
produce an array that could serve as a look up table in a future operating program. The 
modular format of the simulation program provided a skeleton program for a future 
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operating program in which the user input data could be replaced by data derived from a 
simple sensor system. 
Figs. 3-23 and 3-24 show flow diagrams of the final simulation program. Fig 3-23 
includes those modules involved in the initial set-up and of the display and the user 
input of the particular environmental feature to be studied together with the initial 
starting position of the wheelchair. 
Fig 3-24 shows the data processing modules of the simulation. The left hand side of the 
diagram includes the modules involved in the processing of the synthetic data. The 
right hand side of the diagram (in heavier print) shows those modules forming the 
skeleton operating program that took new echo values and processed them through the 
various control algorithms to determines the action to be taken by the wheelchair. 
Details of the various modules of the program, together with a copy of the source code 
of the final simulation program, are included in Appendix A. 
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4.1 The Bobcat 11 Wheelchair 
The wheelchair used as the test vehicle was a Bobcat II, designed specifically for 
severely disabled children, and produced by Quest Enabling Designs Ltd. of Fareham. 
Fig. 4.1 shows the normal configuration of the wheelchair when fitted with a seat and an 
elevating device. 
Fig. 4-1 The standard Bobcat II powered wheelchair 
The standard powered wheelchair consisted of three major items- 
" The actual wheelchair chassis. 
" The controller. 
" The joystick. 
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Under normal operating conditions the wheelchair user controlled the movement of the 
wheelchair by means of signals from some form of input device, most commonly a 
joystick. The joystick signals were interpreted by the controller and converted into 
appropriate power outputs that determined the relative speeds of the two electric motors 
that drove the front wheels of the wheelchair, and hence determined the course of the 
vehicle. The rear of the vehicle was supported on two smaller independently mounted 
solid rubber castors mounted on a centrally pivoted rear suspension arm. 
Fig. 4-2 shows a schematic diagram of the standard Bobcat 11 wheelchair system. 
eft Hand 
Motor 
VV11Y VilVI 
oystick fight Hand 
Motor 
Fig. 4-2 The standard Bobcat II wheelchair system 
4.2 The Controller 
The majority of electrically powered wheelchairs include a proprietary controller 
produced by one of two specialist suppliers. The Bobcat II wheelchair used during this 
research was fitted with a Penny and Giles PG8 controller. A block diagram of the 
controller is shown in Fig. 4-3. 
More recently produced Bobcat II wheelchairs have incorporated a controller 
manufactured by the other major supplier, Control Dynamics Ltd.. 
Controller 
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Fig. 4-3 Block diagram of the Penny & Giles PG8 controller 
The wheelchair controller fulfilled three major functions: 
" Interpretation of user input control signals to determine the intended course for the 
wheelchair. 
" Modification of the user input data by reference to a set of internal parameters 
within the controller. 
" Providing power to the high current motors on the basis of low current input signals. 
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4.2.1 Modification of Input Data 
The modification of user input control signals by the controller had particular 
significance to the subsequent research. The major purpose of the signal modification 
function was as a safety feature to safeguard the wheelchair user by limiting the 
response of the wheelchair to potentially dangerous input signals. This modification 
included the imposition of limits to the maximum speeds and the forward, reverse and 
turning accelerations to provide a smooth trajectory, prevent violent changes in 
direction and to improve driver comfort and safety. 
The controls enabled the response of the wheelchair to be matched to the level of 
disability and driving competence of the user. Such features enabled the effects of 
spasmodic uncontrolled hand tremors, common with a number of disabilities, to be 
dampened out. 
The modification of the user input data was achieved by reference to a set of internal 
parameters within the controller. These parameters could be set to suit a particular users 
requirements by the use of an Engineering Programmer device which could be 
temporarily plugged into the controller. Whilst this programmer enabled the various 
parameters to be modified there was no absolute scale of performance. Information on 
the algorithms incorporated in the controller was withheld by the manufacturer on the 
grounds of protecting their commercial interests. 
4.3 The Joystick 
The joystick that acted as the user interface, passing input data to the controller, is 
shown in Fig. 4-4. 
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Fig. 4.4 The joystick 
Chapter 4 
Controls on the joystick enabled the top speed and response of the wheelchair to be set 
by the user within factory set limits. The right hand knob enabled the maximum speed 
to be set within the normal operating range of 1.5 to 4 miles/hour. The left hand knob 
controlled the response settings controlling functions such as acceleration, brake 
response and turn speed. 
Details of the internal construction and functions of the joystick are shown in Fig. 4.5 
reproduced from Crane [1995]. 
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4.4 Wheelchair Modifications 
The objective of the hardware modifications undertaken was to interrupt the normal 
direct link between the user input joystick and the wheelchair controller, as previously 
shown in Fig. 4-2, and to divert the signals to a computer, as shown in Fig. 4-6 and 4-7. 
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Fig. 4-6 Total systems architecture for the modified hardware 
The modifications enabled the control signals generated by the users joystick under 
normal operation to be interrogated by the computer. Equivalent computer generated 
signals were able to be passed to the wheelchair controller to emulate the users joystick. 
The modifications would also enable sensor fusion by mixing the signals from the 
joystick with those generated from the computer. The current research however 
concentrated on the automatic navigation of the wheelchair using computer generated 
control signals derived solely from the ultrasonic sensors. None of the subsequent tests 
involved sensor fusion with the joystick derived control signals. Sensor fusion remains 
an important area for future research. 
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Fig. 4-7 Photograph (? f the wheelchair after modification 
A Joystick 
B Wheelchair patchboard 
C Connector to umbillical cable and computer 
D `Safety box' 
E Ultrasonic Transmitter and Receiver (Front) 
F Ultrasonic Transmitter and Receiver (Rear) 
G Ultrasonic sensors (Front) 
H Ultrasonic sensors (Rear) 
I Opto-sensor device 
Chapter 4 
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4.4.1 The Computer 
The computer used during the research work was a 33 MHz Phocus 80486 
microcomputer. The computer interpreted data from the user joystick and additional 
supplementary sensors and modified the data in accordance with the navigational 
algorithms contained within the operating program. 
A6 metre length of 40 way ribbon cable acted as an umbillical link between the 
wheelchair and the computer to provide a data communication link. Whilst it was 
envisaged that any ultimate system would be based on the use of an on-board 
microcontroller, thus overcoming the tethering effect of the umbillical cable, the 486 
desktop computer provided a flexible workstation during this initial development stage. 
The patchboards at either end of the umbillical cable inter-connected appropriate 
functions of the PCL-812 LabCard and the sensors, controller and joystick on the 
wheelchair. 5 volt and 12 volt power supplies, taken from the main wheelchair 
batteries, provided a power source for the on-board sensors. 
Following a number of catastrophic failures during initial experimentation a safety box 
incorporating a number of relays and fuses was constructed and connected between the 
wheelchair patchboard and the controller to electrically isolate and protect the controller 
from any external malfunction. 
4.4.2 PCL-812 Lab Card 
To enable the computer to perform the high speed multi-function data acquisition, 
processing and communication functions a PCL-812 interface card (manufactured by 
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Advantech Co. Ltd. ) was fitted to one of the expansion slots within the PC. The key 
features of the PCL-812 card were as follows : 
" 16 single ended analog input channels. 
" 12 bit converter to convert analog inputs to digital values. 
" Switch selectable analog input ranges. 
" A/D triggering via software, programmable pacer or an external pulse. 
" A/D converted data transferable by program control, interrupt handler or 
direct memory access (DMA). 
" INTEL 8253-5 programmable timer/counter to provide trigger pulses at 
rates up to 0.5MHz and a user configurable counter channel. 
" Two D/A output channels providing 0 to 5 volt outputs from an on board 
reference voltage. 
" 16 digital input and 16 digital output channels. 
Connections to the PCL-812 card were via five 20-pin insulation displacement 
connectors, two accessible from the rear plate of the computer and three on-board 
connectors. 
4.5 Ultrasonic Sensors 
Ultrasonic sensors were used to monitor the operating environment of the wheelchair. 
Two pairs of ultrasonic sensors, each consisting of a transmitter and receiver, were 
mounted 25 cm apart on the side of the wheelchair. The sensors were directed at 90 
degrees to the direction of travel in order to provide stereoscopic information on the 
distance to the nearest object at the side of the wheelchair. 
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The sensors operated on the pulse-echo time of flight principle. They were fired 
alternately to provide ranging information to the nearest detectable object at the side of 
the wheelchair. No attempt was made to interpret subsequent echoes from objects 
located at greater distances from the sensor, or to carry out more complex interpretation 
such as attempting to produce a detailed map of the environment. 
A number of different circuits were evaluated for this application. The initial circuits, 
were based on Radio-Spares data sheet 3065 dated November 1991. 
The transmitter circuit used a CMOS gate i. c. 4001B that permitted direct interfacing 
with the logic circuitry. The circuit diagram of the transmitter circuit is shown in Fig. 
B-1 of Appendix B. The transmitter was initially powered from an external 5 volt 
power pack via the umbillical cable to the wheelchair. The operating voltage was 
ultimately increased to 12 volts, using the on-board wheelchair batteries rather than the 
external power pack, in order to increase the signal strength. 
The 16 mm ultrasonic transmitter was tuned to resonate at 40 KHz using the 22 K 
potentiometer. Initiation of the transmitter and control of the pulse duration were 
software controlled.. The transmitter operated satisfactorily and was used in all 
subsequent sensor systems. 
The initial receiver circuit was based on Radio Spares Data Sheet 3065 dated 
November 1991 reproduced in Fig. B-2 in Appendix B. The receiver was tuned to 
match the operating frequency of the transmitter and the occurrence of a relatively small 
signal above a threshold background level was used to detect a reflection from the 
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transmitted signal. Whilst it was found to operate satisfactorily under static conditions 
the circuit became inconsistent and subject to interference from the motors when fitted 
to the wheelchair. Whilst the receiver would sometimes provide almost 100 per cent 
consistency at other times as many as 60 per cent of the results could be erroneous. The 
results obtained were not random but appeared to be clustered at a number of fixed 
values as shown in Fig 4-8. 
FREQUENCY 
0 50 
ECHO DISTANCE 
100 
Fig. 4-8 Variation in the results obtained with the initial ultrasonic receiver circuit 
Because of the unsatisfactory operation of the receiver a second circuit based on a Band 
Pass Filter was constructed. The circuit, reproduced in Fig, B-3 of Appendix B was 
intended to differentiate between the transmitted signal and any spurious background 
noise. Because of the relatively slow rise time of the detected signal it was necessary to 
compare the received signal with the average of the last 3 signals to distinguish 
detection of the transmitted signal. Whilst this receiver was an improvement over the 
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previous circuit it still did not provide the required level of consistent operation. 
The final receiver circuit, shown in Fig. B-4 of Appendix B, consisted of a Peak 
Detector circuit using a CA 3130E i. c. and operated from the 12 volt on-board battery 
supply. The circuit resulted in a reliable receiver that provided pronounced signals with 
a low signal-noise ratio and was capable of consistent operation within an operating 
range between limits of 15 cm and 4 metres. Delays in signal processing resulted in a 
dead zone of 15 cm immediately in front of the receiver that limited the minimum 
distance at which objects could be detected. 
4.6 Opto-Sensors 
Simple infra-red opto-sensor devices capable of reflective object detection, as shown in 
Fig. B-5 of Appendix B, were constructed and mounted on the wheelchair chassis 
adjacent to the driven front wheels of the wheelchair. 
Twelve lengths of reflective white insulating tape radially spaced at 30 degree intervals 
were fixed to circular discs of black cardboard to act as the reflective objects. The discs 
were attached to the inside face of the driven wheels of the wheelchair and were held in 
place by the hubs of the wheels. The devices were powered from the on-board battery 
and the output signals from the devices were transferred to the computer via the 
umbillical cable. 
The opto-sensors detected the white strips causing the sensor signal to change from a 
high (5 volt) signal on the black disc to a low (0 volt) signal as the sensor detected a 
white strip. With a driven wheel circumference of 132.5 cm the sensors provided a 
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signal for every 11 cm of forward travel of the wheelchair. 
The opto-sensors fulfilled two functions in the development of the wheelchair system: 
" Provided odometric data enabling the speed and radius of turn to be determined. 
" Provided signals to trigger the ultrasonic sensors at regular distances of wheelchair 
travel. 
4.7 Control Voltages to Drive the Wheelchair 
In order for the computer to be able to emulate the operation of the user's joystick it was 
necessary to understand the control signals sent by the joystick to the wheelchair 
controller. 
Preliminary tests using a digital voltmeter, together with reference to the published 
literature [Crane, 1995] indicated that the joystick consisted of two diagonally oriented 
linear potentiometers. When driven by the user in the normal manual mode the relative 
position of the joystick modified the signal voltages passed to the wheelchair controller. 
The speeds of the two motors that drove the right hand and left hand wheels of the 
wheelchair were varied dependent upon these signal voltages. 
The wheelchair controller automatically undertook a safety check to ensure a healthy 
joystick as the wheelchair was switched on. The safety check ensured that the joystick 
was located at its central position before releasing the brake mechanism and permitting 
control signals that would move the wheelchair being passed to the controller. To 
bypass this health check it was necessary to input equivalent values of 2100 to each 
motor to initialise the controller. 
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The values obtained at the eight cardinal compass points and at the central position of 
the joystick were determined. Fig 4-9 shows the digital values obtained and the 
corresponding analog voltages. 
In order to drive the wheelchair it was proposed to read the joystick voltages and to then 
transmit equivalent, or modified, computer generated signal voltages to the wheelchair. 
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Fig. 4-9 Digital and analog outputs from the joystick 
4.8 Data Acquisition and Processing Functions 
Software programs for the data acquisition and processing functions of the individual 
items of hardware were crexated using a variety of programming methods, as shown in 
Fig. 4-10. 
3.29 
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Fig. 4-10 Data acquisition and processing requirements 
4.8.1 Programming the PCL-812 LabCard 
Programs were created using the Microsoft Quick Basic language (Version 4.5) 
Individual test programs were written as modules that were subsequently integrated to 
produce the final operating program. 
The use of a high level language simplified the program development process and was 
adequate for proving the various concepts included in this work. The larger integrated 
programs however were constrained by the operating speed of the system and it was 
envisaged that future research work would require the use of lower level programming 
in order to increase operating speed. 
The PCL-812 LabCard enabled the computer to perform the numerous high speed 
multi-function data acquisition, processing and communications functions necessary to 
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control the wheelchair. The LabCard was able to be programmed using two different 
methods, either by Direct Programming or by using the Software Driver that was 
supplied with the PCL-812 card. 
The software driver-programs supplied with the PCL-812 card were written in machine 
code. A language interface, supplied in the form of a quick library, enabled user- 
written application programs to communicate with the various software drivers. The 
software driver generally enabled the various analogue and digital input and output 
functions used in developing the specific applications to be undertaken with minimal 
programming. Whilst direct programming is generally more complex there were 
occasions when this method was deemed more appropriate for certain functions. 
Further details of the individual programs created, and examples of the different 
programming methods are provided in Appendix C. 
4.9 Conclusion 
The Bobcat II wheelchair was modified to enable the normal direct link between the 
user joystick and the controller to be diverted to a computer. The computer enabled the 
joystick signals to be interrogated and modified before being passed to the controller. 
Additional sensors were fitted to the wheelchair enabling additional data to be processed 
and mixed with the user derived joystick data. A PCL-812 Labcard fitted to the 
computer enabled the computer to perform the data acquisition, processing and 
commumication functions using a mixture of direct programming and the PCL-812 
driver routines. 
The ultrasonic sensor system was programmed and directly calibrated to measure echo 
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distances accurate to 1 cm within an acceptable operating range of 15cm to 2 metres 
from the wheelchair. 
The opto-sensors enabled the movement of each of the driven wheels to be measured 
independently. Using this data in conjunction with the computers in-built timing 
function enabled the speed of each wheel, and the corresponding turning circle of the 
wheelchair to be determined. The opto-sensors also provided output signals at fixed 
distances of travel that could be used to initiate the ultrasonic transmitters. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Having constructed and assembled the hardware and created programs for the data 
acquisition, processing and communication functions as detailed in Chapter 4 the final 
stage of the project to develop the wheelchair navigation system was undertaken. This 
Chapter describes the investigation and operation of the whole system, and the creation 
of an operating system, based on the Simulation program described in Chapter 3. 
5.2 Ultrasonic Sensors and Sampling Frequency 
Pairs of the ultrasonic sensors described in Chapter 4 were positioned 25 cm apart on 
each side of the wheelchair to provide ranging data. This data enabled the orientation of 
the wheelchair relative to its environment to be determined. In order to simplify 
calculation and to minimise processing time the wheelchair orientation was determined 
by reference to the difference between the front and rear echo distances, with each 1 cm 
difference theoretically equating to an angle of 2 degrees and 18 minutes. 
The echo distance (in cm) from the front sensor to the nearest object was taken as the 
reference distance, and the rear echo distance was mainly used as a means of 
determining the orientation. Only the first detected echo from each pair of sensors was 
used. No attempt was made to utilise any subsequent echoes from objects further from 
the sensors. 
In the initial programs the ultrasonic sensors were continuously software triggered as 
part of a repetitive cycle that sequentially fired the front and rear sensors, interpreted the 
received signals and then calculated the echo distances and orientation, as shown in Fig. 
5-1. 
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The data was then used to modify the voltages being output to the motors before the 
cycle was repeated. 
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Fig. 5-1 Flow chart of the initial program. 
The sampling frequency of these programs was dependent upon the processing speed of 
the computer and the time delay involved in the ultrasonic energy traversing the 
distances between the sensor and the reflecting surface at the systems maximum 
operating range. Using the computers on-board clock to time a series of tests over a1 
metre working range indicated that the system was only capable of processing some 12 
to 14 individual sensor readings per second (equivalent to 7 pairs of readings from the 
front and rear sensor per second). 
It was necessary to consider the distance that the wheelchair would travel between 
successive readings. Assuming a processing speed of 5 pairs of readings per second, in 
-V 
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order to allow for any additional processing, this was equivalent to sampling every 11 
cm of travel at a wheelchair speed of 2 km/hour. 
When travelling in a straight line at a constant known speed it was possible to relate the 
data sampling speed to an equivalent distance of forward travel of the wheelchair. This 
relationship would not be valid when the wheelchair was following a curved path. 
Sampling the data at a variable travel distance may be tolerable for a system, similar to 
an automated guided vehicle, that was intended merely to follow a fixed path at a pre- 
defined distance from a wall. For a wheelchair to move from a more distant position 
onto a defined target line required more complex navigation to determine its location 
and orientation. 
5.3 Preliminary Line Following Trials 
Based upon previous experience with automated guided vehicles (Goodwin, 1992) it 
was considered at this stage that a simple line following procedure could enable the 
wheelchair to maintain a fixed path at a pre-defined distance from a wall. Starting with 
the wheelchair parallel to and at the required target distance from a wall both motors 
were moved at a standard fixed speed. It was assumed that under these conditions any 
deviation from the desired course between successive sensor readings would be slight 
and could be corrected by an appropriate modification to the relative motor speeds. 
It was not considered at this stage that the selection of motor speeds to realign the 
wheelchair for such slight deviations would be critical. Tests were carried out using 
only two values for the motor speed settings, a standard speed setting that was initially 
applied to both motors, and a faster speed setting that was applied to one of the motors 
i 
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in order to re-align the wheelchair when necessary. These tests showed that a small 
increase in the speed setting to one of the motors did not produce the desired turning 
action and that the wheelchair tended to continue in a straight line. 
A marked difference between the two speed settings resulted in the wheelchair turning 
in the appropriate direction but a delayed response to the changing values resulted in 
progressive snaking until the wheelchair eventually collided with the wall. 
Further tests in which the speed setting to one motor was varied in proportion to the 
deviation of the wheelchair from the desired target line although showing an 
improvement was still subject to snaking and delayed response. Two factors appeared 
to be affecting the response of the wheelchair: 
" The actual response setting via the joystick control was intended to dampen out 
variations in the control signal and to delay the response of the controller to 
different signal levels so as to provide a smoother path for the user. Whilst it was 
possible to vary the extent of this damping effect within a minimum and maximum 
setting it was not possible to eliminate the unknown residual damping included in 
the controller. 
" The dynamics of the wheelchair, particularly the rear castor design, appeared to 
provide an additional stabilising effect on the wheelchair trajectory. Small changes 
to the driven motor speeds were not immediately translated into a re-alignment of 
the rear castors. 
ý 
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An important practical difficulty arose in carrying out the tests without any additional 
assistance in simultaneously attempting to observe the progress of the wheelchair, 
monitoring the data displayed on the computer screen and operating an emergency stop 
procedure to prevent damage to the equipment in the event of a malfunction. Storing 
the data to a disk file for subsequent evaluation enabled the optimum speed settings to 
be selected but the results obtained were inconsistent. 
A series of tests was carried out in which the wheelchair was moved in a series of 
individual steps rather than in a continuous mode. This not only allowed the movement 
of the wheelchair to be studied more easily but also improved the performance of the 
wheelchair in its ability to more closely follow the desired course. Whilst the 
wheelchair appeared to respond more rapidly under these conditions it was still subject 
to snaking and occasional inconsistencies. The movement of the vehicle in a stepped 
mode could possibly be acceptable for an automated guided vehicle. For a disabled 
wheelchair user such movement could be considered unnatural and unacceptable. 
5.4 Incorporating the Simulation Logic 
The ability of the wheelchair to follow a prescribed path at a fixed distance from a wall 
appeared the logical starting point for a more comprehensive navigational assistance 
system. In view of the difficulties encountered in providing a reliable method for even 
this first line following stage, and the additional requirement to undertake even more 
complex navigational tasks, attention was turned to developing the simulation model 
detailed in Chapter 3. 
II 
ý, 
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The simulation had enabled path planning to be undertaken in order for the wheelchair 
to navigate a number of different environmental features and conditions. Using 
synthetically generated data to simulate ultrasonic ranging data, the radius of turn 
necessary for the wheelchair to move to a desired end position had been calculated 
theoretically. Algorithms to satisfy the various conditions had been created and 
successfully tested. 
Incorporation of the simulation logic and the various algorithms into a comprehensive 
operating program was undertaken in a three stage program, as follows: 
(1) The separation of real purely navigational activities from the data display, and 
graphical activities included in the original simulation program. The 
replacement of user input and calculated echo distances by real data derived 
from the ultrasonic sensors. 
(2) The determination of the value of the signals to be input to the drive motors in 
order to effect the required radius of tum of the wheelchair. 
(3) Evaluation and modification of the program by practical testing of the 
navigation system. 
5.5 Creation of the Operating Program 
In the simulation program the initial starting position of the wheelchair was selected by 
the user and input by keyboard entry. Subsequent positions of the wheelchair and its 
orientation were mathematically calculated to precise values. In the operating program 
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the echo distances were measured (to the nearest cm) using the ultrasonic sensors and 
the orientation of the wheelchair was determined relative to the difference between the 
front and rear sensor distances rather than using precise angular measurements. 
The program was modified to operate with this less precise data, as shown on pages 227 
- 229 of Appendix D. Fig. 5-2 shows the actions to be taken by the wheelchair when 
positioned at different distances from a wall, as measured by the echo distance (in cm). 
The orientation of the wheelchair was calculated in each case by reference to the 
difference between the echo distances obtained from the front and rear sensor data. 
The navigation action and radius of turn necessary to deal with each of 14 different 
turning categories is shown in Table 5-1 and takes account of the effects of rounding 
off the various data values. The required turning radius for each category was 
calculated on the basis of producing changes of orientation of the wheelchair 
corresponding to the values shown in the Deg/Step column of Table 5.1 for each 
successive sensor data input. 
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Category Front 
Echo 
Real Dist Program 
Diff. 
Real Diff Real Ang Radius Deg/Step Title 
0 0-1.99 0-16.99 STOP 
1 2-33.99 17-48.99 =>3 =>3 6.9 or 
more 
-96 -8 Extreme 
Left 
2 =2 2.00- 
2.99 
4.6to6.8 -193 -4 Hard Left 
3 =>0and 
`2 
0-1.99 0 to 4.5 -386 .2 Turn to 
Left 
4 <0 <0 -0.1 or 
less 
Either -386 -2 S-curve 
to Left 
5 <0 -0.1 or 
less 
Or +? Calculate Posarc 
61 34- 35.99 49 - 50.99 =>l => 1 2.3 or 
more 
. 773 -1 Bend Left 
7 cl and = 
> -1 
0.99-(- 
1 
2.2 to - 
2.3 
9999 0 Parallel 
8 < (-1) < (-1) -2.4or 
less 
+773 +1 Bend 
Right 
9 36- 84.99 51 - 99.99 >0 >0 0.1 or 
more 
Either +386 +2 S-curve 
to Right 
10 >0 0.1 or 
more 
Or -? Calculate Negarc 
11 =<Oand 
>(-2) 
0-(-2) Oto4.6 +386 +2 Turn to 
Right 
12 = (-3) (-2.1)-(- 
3) 
4.7-6.9 +193 +4 Hard 
Right 
13 <(-3) 3.01 or 
more 
7.0 or 
more 
+96 +8 Extreme 
Right 
14 >=85 >100 Drive 
under 
user 
Control 
Table 5-1 Modified input data for the operating program 
5.6 Acquiring Data Updates at Regular Distances 
The simulation program was based on recalculating the wheelchair position and 
determining the future course of action, after uniform distances of forward travel. With 
the ultrasonic sensors providing data updates on a time related rather than a distance 
related basis, as described in Section 5.2, the calculation of the necessary turning circles 
using the simulation logic would not be possible. 
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Some previous work on navigational systems had relied on complex odometric methods 
to accurately determine a vehicles exact position before using acquired sensor data for 
future path planning [Jaros, Bell and Levine, 1993]. 
In the application described in this dissertation this problem was overcome by a reversal 
of the traditional sequence. Using the simple opto-sensor devices described in Sections 
4.6 signals from the white bands on the sensing disc attached to the driving wheel were 
used to fire the ultrasonic sensors. By this means successive ranging data inputs were 
obtained at a known travel distance, equal to the separation distance between the white 
bands on the sensing disc, and independent of the speed of the wheelchair. This 
solution eliminated the need for costly additional equipment and avoided the necessity 
for further complex and time consuming calculations. 
Any errors resulting from the wheelchair not being parallel to the wall were of little 
significance and became progressively less as the wheelchair approached the desired 
parallel orientation. 
Since the ultrasonic sensors would only fire as the white lines on the sensing disc were 
detected it was necessary to include a sequence enabling the wheelchair to creep 
forwards at the start of the program in order to initiate the signals from the opto-sensors. 
5.7 Driving the Wheelchair 
Section 4.7 and Fig. 4-9 detailed the range of joystick generated signal voltages passed 
to the controller to modify the speed of the two drive motors when the wheelchair was 
driven under normal user control. To be able to steer the vehicle along any required 
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trajectory it was necessary to transmit equivalent computer generated digital to analogue 
control signals to the controller. 
The relationship between control signal values and the speed and resultant radius of turn 
of the wheelchair was investigated. From theoretical considerations a mathematical 
relationship was established between the radius of turn of the wheelchair and the ratio of 
the relative speeds of the two drive motors (as shown in Fig. A-1 of Appendix A). In 
order for the wheelchair to follow any required trajectory at a constant speed (a 
condition necessary for user comfort) this ratio of motor speeds was applied relative to a 
notional average speed of the vehicle. 
Consideration of the maximum and minimum analogue voltages obtained from the 
joystick confirmed that it consisted of two linear potentiometers, located diagonally at 
90 degrees to one another. Relative to the normal compass point convention the right 
hand motor was controlled by a potentiometer oriented from NW (max = 3.61 volts) to 
SE (min = 1.29 volts). The potentiometer controlling the left hand motor was oriented 
from NE (max = 3.55 volts) to SW (min = 1.29 volts). Whilst precise results were 
obtained for the maximum and minimum values it was more difficult to achieve the 
same precision at intermediate compass points where the position had to be estimated 
and where slight movement of the joystick resulted in significant voltage changes. Fig 
5-3 shows the digital output signals corresponding to the maximum joystick outputs for 
different joystick orientations. 
Initial practical tests showed that with the joystick at the NE position the wheelchair 
turned with a radius of approximately 4.25 metres. This value was considered to 
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represent the most gradual turn that would need to be implemented for minor correction 
of orientation and direction of the wheelchair. With the joystick positioned at the 
extreme E position the wheelchair turned within its wheelbase of 55 cm. 
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Fig. 5-3 Digital output signals from the joystick 
The above two results were considered to provide the two extremes of turning circle that 
would be required in the proposed navigational system. Although it was possible to 
select output values enabling both motors to travel at the same speed but in opposite 
directions, that resulted in the wheelchair turning on the spot, this was not considered 
appropriate with a human passenger. 
5.8 Relationship between Input Numbers and Motor Speed 
A series of tests was carried out to investigate the relationship between input numbers 
and individual motor speeds. Fig 5-4 shows the results obtained corresponding to 
driving the wheelchair in a straight line, when identical input numbers were applied to 
each motor whilst the wheelchair was jacked off the ground. 
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The input value necessary to initiate the controller (2100) was contained within a band 
of values (1700 - 2300) in which the wheels remained stationary. Values in the range 
2300 to 3500 showed a linear relationship between the input value and the resultant 
forward motor speed. Values within the range of 1700 to 1100 showed a similar linear 
relationship but with the motors turning in the reverse direction. The results obtained 
from both left and right hand motors were identical. 
Fig 5-5 shows the results obtained when the previous tests were repeated with the 
wheelchair running on the ground. The graph showed that in the straight ahead 
direction a given input number produced the same result regardless of whether the 
wheelchair was running in air or on the ground. 
If this latter relationship were true for any joystick position then subsequent tests to 
determine the relationship between input numbers and radius of turn could be more 
conveniently carried out without the need for running the wheelchair on the ground. 
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Fig. 5-5 Wheelchair speeds (on the ground) produced by identical input numbers. 
Further tests carried out when the numbers input to the left and right hand motors were 
not identical revealed a wide variation between the in air and on the ground conditions 
and showed that the correlation previously achieved during the straight ahead condition 
was no longer valid. 
Fig 5-6 shows the speed of the right hand motor running with a FIXED input signal 
(2500) as the input number to the other (left hand) motor was varied. The results 
showed that the two motors did not operate independently, as previously assumed, but 
that their response to any given level of input signal was affected by the input signal to 
the other motor. 
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Further examples of the inter-dependence between the relative speeds of the two motors 
are shown in Fig. 5-7 where the input number to one motor was held at a range of 
constant values and the speed of that motor was measured as the input to the alternate 
motor was varied. (The results obtained with identical input numbers are included for 
comparison) 
From the results obtained during these tests it was observed that, with a constant input 
number, the speed of the slower motor was significantly increased as the speed of the 
alternate motor was increased. Conversely the speed of the faster motor was reduced by 
a reduction in the speed of the slower motor. These results had an important influence 
on subsequent testing to determine the radius of turning produced by any given set of 
input numbers. 
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With progressive movement of the joystick in the straight ahead position the wheelchair 
maintained a constant direction but at increasing speed. Initially it had been assumed 
that similar joystick movements in an angular direction would result in the wheelchair 
following a course of fixed radius at progressively increasing speeds as the joystick was 
moved further from its central starting position. This assumption was disproved during 
preliminary tests. 
Because of these factors and the absence of any independent direct relationship 
between input signal and motor speed the turning circles needed to be determined by 
practical tests rather than theoretically. Similarly any interpolation of results to obtain 
intermediate values had to be treated with caution. 
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5.8.1 Speed Control 
From the results obtained it could be seen that there was a range of signals capable of 
maintaining any given course but at different speeds. In terms of user comfort it was a 
necessary requirement that the wheelchair should follow a smooth trajectory and that its 
speed should remain constant. 
5.9 Determining the Radius of Curvature Produced from an Input Signal 
A number of different methods were used to determine the radius of curvature produced 
by various input signals. In the earliest of tests the radius was crudely estimated by 
marking a chalk line on the laboratory floor corresponding to the path taken by the 
wheelchair. In subsequent tests the wheelchair was driven in a constant circular route 
over a larger tiled area of floor, where each tile was conveniently 12 inches square, thus 
enabling the particular turning circle to be estimated by counting the number of squares. 
In a third series of tests, in an attempt to provide more accurate results, it was decided to 
investigate the signals an actual wheelchair user might use in following a route of a 
particular radius. A series of circles of known radius was drawn upon the floor and a 
computer program was written to sample and record the joystick signals at I second 
intervals as the wheelchair was driven around the circular paths. 
The results obtained from following this approach were unsatisfactory and showed a 
wide discrepancy in the values obtained. For an able bodied, albeit inexperienced 
wheelchair driver, it proved difficult to closely follow the prescribed route without 
constant adjustment to the joystick position. It was not possible, as had previously been 
assumed, to find one specific setting of the joystick that would match the defined route. 
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Human users receiving visual feedback of their progress may subconsciously apply 
corrections rather than relying upon a pre-defined course of action to maintain a defined 
route. 
In a final attempt to accurately measure the turning radius recourse was made to the 
opto-sensors, previously described in Section 4.6, that were originally fitted to the 
wheelchair to trigger the ultrasonic sensors. A program was created to count the 
number of white stripes detected on each of the driven wheels during the duration of the 
test and the results were used to calculate the turning radius and speed of the 
wheelchair. 
The opto-sensors were checked to ensure that the program was capable of operating at 
the required speed. Using the program a series of tests was carried out with a range of 
input values. Tests with each selected set of input values were repeated a number of 
times in an attempt to obtain consistent results. The results obtained in the tests are 
shown in Table 5-2. 
The results indicated that for any given fixed value on the one motor the radius of the 
turn produced, and the average speed of the wheelchair, were reduced as the input 
number to the other motor was reduced. Although repeated tests were carried out for 
each pair of values it was not possible to completely eliminate inconsistencies in the 
results obtained. Whilst the results showed the general trend the actual values obtained, 
particularly at the slower speeds, were subject to error. The results became more 
consistent as the difference between the two values was increased, and as the average 
speed of the wheelchair was increased. 
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RII Motor No. 
Chapter 5 
LH 1100 1300 1500 1700 1900 2100 2300 2500 2700 2900 3100 
Motor 
3500 0.78 0.61 0.92 1.03 1.55 
0.65 0.58 0.72 0.82 0.87 
3300 0.55 0.82 1.24 1.50 1.65 
0.39 0.46 @0.58 @0.71 @0.7 
3100 0.26 0.37 0.82 1.62 1.80 2.24 2.00 2.21 2.94 4.39 Parallel 
@0.32 @0.24 @0.32 @0.44 @0.55 0.53 0.54 @0.67 0.75 0.85 1.08 
2900 0.28 0.94 1.53 1.73 4.39 3.6 2.05 2.89 4.6 Parallel 
@0.05 0.12 @0.15 @0.27 @0.39 @0.38 @0.37 @0.36 @0.63 0.84 
2700 STOP STOP STOP 1.96 4.33 4.1 2.83 3.77 Parallel 
@0.19 0.23 @0.22 @0.22 @0.20 0.53 
2500 STOP STOP STOP STOP Parallel Parallel Parallel Parallel 
@0.1 @0.08 @0.06 CD-0.26 
2300 STOP STOP STOP STOP 
/able 5-2 Motor input values, radius of turn and wheel chair . speed relationship 
(Radius in metres, Speed shown as (as x. xx in metres) 
Fig 5-8 shows the effect on the turning radius and the average wheelchair speed as the 
input number for the one motor was varied whilst the number input for the other motor 
remained at a constant value. 
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Fig. 5-8 Effect on radius of turn and average speed by vary ing one motor input 
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5.10 Selection of Appropriate Motor Numbers for the Operating Program 
It had originally been assumed that the tests carried out to produce Table 5-2 would 
enable a series of graphs to be produced from which, by interpolation, specific turning 
radii and speeds could be determined to closely match the values provided by the 
simulation and which would then be included in the operating program. 
Even if consistent test results had been achieved it was appreciated that other factors 
would influence the validity of directly transferring these values to the operating 
program: 
" The test values were obtained by inputting constant values to the controller and 
determining the resultant radius of turn. No account was taken of the inertia of the 
wheelchair or to its response to a sudden change in the input values. Some delay in 
responding to a change in input signal would be expected and would result in an 
under-correction of the wheelchairs position compared to its theoretically predicted 
position. Subsequent data readings however would include the effects of this 
previous under-correction and would determine the next set of input values based on 
this modified data input. 
" No account was taken of the mechanical design of the wheelchair, and particularly 
the rear caster design, which had been designed to provide a stabilising effect to 
resist minor changes in course resulting from a users restricted control capability. 
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" The residual damping incorporated in the controller was similarly intended to 
provide a smooth course by delaying and modifying the response to changing input 
signal levels. 
Despite these factors it was hoped that the results would provide a guide to the 
necessary input values although it was accepted that additional correction factors may 
need to be applied. 
The turning categories included in the simulation program were based on turning the 
wheelchair through 0,1,2,4, or 8 degree turns between successive data inputs. Using 
the opto-sensors to trigger the ultrasonic sensors, updated data was input at intervals 
equivalent to every 11 cm of forward travel. 
The changes in orientation were achieved in the simulation by turning the wheelchair 
through a theoretically calculated radius of turn of either 773,386,193 or 96 cm, 
(corresponding to 1,2,4 or 8 degrees per step respectively). In cases where the 
wheelchair was able to reach the desired target conditions by travelling along a single 
arc the simulation calculated the exact radius of turn required. 
During the creation of the operating program a series of numbers to be input to the 
controller was selected on the basis of approximating to 0.5,1,1.5,2 and 3 metre radius 
of turn, as well as for the parallel course condition. The input values were selected from 
the test result values with the intention of matching the required radius of turn and also 
of maintaining a speed of between 0.3 and 0.5 metres per second. The selected values 
are reproduced in the Table 5-3. 
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Radius of 
Turn 
(metres) 
Motor 1 Motor 2 Theoretical 
Radius 
Theoretical 
Speed 
m/sec 
Parallel 2650 2650 Parallel 0.45 
3.0 2900 2500 2.9 0.36 
2.0 3100 1900 1.8 0.55 
1.5 3100 1700 1.6 0.44 
1.0 3100 1600 1.2 0.38 
0.5 3100 1400 0.5 0.28 
Table 5-3 Input values to produce required turning radius. 
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6.1 Final Test Program 
The previous chapter, Chapter 5, described the integration of the hardware and the 
creation of operating software incorporating the logic and algorithms from the 
simulation program described in Chapter 3. 
Having created and proved the operation of the various functions the final stage of the 
research program, described in this section, involved the evaluation of the proposed 
navigational assistance system in controlling the test vehicle under a variety of 
environmental conditions. 
Testing of the full system was carried out as a staged process in order to evaluate the 
performance of the wheelchair in fulfilling each of the following functions: 
" To maintain a parallel course along a target line at a fixed distance from a straight 
wall. 
" To move to the target line from a starting position at a different distance and 
orientation from a straight wall. 
" To maintain a satisfactory course whilst negotiating a range of different 
environmental features such as a recess, projection or curved wall. 
6.1.1 Operating Modes 
The test program was conducted with the wheelchair operating in three different 
operating modes: 
Mode 1 (described in Section 5.2) with the ultrasonic sensors being triggered 
directly by the software and where the sampling rate was dependent upon the 
processing speed of the computer (i. e. time dependent). 
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Mode 2 (described in Section 5.3) with the ultrasonic sensors being fired by 
signals from the opto-sensors corresponding to fixed distances of forward travel 
(i. e distance dependent). 
Mode 3 (described in Section 6.4.2) with the wheelchair configuration modified 
from a four-wheeled to a three-wheeled (tricycle) configuration. 
6.2 Software Initiated Sensor Mode (Mode 1) 
Using the logic derived from the simulation program a series of tests was carried out in 
which the firing of the ultrasonic sensors was initiated directly from the software. 
The wheelchair was initially positioned at the target distance from a straight wall and 
oriented parallel to the wall. 100 sets of data were used to determine the course of the 
wheelchair. The values of the input data received and the corresponding actions taken 
by the wheelchair were recorded to file and are shown graphically in Fig. 6-1. 
I 
ress any key to continue 
Fig. 6-1 lnilicz/ lüte. 1011owing lest. 
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The results obtained showed marked snaking with deviations of up to + 10 cm to - 10 
cm from the target line. Examination of the results revealed that the wheelchair was 
failing to adequately respond to all of the instructions, particularly those for small 
changes to orientation (+ -2 degrees). Occasionally the wheelchair almost came to a 
halt and needed assistance to maintain forward motion. 
In a subsequent test starting from the same initial position the maximum value to the 
motors was increased from 3100 to 3200 in order to improve the response to small 
orientation changes. The motor values for the parallel course instruction were 
marginally increased to ensure unassisted forward movement of the wheelchair. Fig. 6-2 
shows the significant improvement in performance achieved during this test that 
resulted in a more immediate response and the virtual elimination of any snaking. False 
indications from the ultrasonic sensors resulted in the three `spikes' shown on the 
diagram, re-alignment of the ultrasonic sensors largely overcame this problem during 
subsequent tests. 
ý 
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Fig. 6-2 Improved response by using higher turning speed 
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Using the same motor values as in the previous test the ability of the wheelchair to 
move onto the target line from a remote location was investigated. Fig. 6-3 shows the 
results obtained with the wheelchair initially angled towards and 35 mm from the target 
line. 
ý 
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6.3 Ultrasonic Sensors Initiated by the Opto-Sensors (Mode 2) 
A further series of tests was carried out in which the ultrasonic sensors were initiated by 
signals from the opto-sensors. Initial tests indicated that when used in conjunction with 
the operating program, with the wheelchair driven at the same speed as in previous 
tests, the opto-sensors were incapable of reading all of the lines on the sensor disc. 
The performance of the opto-sensors was investigated by comparing the wheelchair 
travel distance at different speed settings for a fixed number of ultrasonic data inputs to 
the program. The tests revealed the following results: 
Joystick at maximum spccd position (=1.2 milcs/hour) = 36% of stripcs detected 
Joystick at midpoint position (= 0.7 miles/hour) = 57% of stripes detected 
Joystick at minimum speed position (= 0.3 miles/hour) =I 00% of stripes detected 
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In view of these results and to ensure that the ultrasonic ranging data was updated at 
fixed forward travel distances of the wheelchair, subsequent tests were carried out at 
the slowest speed setting. 
6.3.1 Line Following 
As in the Mode I tests described in Section 6.2 the wheelchair was initially positioned 
at the target distance from a straight wall and oriented parallel to the wall. Forty sets of 
data, equivalent to a travel distance of approximately 4.5 metres, were used to determine 
the course of the wheelchair. The values of the input data received and the 
corresponding actions taken by the wheelchair were again recorded to file and are 
shown graphically in Fig. 6.4. The results indicated that the wheelchair was capable of' 
maintaining a course parallel to a plain wall with a deviation of + or l cm from the 
target distance. 
1i ýý 
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6.3.2 Moving to the Target Line 
Chapter 6 
The ability to move the wheelchair from a remote position onto the desired target line 
was investigated using the same parameters. As an example the results obtained when 
the wheelchair was initially oriented towards the wall at a distance of 20 cm from the 
target line are shown in Fig. 6-5. 
ii. 
Fig. 6-5 Failure to move to the target line (Mode 2) 
Although the wheelchair had assumed a parallel pose relative to the wall the turn-right 
instruction was failing to turn the wheelchair towards the target line. 
The numbers input to the motors were modified in an attempt to improve the response 
of the wheelchair to commands for small changes in orientation. Fig. 6-6 shows that 
although these changes resulted in the wheelchair moving towards the target line the 
response to the commands was slow and the wheelchair travelled an excessive distance 
without actually reaching the specified target distance. 
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Fig. 6-7 shows the results obtained after further adjustments were made to the motor 
values, equivalent to an additional 2 degree turn, in an attempt to reduce the travel 
distance. 
l, ig. (i-i l; xrc. ý. ý Ircnvel cli. ýlcuccr cwrn uj'Irl. ucljrr. ýhnrnl 
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From a starting position 25 cm from the target line the wheelchair travelled 2.5 metres 
before assuming its correct position on the target line. Although this adjustment 
succeeded in reducing the travel distance it did not achieve the objective of reaching the 
target line within 1.5 metres. 
Fig. 6-8 shows the results obtained with the same motor numbers but with the 
wheelchair starting from a more extreme starting position 35 cm from the target line. 
The wheelchair failed to respond adequately to the input signals and from this starting 
position travelled 4 metres before assuming its correct position on the target line. Once 
again the objective of reaching the target line within 1.5 metres was not achieved. 
Fig. 6-N ( 'uiNiiiurcl evidence uJ . chuggish rr. spuils(, 
6.3.3 Environmental Features 
Tests were carried out to investigate the ability of the wheelchair to navigate along a 
wall subject to changing environmental features such as projections and recesses. 
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Fig. 6-9 shows the results obtained as the wheelchair located on the target line 
encountered a 30 cm recess that extended for 3 metres along the wall. The results 
showed that the wheelchair required 3 metres of travel in order to re-align itself to the 
changing environment. 
/ ig. 6-9 Nn igcrlirrg cr 
Fig. 6-10 shows the results obtained as the wheelchair aligned to the target line 
encountered a 12 cm projection in the wall. Once again the delayed response resulted in 
the wheelchair travelling an excessive distance before it re-aligned to the changed 
environmental conditions. 
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6.4 Improvement of the Response of the Wheelchair 
Tests had shown that the program was capable of' navigating the wheelchair under a 
variety of environmental conditions. The slow response of the wheelchair resulted in 
the wheelchair travelling distances in excess of the predefined 1.5 metres before 
recovering from changes in the environmental conditions. Attempts to improve the 
response of the wheelchair were directed at two major areas: 
" Software modifications. 
" Changes to the mechanical design of the wheelchair. 
6.4.1 Software Modifications 
The numbers input to the motors had previously been modified in order to increase the 
radius of turn. Whilst these changes had reduced the recovery distances they had not 
resulted in an immediate response to changes in input signal levels. 
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The program was further modified in order to investigate the effects on vehicle 
navigation of an immediate response to changes in the motor control signals. Any 
change in direction of the wheelchair was implemented by inputting extreme values that 
had previously been used for only the most severe turning actions. 
Fig. 6-11 shows the results obtained with this revised program using the extreme values. 
Fig. 6-11 Results obtained using extreme turning values 
The results showed that after starting from a position over 30 cm from the target line the 
wheelchair had achieved the specified target conditions after travelling only 1.76 
metres. Because of the extreme motor input values incorporated in the program, and 
the corresponding changes in direction of the wheelchair, its actual position on the 
target line varied by up to + or -3 cm from the specified target distance. 
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Fig. 6-12 shows a similar marked improvement in the recovery distance as the 
wheelchair negotiated a 15 cm deep recess in the wall. 
Fig. 6-12 Improved llavigallon Of a recessed wall 
Fig. 6-13 shows the results obtained as the wheelchair underwent a 45 degree change in 
direction in following a curved wall made up from a number of desks inclined at an 
angle to one another. 
ýi 
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Fig. 6-13 Vehicle. following a curved wa// 
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6.4.2 Changes to the Mechanical Design of the Wheelchair (Mode 3) 
Tests had succeeded in improving the response of the wheelchair as the result of 
software changes by using extreme values for the motor input numbers. These extreme 
values resulted in more pronounced turning action by the wheelchair. Although these 
tighter turns had enabled the wheelchair to move from a remote location to the target 
line this was frequently accompanied by increased snaking. Improvement to the line 
following function would require both the increased response and the ability to turn the 
wheelchair through a more gentle radius. 
The mechanical design of the wheelchair, and in particular the rear caster design, was a 
major contributory factor to the wheelchairs lack of response to changing motor signal 
levels. In order to investigate the influence of the steering geometry the swinging arm 
rear suspension unit incorporating the two rear casters, as shown in Fig. 6-14, was 
removed and replaced by a single centrally mounted caster. This modification 
additionally resulted in the wheelbase of the wheelchair (The distance from the front 
wheel to the rear caster) being reduced by 25 cm. A photograph of the resultant tricycle 
configuration is shown in Fig. 6-15. 
Fig. 6-14 Original rear suspension unit 
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Fig. 6-15 Wheelchair modified to a tricycle configuration. 
Initial tests on the modified wheelchair, using the extreme motor numbers of the 
previous tests, showed a dramatic improvement to the response with a marked and 
immediate turning action at each new data input. Even when the wheelchair was started 
from a position already on the target line the severity of the changes in direction with 
successive commands resulted in the wheelchair frequently running out of control 
within 1 metre of the start position. 
Unlike previous tests on the standard wheelchair, where the same turning instruction 
had generally been maintained for 3 or 4 successive sensor inputs, the improved 
response of the tricycle wheelchair had resulted in a different turn instruction being 
generated at each new data input from the sensors. 
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In view of the improved response, subsequent tests were carried out using the of iginal 
series of motor input numbers and turning radii developed from the simulation piogianm 
Fig. 6-16 shows the results obtained, using the original motor numbers, when the 
wheelchair was started from a position on the target line. The results showed that, even 
with the original range of motor input numbers, the more responsive tricycle wheelchair 
was capable of following the desired target line but with marked snaking; 
iiý. 
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Fig 6-17 shows the tricycle wheelchair starting from a position 30 cm Flom the target 
line. Although succeeding in moving to the target line the snaking resulted in the 
wheelchair being unable to change to the line following mode before becoming 
unstable. 
The figure shows a plot of the indicated echo distance to the wall and not the actual path 
taken by the wheelchair. Initially the sensors read the distance to the wall and the 
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wheelchair took corrective action to move to the desired target line, as shown by the 
diagram. On reaching the target line however the excessive snaking resulted in the 
orientation of the wheelchair preventing the sensors from receiving an echo from the 
wall. The orientation of the wheelchair away from the wall resulted in the default 
reading of 100 cm or more being recorded as the distance to the nearest object. From 
the position at which this occurred the figure shows the recorded (detäult) echo distance 
and not the actual path of the wheelchair. The wheelchair was moving away From the 
wall. 
ýý,. 
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The final diagram, Fig. 6-18, shows the results obtained when the tricycle configured 
wheelchair was started from a position closer to the target line than in the previous test 
(25 cm from the target line). In this last test the wheelchair succeeded in reaching the 
target line and in subsequently maintaining the desired straight line course although 
some snaking was evident. 
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6.5 Summary of Test Results 
The series of tests commenced by using the motor input numbers derived from the 
practical tests described in Chapter 5 together with turning circles calculated in 
accordance with the simulation logic described in Chapter 3. 
The software initiation of the ultrasonic sensors enabled the acquisition of ranging data 
and the updating of the operating program at the maximum possible speed. The results 
obtained showed that the wheelchair could be operated in both the line following and 
the line seeking modes although the wheelchair was liable to travel excessive distances 
before achieving the desired end position. The inability to correlate the position of the 
wheelchair at the moment of triggering the ultrasonic sensors precluded using the 
wheelchair to undertake more complex navigational tasks. 
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Initiating the ultrasonic sensors with signals from the opto-sensors on the driven wheels 
of the wheelchair enabled the sensors to be triggered at fixed distance intervals thus 
effectively providing locational data defining the wheelchairs relative position. 
Knowing the distance between successive ranging data inputs enabled the theoretical 
radius of turn necessary to reach any desired position and orientation to be calculated. 
The additional data processing involved in using the opto-sensors imposed limits to the 
speed at which the wheelchair could be operated. 
The wheelchair was found to respond very slowly to change of direction commands, 
particularly where only a small change of direction, corresponding to a large radius of 
turning, was required. Using only the extreme values for the motor input numbers 
enabled the response to be improved but sacrificed the ability to specify any 
intermediate radius of turn necessary for more precise navigation or to eliminate 
snaking. Using the opto-sensors the wheelchair was however able to negotiate changes 
in the operating environment such as a recess, projection or curving wall. 
Modifying the wheelchair to a tricycle configuration confirmed the significant effect of 
the mechanical design on the response of the wheelchair. The modified wheelchair was 
successfully operated in both the line following and line seeking modes. The significant 
improvement in the response resulted in some snaking indicating that the motor control 
numbers included in the operating program should be replaced by values obtained from 
direct tests with the tricycle configured wheelchair. 
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7.1 Previous Wheelchair Navigation Research 
From the literature survey in Chapter 2 it was concluded that previous research relating 
to the provision of navigational assistance for disabled wheelchair users could be 
grouped into 3 major categories. The first category consisted of relatively simple low 
cost adaptations of existing wheelchairs to provide basic collision and obstacle 
avoidance features. The second category was based on adaptations of industrial 
automated guided vehicle technology. These provided autonomous transportation along 
a fixed route but with very limited user interaction. The third category consisted of 
complex, high cost, multi-sensor applications which although indicating the technical 
feasibility largely overlooked the economic considerations of providing practical 
affordable solutions. 
Many examples of the second and third categories could be considered as adaptations or 
developments of existing autonomous vehicle technology although they did attempt to 
provide more comprehensive navigational assistance,. 
7.2 Unique Requirements for a Wheelchair Application 
A consideration of the specific requirements for navigational assistance for a disabled 
user (Section 1.2) identified 9 unique factors that differentiated between this application 
and other autonomous (unmanned) vehicle applications. These factors enabled the area 
for the present research to be summarised as "the provision of a simple low cost system 
to provide navigational assistance in an unknown and un-modified environment". 
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7.3 Assumed Sensor Orientation 
The sensor systems fitted to a free-ranging autonomous vehicle may be considered as 
sensing in either a forward or sideways field of view. The forward facing sensors for a 
wheelchair application may fulfil two major functions: 
" Collision prevention - by either stopping the vehicle at a pre-defined 
distance, by progressively slowing the vehicle's speed as a function of its 
distance from an obstacle, or by turning the vehicle away from an obstacle. 
[Langner, 1995] 
" Navigating the vehicle through a doorway, generally by balancing the 
signals obtained from a pair of sensors on the front of the vehicle. [Stott, 
1998] 
Under other conditions, where no object was detected immediately in front of the 
vehicle, the wheelchair may be driven under the control of the user or some other 
navigational aid. 
Sensors fitted to the side of the vehicle appeared to offer greater opportunities for 
investigation as a means of enabling navigation as opposed to the largely collision 
avoidance role of the forward sensors. The simulation program was accordingly based 
on information being received from a pair of sensors, located on each side of the 
vehicle, that would provide ranging data to the nearest detected object. 
7.4 Vehicle Localisation and Odometry 
By assuming that the ranging data was updated at intervals corresponding to a fixed 
distance of forward travel many of the localisation problems encountered in previous 
research were overcome. Previous research was often based on complex mapping 
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operations using a variety of sensors and some form of odometric data to determine the 
vehicle's position relative to the map. 
Previously a vehicle would be moved along a course, the location of the vehicle would 
be determined by odometry, further ranging data acquired, and a modified course 
calculated. In the present application simple opto-sensors enabled the controlled 
movement of the wheelchair relative to the wall and initiated the ultrasonic sensors 
providing the ranging data at fixed distant distance intervals. 
This approach successfully eliminated the need for any detailed mapping of the 
environment, significantly reduced the data processing effort and provided a simple 
system enabling the wheelchair to operate in real time. 
The maintenance of the specified target distance by the wheelchair may be likened to 
maintaining an aircraft at a specified altitude rather than in having to plot its position on 
a map. 
7.5 Defined Operating Parameters 
Operating conditions were established by specifying a desired target distance from a 
wall that the wheelchair should follow, a safety zone immediately adjacent to the wall to 
prevent collisions and a maximum range within which the navigational assistance would 
be provided. From any starting position and orientation within the specified operating 
range the wheelchair was required to achieve its terminal position within an arbitrarily 
established 1.5 metres travel distance. 
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7.6 Simulation Model 
7.6.1 Conditions Encountered by a Wheelchair 
Section 3.4 and Fig. 3-4 identified 13 different navigational conditions that could be 
encountered by a wheelchair in attempting to reach a desired target line relative to a 
perfect straight wall. New algorithms were created using the simulation model that 
enabled the wheelchair to navigate each of the identified perfect wall conditions, as well 
as a range of other real world environments such as recesses, projections and curved 
walls. 
7.6.2 Turning Strategies 
Various possible turning strategies that could be adopted in satisfying each of these 
conditions were evaluated. The new algorithms and control strategies, together with the 
corresponding sub routines from the simulation program, provided a basis for the 
creation of the new operating program for wheelchair navigation. 
The simulation was created in a phased approach, initially considering the maintenance 
of a course parallel and at a fixed distance from a perfect wall, and subsequently in 
moving to the specified target line from a remote position. Ranging data corresponding 
to the front and rear sensors was used to calculate the orientation and distance of the 
wheelchair from the target line. The radius of the future course necessary for the 
wheelchair to achieve its target position was calculated. 
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7.6.3 Simulation Capabilities 
The simulation enabled the wheelchair both to follow the desired target line and to 
move onto the target line from a remote position. Using the S-curve technique 
described in Section 3.8, and applying the limiting condition formula described in 
Section 3.8.1, ensured that the wheelchair was able to reach the desired position within 
a defined travel distance. 
Real world environmental conditions were modelled by the inclusion of recesses and 
projections to the wall. Using the short-term memory technique described in Sections 
3.10 and 3.11 the wheelchair was able to take appropriate action and to identify the 
particular environmental feature. 
7.6.4 Data Utilisation and Short-term Memory 
Previous autonomous vehicle applications had tended to use sensor data in one of two 
ways, either recursively or accumulatively. In the first case data was acquired and 
processed, an appropriate action determined, and the data was then discarded and 
replaced with a further set of updated information. In the second case, which is 
particularly applicable to map making and certainty grid applications, large quantities of 
data may be accumulated and used to update some form of map held in memory. This 
latter case involved significant data processing and storage operations. It was 
considered that the recursive method unnecessarily discarded much useful information 
particularly that relating to the most recent results. 
The short term memory technique created during the research described in this 
dissertation enabled the maximum amount of useful information to be derived from the 
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most recently acquired data with minimal data processing and storage requirements. 
Short-term memory enabled the recognition and navigation of a range of different 
environmental conditions to be accomplished. 
Whilst a course for a vehicle that exactly replicated every minor change in wall 
geometry may be acceptable in terms of an industrial materials handling application it 
could result in an unnatural action from a human user's viewpoint. The ability to use 
the short-term memory technique to ignore minor temporary changes to the 
environment where there was no risk of collision would provide a disabled wheelchair 
user with a smoother and more natural course. 
Short-term memory enabled the occurrence of a curving wall to be detected and 
appropriate navigational actions to be implemented. As with all forecasting techniques 
there was a lag between the data being received and the trend being established. In the 
case of a curving wall this resulted in the wheelchair under-steering and failing to turn 
immediately to exactly match the wall geometry. The effects of this under-steering was 
shown by simulating curving walls of different radii. The model showed that whilst 
under these conditions the vehicle tended to drift further away from the desired target 
line, the curving wall was successfully navigated. Having satisfactorily completed the 
turn the normal straight line navigation would subsequently return the wheelchair to its 
correct target distance. 
7.7 Hardware 
The hardware modifications described in Chapter 4 successfully enabled the signals 
from the normal user joystick and any supplementary sensors to be interpreted by a 
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computer and modified in accordance with the algorithms included in the control 
program. 
The Bobcat II wheelchair supplied by Quest Enabling Designs Ltd. provided a suitable 
test vehicle for this project but considerable difficulties arose regarding the adaptation 
of the Penny and Giles controller for the present application. 
7.7.1 Controller 
The manufacturer provided a wiring diagram of the joystick connections but details of 
the internal construction and operating characteristics of the controller were withheld on 
grounds of commercial confidence. 
The proprietary controller included a number of functions that modified the value of the 
control signals input from the users' joystick. Under normal powered wheelchair 
operating conditions this signal modification fulfilled an important function in terms of 
safety and user comfort by limiting the response of the wheelchair to sudden changes in 
input signal levels. The damping effect of the controller enabled the speed, acceleration 
and deceleration, turning severity, and the response of the wheelchair to spasmodic 
uncontrolled hand tremors to be matched to the capabilities of a particular user. 
Although the user joystick included provision for varying the response of the controller, 
some residual damping remained even at the minimum response setting. Having 
interpreted the users joystick input signals, the controller converted the low voltage 
control signals into pulse width modulated output signals that drove the wheelchair 
motors. 
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Under automatic control the effect of this residual in-built damping was to modify the 
response of the wheelchair to a given motor input signal dependent upon its previous 
value and dependent upon the value of the signal applied to the other drive motor. 
Much research effort during this project was devoted to attempts to counteract this 
indeterminate and variable damping response. 
Consistent and independent response of the wheelchair to a given input signal was 
considered an essential requirement for satisfactory automatic operation of a powered 
wheelchair. It is recommended that modification to future controller design to facilitate 
automatic control should enable automatically generated control signals to completely 
bypass the signal interpretation stages. This modification would enable the control 
signals to be input directly to the pulse width modulation circuitry of the controller, as 
shown in Fig 7-1. 
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Fig. 7-1 Current and recommended future controller 
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7.7.2 Computer and Data Acquisition 
The 33 MHz 80486 desktop computer provided a flexible workstation that enabled the 
development of the navigation system although operation of the final system was 
ultimately constrained by the relatively slow operating speed of this particular 
computer. 
The PCL-812 data card enabled the computer to perform the data acquisition, 
processing and communication functions between the individual items of hardware. The 
computer programs were written using the Microsoft Quick Basic language. The PCL- 
812 LabCard was programmed using a mixture of direct programming and the user 
supplied driver programs. A variety of operational and test programs were written to 
provide digital outputs, digital inputs, analogue to digital conversion and digital to 
analogue conversion facilities enabling the various individual items of hardware to be 
tested and developed. 
Tests were carried out to interpret the control signals generated by the users joystick and 
to permit its emulation using computer generated signals to drive the wheelchair. 
The intermediate patchboards used to connect the various items of hardware enabled 
rapid reconfiguration and testing during the development stages. 
The 40 way umbillical cable provided the data communication linkage between the 
computer and the wheelchair. Whilst performing adequately from a technical 
standpoint, working unaided with this tethered system imposed a number of practical 
difficulties and limitations. 
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In terms of improved operating speed, convenience and cost, it was expected that a 
future system would be based on the use of an on-board micro-controller as a 
replacement for the computer, data processing card, umbillical cable and associated 
patchboards used during this development stage. 
7.7.3 Ultrasonic Sensors 
The ultrasonic sensors utilised in the present research enabled the required ranging data 
to be acquired reliably and at low cost. A number of receiver circuits were constructed 
and evaluated before the Peak Detector circuit was finally selected for this application. 
The received signals were sampled using the direct memory access (DMA) facility of 
the PCL-812 and the sampling frequency was software controlled to correspond with 
the speed of sound. This enabled the direct calibration of the sensor equipment such 
that the sample number at which the peak signal was detected corresponded to the 
distance (in cm) between the sensor and the reflecting surface. 
The ultrasonic sensors provided reliable ranging data, accurate to within 1 cm, from 
objects located within the required operating range of 15 to 100 cm from the sensors. 
The difference between the ranging data obtained from two pairs of sensors, located a 
fixed distance apart on the side of the wheelchair, enabled the orientation of the 
wheelchair to be determined without any intermediate calculation. 
Researchers have tended to dismiss ultrasonic sensors or have only used them to 
supplement data received from other types of sensor. The wide beam angle of the 
ultrasonic beam (typically 30 degrees), the lack of directionality, the occurrence of stray 
reflections and interference, and the difficulties in using multiple echoes to produce 
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detailed environmental maps have all been cited as justification for this opinion. In the 
present application only the first echo from any reflecting surface was used and the 
signals received from both pairs of sensors were both assumed to have been reflections 
originating from the same plane surface. The acceptance of the inherent limitations of 
ultrasonic sensors and the adoption of this simplistic approach enabled the ultrasonic 
sensors to satisfy the ranging data requirements. 
7.8 Navigation System 
The items of hardware were ultimately assembled into a single system in order to 
develop the final operating system based on the logic created during the simulation 
stage. 
Preliminary tests to develop a simple line following procedure revealed the need for a 
significant difference between the two motor control signals in order to produce even a 
slight change in direction of the wheelchair. This difference between the two speed 
settings although producing the required change in direction resulted in a progressive 
snaking action. These initial results provided the earliest indication of the subsequent 
difficulties encountered due to the delayed response of the wheelchair to changes in 
signal levels. The intentional damping imposed by the wheelchair controller, together 
with the stabilising effect of the rear castor design, appeared to be the major causes of 
this delayed response. 
The simulation program planned the required path for the wheelchair based on the 
calculation of the exact radius of turn required to reach any desired final position. In the 
actual operating program the intended path of the wheelchair, dependent upon its 
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orientation and distance from the target line, was determined by reference to a classified 
set of turning actions. 
The radius of turn of the wheelchair was related mathematically to the speeds of the two 
driven motors. In order to produce the required turning actions it was therefore 
necessary to determine the relationship between the motor control input numbers and 
the resultant speed of the motors. The motor speeds, and hence the radius of turn, for a 
combination of input numbers was determined by a software program that counted the 
number of signals from the opto-sensors in a measured period of time. 
Tests revealed that the two wheelchair motors did not operate independently. When the 
input number to one motor was maintained at a constant value then changing the value 
input to the alternate motor resulted in changes in the speed of both motors. It was 
concluded that the complex relationship between the two motor speeds was the result of 
the interrogation of the input numbers by the wheelchair controller and their 
modification by its in-built algorithms. 
It was necessary to determine a set of motor input values to produce each of the turning 
conditions required in the operating program at a notionally constant speed. A variety 
of methods were employed and although they showed the relationship the results were 
subject to considerable variation. From the results obtained a set of values was derived 
corresponding to the required turning conditions. 
Attempting to follow a particular course by using a fixed radius of turn, even under near 
ideal laboratory conditions, may be contrasted with the continual minor course 
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corrections adopted by a human user. It was considered that subsequent sensor derived 
data could at least partially replicate the visual feedback of the human user. 
7.9 Test Results 
In the initial tests the objective was to move the wheelchair along a target line at a fixed 
distance from a straight wall from an initial starting position on the target line. Under 
these conditions any deviation from the target line was likely to be gradual and a slight 
turning action in the opposite direction should correct the course taken by the 
wheelchair. In tests where the ultrasonic sensors were software initiated the wheelchair 
successfully followed the desired target line. 
In a further test, also using software initiation, the wheelchair was started from a remote 
position and again succeeded in moving to the desired target line. With software 
initiation it was not possible to determine the distance between successive sensor inputs 
and hence the radius of turn through which the wheelchair should be moved was not 
determined mathematically. It was accordingly considered that the success achieved in 
this second test was largely fortuitous. 
All subsequent tests were carried out with the ultrasonic sensors being initiated by 
signals from the opto-sensors and hence the required radius of turn could be related 
mathematically to the specific position of the wheelchair. 
The inclusion of the opto-sensor software within the operating program imposed an 
additional data processing workload on the system. In order to ensure that each stripe 
on the driving wheel was read by the opto-sensors it was necessary to restrict the 
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wheelchair to operation at the slowest speed. This constraint could be overcome by 
faster processing speeds, the use of microprocessors, or distributed data processing. 
The previous line following trials were repeated using the opto-sensor initiated data 
updates and once again the ability to perform this particular function was successfully 
demonstrated. 
In a series of tests intended to move the wheelchair to the target line from a remote 
starting position the motor control numbers had to be increased considerably before the 
wheelchair would respond to changes in signal level. Even with these modified motor 
input numbers the wheelchair would often travel an excessive distance before reaching 
the desired target line. 
Tests to investigate the wheelchairs ability to navigate other environmental features 
demonstrated that whilst capable of successfully negotiating recesses and projections in 
the wall the slow response of the wheelchair resulted in extended recovery distances. 
The use of more extreme motor input values improved the response of the wheelchair 
and reduced the recovery distances to acceptable limits but these improvements often 
resulted in more pronounced snaking and less precision in maintaining the required 
target line. 
The increased response of the wheelchair had been achieved by using more severe 
turning actions but improved line following without snaking also required the ability to 
turn the wheelchair through more gentle curves. The considerable effect of actual 
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wheelchair design on the response of the wheelchair was clearly demonstrated when the 
wheelchair was modified to a tricycle configuration. Subsequent tests proved that even 
when the original motor input numbers were included in the program the response of 
the wheelchair was dramatically improved. 
7.10 Summary of New Work 
The research demonstrated the opportunity for the provision of low cost navigational 
assistance for disabled wheelchair users operating in an unknown and unmodified 
environment. Low cost ultrasonic sensors were used to provide improved functionality 
beyond that of previous collision avoidance systems and line-following transportation 
systems derived from industrial AGV technology. 
The originality of the research is shown in the following: 
"A new technique using short-term memory was devised that continually updated a 
record of the most recent sensor data and enabled the recognition and navigation of 
environmental features likely to be encountered by a wheelchair. This enabled 
environmental features such as recesses, projections and curving walls to be 
recognised and appropriate navigational actions to be planned. Retention and 
updating of these short term records enabled the vehicle to disregard some localised 
minor changes in the environment and to provide a more natural path for the 
disabled wheelchair user. 
"A new method of navigating a wheelchair has been proposed that eliminated the 
need for the more complex grid-based or topological mapping techniques adopted in 
many previous research projects. The method employed a novel system that 
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eliminated the cost and complexity of using conventional odometric techniques to 
determine the location of the wheelchair relative to its environment. The ranging 
data was updated at fixed distance intervals independent of the speed of the 
wheelchair by using simple opto-sensor devices to initiate the ultrasonic sensors. 
Other work undertaken during the research included : 
"A new simulation model that was created to determine the theoretical course to be 
taken by a wheelchair in order to navigate a variety of environmental conditions in a 
previously unknown environment. 
" Hardware that was constructed and the modifications to the wheelchair to enable 
signals derived from the users joystick and from additional low cost sensors to be 
interrogated, mixed and modified. The modified signals enabled the wheelchair to 
achieve turning actions dependent upon the environmental conditions. 
" The new system demonstrated the wheelchairs ability to fulfil navigational functions 
beyond those of traditional line-following AGV systems. In addition to maintaining 
a parallel course at a fixed distance from a wall the wheelchair was able to 
automatically move onto a desired course from a remote position. The navigation of 
real world conditions such as projections and recesses in the wall, a curving wall, 
and the occurrence of temporary changes in wall geometry were included in the 
investigation. 
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7.11 Areas for Further Research 
This dissertation describes the initial work undertaken in what will be an ongoing 
research project into the provision of navigational assistance for disabled wheelchairs. 
Four major areas for such future research were identified : 
" Wheelchair controller 
" Microprocessor based system architecture 
" The mechanical design of the wheelchair 
" The mixing of signals derived from the navigational assistance system with those 
from the user's joystick 
7.11.1 The Wheelchair Controller 
The proprietary controller fitted to the standard wheelchair was designed to satisfy the 
needs of a human user. There are significant differences in the requirements for 
controlling the wheelchair under automatic control, or under a mixture of human and 
automatic control. To achieve consistent performance under automatic control the 
computer generated motor control signals should not be modified by any signal 
conditioning algorithms incorporated in the controller to meet the needs of a human 
user. 
Future research into the design of a suitable controller may consider the possibility of 
by-passing the initial interrogation stage of signal processing to enable unmodified 
computer generated motor control signals to be passed directly to the servo controller 
stage. The objective of such research should be to develop a controller suitable for 
automatic applications where each motor is independently controlled. Under these 
conditions a given input number to one motor should produce a constant speed output 
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by that motor regardless of any changes applied to the second motor. The wheelchair 
should respond immediately to any change to the control numbers input to the 
controller. 
7.11.2 Microprocessor based Systems Architecture 
In order to increase the operating speed of the current system and to remove constraints 
imposed on the maximum speed of the wheelchair, a distributed microprocessor based 
architecture should be investigated. It is envisaged that such a system would isolate the 
various levels of control. By this means high level decisions could be made at the 
supervisory level whilst lower levels could control tasks such as repetitive sensor data 
acquisition and processing, and motor control functions. The following levels of 
control may be considered [Sanders, 1994]. 
Supervisory level - The overall top-level controller handling interfacing with 
the human user, processing, prioritising and mixing data from additional sensors 
and containing files defining the required movements of each motor. 
Strategic level - that considers the demanded motion and assigns look up tables 
etc. containing motor control numbers and output voltage levels to be provided 
by the servo controller level. 
Servo Controller - consisting of the output stage currently provided by the 
controllers pulse width modulated output stage to drive the motors (and hence 
the wheels) at the demanded speeds. 
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Sensor control - To provide the localised functioning of sensors (ultrasonic and 
opto-sensors) so that updated information is available on demand when polled 
by the supervisory level. 
7.11.3 The Mechanical Design of the Wheelchair 
Final testing of the wheelchair revealed the significant effect of the wheelchair design 
on the response of the vehicle to changes in motor signal numbers. Since the existing 
controller included algorithms to control the response of the wheelchair the effects of 
wheelchair design further complicated the problem. It was considered preferable to be 
able to modify the response of the wheelchair, as necessary, using a single software 
controlled function. The additional effects resulting from wheelchair design should be 
minimised following an investigation into the optimum mechanical design for a 
responsive powered wheelchair. 
7.11.4 Mixing Data Inputs from System and User 
Sensor fusion of data received from a navigational assistance system with that from the 
users joystick is of particular importance in the case of a powered wheelchair. Whilst 
any system should prevent the user from undertaking dangerous manoeuvres there are 
occasions when the user may need a veto to override the system generated instructions. 
Previous researchers have included additional switching and screen displays to enable 
the user to select or disregard the navigational assistance but this may be inappropriate 
for certain levels of disability. A proposed method of signal mixing based on the 
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interpretation of a users intentions and described in Section 2.2.4 could simplify this 
process. Sensor fusion remains a key areas for future research 
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A. 1 Relationship between Motor Speeds and Radius of Turn 
Appcndix A. 
Where : 
Wa Wheelbase of the vehicle 
L- Turn radius of left hand wheel 
R- Turn radius of right hand wheel 
SL a Speed of left hand motor 
SR s Speed of right hand motor 
Consider the case where SL > SR: 
Circumference of the circle travelled by the left hand wheel 
CL =9x2; r 
Circumference of the circle travelled by the right hand wheel 
CR =R° x27r 
But, since the time taken for a full revolution is the same, and since 
e =R°+IV 
Then : 
R° +W) x 2; c R° x 2; r 
SL SR 
2rl? ° x S. = 27r[SR (R° + IV)] 
R° X S. = SRR° + SRIV 
R°. SL -SR. R° = SRIV 
R°(SL-SR)=SRIV 
R°_ 
SRIV 
SL - SR 
Similarly it can be shown that in the case where SL< SR then 
R, - 
SR. jV 
Sc - SR 
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A. 2 Simulation Program Modules 
Figs. 3-23 and 3-24, on pages 96 and 97 respectively, showed flow diagrams of the final 
simulation program. Details of the various modules contained within the program were 
as follows: 
Starter Page Introductory notes and general description of the simulation program. 
Params Enabled the user to select whether the wheelchair moved in a continuous 
mode or, in development mode as a series of individual user initiated steps, as each new 
set of data was generated. Additionally enabled the initial colour of the wheelchair 
display to be changed from the default colour setting. 
Setgeom Displayed the menu enabling the user to select the environmental 
conditions to be simulated (straight wall, recess etc. ) and called the appropriate sub- 
routine for the selected environmental condition to be modelled as in the following 
examples : 
" SetRecess - Selected the length, depth and start co-ordinates of a recess 
or projection. 
" SetConvex - Selected the radius and start co-ordinates of a curving wall. 
Instructl Calculated ThetaS (the orientation of the wheelchair relative to the wall) 
based on the difference between the input echo distances and displayed the original 
orientation. 
Startcalcs Used the value of ThetaS to calculate the value of ThetaRs (the 
orientation of the wheelchair expressed in radians) 
Calcchair Calculated the 5 graphics coordinates representing the four corncrs of the 
wheelchair, and the position of the front sensor, based on the value of Thetalts, and 
displayed the resultant wheelchair position. 
Results Displayed the resultant numerical values associated with the wheelchair 
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position. 
Instruct 2 Cleared the area in the top left hand corner of the screen to delete the 
initial (user input) echo distance values and looped waiting user response to continue. 
At this stage the wheelchair was displayed in its starting position and values for the 
Front and Rear Echo distances, together with its orientation relative to the original wall 
(measured both in degrees and as radians) had been provided by the simulation and 
were displayed on the screen. 
Action The initial operation was to determine whether the wheelchair had ever 
been parallel. The difference between the rear and front echo distances provided as the 
input data was determined (DIFF) 
The sub routine took the input data and interpreted it in terms of possible changes to the 
environment causing unpredicted changes to the front and rear echo distances and the 
orientation. In order to segregate the input data from the simulation with the modified 
data generated by this interpretation of the environment the routine generated new 
program variables, as follows: 
ACTF = Front echo distance (modified as necessary) 
ACTR = Rear echo distance (modified as necessary) 
VAR = DIFF (modified by calculated values for ACTF & ACTR) 
ACTANG = Orientation of wheelchair reference the new wall (degrees) 
ACTANGR = Orientation of wheelchair reference the new wall (radians) 
Posedist On the basis of the modified front and rear echo distances (ACTT & 
turning action required and then called an appropriate sub-routine (such as severclet, 
hardleft, bendleft etc. to determine ACTR) provided by `Action' this sub-routine 
determined the specific radius of turn to be taken by the wheelchair. Further details of 
the algorithm used to determine the required turning action for various input conditions 
are shown in Fig. 3-14 on page 78. 
Noah (The expert on ar(k)cs l) Calculated the predicted graphical position of the 
wheelchair if it were to be moved as suggested by the previous'Posedist' sub-routine. 
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Results Displayed numerical values of the results for: 
" The predicted next position. 
" The current position. 
" The previous three positions. 
History Decayed the existing echo distances, orientation and estimated 
environmental measurement records by one step for future use by the wheelchair 
operating program. 
i. e. P3 = P2 
P2 =PI 
P1 = present `current position' 
Switch Decayed the graphical display data by one step and switched the previous 
finish position to the new start position to enable the simulation to generate a new set of 
predicted wheelchair position data. 
YTDist From the original starting position this sub-routine measured the distance 
travelled by the wheelchair (in the y direction - notionally parallel to the original wall) 
until: 
" The wheelchair reached the desired target distance from the wall (ie 50 cros. ) 
" The wheelchair first adopted a posture parallel to the wall (ie Theta o 0) 
The routine was also used to reset the y coordinates of the graphical display to re-fresh 
the display as the wheelchair approached the top of the display screen. 
Calcchair Once again this routine recalculated the new position of the wheelchair 
based on the updated data input. The simulation program then awaited a user input to 
progress the simulation by a further step when, depending on the environmental 
conditions selected for the simulation, the program called an appropriate sub-routine to 
generate further input data, either: 
TwoEchos Calculated new front and rear echo distances taking account of 
any recess or projection 
or 
Rondo Calculated front and rear echo distances as the wheelchair negotiated a 
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curving wall 
The program then updated a counter (GIRO) that recorded the number of individual 
steps taken during the simulation and repeated a DO LOOP from the previous ACTION 
sub routine to continually calculate and plot subsequent predicted positions of the 
wheelchair. 
A. 3 Simulation Program 
ýý*****************************************ý*****ý**ý*****ý**ýý**ýý*ý* 
'SIMULATION PROGRAM' 
ý****+**************ýý**, r*, r, r*ý***, w****, r+*w, º, w, r*, r*aý*r, r*****ýýwýýºr, º*ý. ýý. ý 
DECLARE SUB BendL () 
DECLARE SUB BendR () 
DECLARE SUB CalcChair O 
DECLARE SUB Graphicwindow () 
DECLARE SUB EXTRARIGHT () 
DECLARE SUB HARDLEFT () 
DECLARE SUB HARDRIGHT () 
DECLARE SUB HISTORY () 
DECLARE SUB Instructl () 
DECLARE SUB Instruct2 () 
DECLARE SUB Instructlines () 
DECLARE SUB NegArc () 
DECLARE SUB Noah () 
DECLARE SUB Notes () 
DECLARE SUB Parallel () 
DECLARE SUB Params () 
DECLARE SUB POSARC () 
DECLARE SUB PoseDist () 
DECLARE SUB Results () 
DECLARE SUB RONDO () 
DECLARE SUB SetConvex () 
DECLARE SUB SetGeom () 
DECLARE SUB SetRecess () 'sub in SetGeom 
DECLARE SUB Skip () 
DECLARE SUB Startcalcs () 
DECLARE SUB StarterPage () 
DECLARE SUB Switch () 
DECLARE SUB TurntoL () 
DECLARE SUB TurntoR () 
DECLARE SUB TwoEchos () 
DECLARE SUB YTDist () 
DECLARE SUB ACTION () 
COMMON SHARED FrontEcho, RearEcho, ThetaS, way$, GIRO 
COMMON SHARED ThetaRs, ThetaF, ThetaRF, FEchoFin, RECHOFIN 
COMMON SHARED THETAP3, THETAP2, ThetaPl 
COMMON SHARED FEP3, FEP2, FEP1, REP3, REP2, REP1, FLAGP3, FLAGP2 
COMMON SHARED DIFF, DIFF1, DIFF2, DIFF3, PAR$, FLAGP1, flag 
COMMON SHARED ACTF, ACTR, ACTANG, ActAngR, VAR, BLIPCOUNT 
COMMON SHARED Targadd 
COMMON SHARED Chairtint, wall, BLIP, Blipstart 
COMMON SHARED InitDist, Initang, ActEcho 
COMMON SHARED RecEnd, RecDep, RecStart 
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COMMON SHARED ARCLEN, Rad, Bigrad 
COMMON SHARED STARTx, STARTY, PrevTotY 
COMMON SHARED xfin, yFin, Xp, Xp2, Xp3 
COMMON SHARED Fp, Fp2, Fp3 
COMMON SHARED YToDate, TotalY, RealAng, WOOPS 
COMMON SHARED OnTargDist, ParDist, NewTarget, Theta, ThetaR 
COMMON SHARED ConRad, ConX, ConY, Delta, Deltar 
CONST Pi = 3.1415926#, FACT = 57.29578#, DIST = 13.5, TARGET = 50 
'Fact is the factor to convert rads to degrees 
'DIST is the distance wheelchair travels between sensor readings 
'TARGET is the distance in cros. of target line to wall 
STAGE 1 GRAPHICS SETUP ********************************** 
SCREEN 12 
COLOR 11 
BLIP =0 'used to measure progress at a recess/projection 
flag =0 'used in POSEDIST to indicate type of turn required 
CLS 
CALL StarterPage 
CALL Params 
CALL SetGeom ' sets wall geometry to various environmental conditions 
CALL Instructlines 
CALL Instructl 
CALL Graphicwindow 
CALL Startcalcs 
CALL CalcChair 
CALL Results 
CALL Instruct2 
'************ STAGE 2- WHEELCHAIR PROGRAMME ************ý*********** 
(FROM SENSOR INFO DECIDE NEXT MOVE) 
'This stage MUST START with best possible sensor data ie assumes we 
'have LATEST TRUE sensor reading FROM ACTUAL conditions before any 
move - From initial pose we assume infinite wall and plan next move 
'As with Recess program we have 3 possible conditions : 
(1) If StartY > ConY haven't reached curve yet - use straight wall 
prog. 
(2) If StartY < ConY but >(ConY-13.5)- front sensor only is on curve 
and previously CALCULATED start position will not match ACTUAL start 
THEREFORE NEED TO UPDATE TO TRUE START POSE BEFORE CONTINUING 
so we pass UPDATED INITDIST AND ORIENTATION TO POSEDIST 
(3) If StartY < (ConY-13.5)- both sensors on curve 
GIRO =1 
DO WHILE GIRO <= 50 
CALL ACTION 
CALL PoseDist 'conditional branch to "TurntoR" and "TurntoL" 
CALL Noah 'calcs coords and orient for each 13.5 step II 
CALL Results 
CALL HISTORY 
CALL Switch 
CALL YTDist 
CALL CalcChair 
IF way$ = "SKIP" THEN CALL Skip 'MOVES THE WHEELCHAIR II 
IF STARTY > ConY THEN CALL TwoEchos 
IF STARTY < ConY THEN CALL RONDO 
GIRO = GIRO +1 
Chairtint = Chairtint +1 
IF Chairtint > 15 THEN Chairtint =4 
LOOP 
END 
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I *#*#***************************************************************** 
Changeparms: 
CLS 
PRINT "You have selected to change parms" 
CLS 
RETURN 
SUB ACTION 
This is the start of the "OPERATING PROGRAMME" its input is 2 
numbers ONLY! (ie Front and Rear Echo distances) and on this basis it 
determines what steering action to take. 
Must be transparent to the source of the input data - whether from 
the simulation or from actual sensors on the wheelchair. Any 
unexpected change in the echo distances (and hence orientation) is 
taken as evidence of a change in the environment. Maybe a continual 
and increasing orientation (ie curving wall) or a sudden and excessive 
change (ie recess or projection) 
For a recess or projection (ie WALLADD <> 0) it measures start point 
and total length of disturbane and sets a flag (BLIP) to determine 
action as wheelchair moves along the changed wall. 
DIFF = RearEcho - FrontEcho 'This way to maintain sign convention!! 
FIRST NEED TO RECORD IF CHAIR HAS EVER BEEN PARALLEL 
IF (FrontEcho >= 49) AND (FrontEcho < 51) AND (ABS(DIFF) <= 1) THEN 
PAR$ = "Y" 
'OPTION 0 (P & C)- VEHICLE HAS NOT BEEN PARALLEL YET 
'( use unmodified echo distances in the control programme ie POSEDIST) 
IF (PAR$ <> "Y") THEN 
ACTF = FrontEcho 
ACTR = RearEcho 
VAR = DIFF 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) + . 001' ThetaS 
'NOTE ACTANG is the ANGLE TO BE USED TO DECIDE ACTION 111 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT 'actual angle in RADS 
********************************************************************* 
OPTION 1(P & C) - vehicle has been parallel but no significant angle 
change (again use the unmodified echo distances in the calculations) 
ELSEIF (PAR$ = "Y") AND ((ABS(DIFF - DIFF1)) <= 1) AND (BLIP = 0) THEN 
ACTF = FrontEcho 
ACTR = RearEcho 
VAR = DIFF 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) + . 001'ThetaS 
'NOTE ACTANG is the ANGLE TO BE USED TO DECIDE ACTION ! 11 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT' actual angle in RADS 
'OPTION 2(P) - INITIAL DETECTION OF PILLAR/RECESS (cond3) 
'(Front sensor detects large significant change in echo distance) 
ELSEIF (PAR$ = "Y") AND ((ABS(DIFF - DIFF1)) >= 10) AND (BLIP 0) 
THEN 
Targadd = FrontEcho - FEP1 ' amount of recess = +, projection =- 
BLIPCOUNT =1 'equivalent to blipstart previously 1!! 
WOOPS = BLIPCOUNT * 13.5 'maximum length of disturbance 
BLIP =2 'sets flag for recess detected 
ACTF = FrontEcho - Targadd 
ACTR = RearEcho 
VAR = ACTR - ACTF 'Diff 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) + . 001'ThetaS 
'NOTE ACTANG is the ANGLE TO BE USED TO DECIDE ACTION !! 1 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT 'actual angle in RADS 
LOCATE 27,40: PRINT "DIAGNOSIS = STEP ?" 
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OPTION 2 (C) - INITIAL DETECTION OF CONVEX CURVING WALL 
(Front Sensor detects moderate but significant change in echo 
distance) ' blip <0 to account for early warning 
ELSEIF (PAR$ = "Y") AND ((ABS(DIFF - DIFF2)) >= 2) AND ((ABS(DIFF - 
DIFF2)) < 10) AND (BLIP <= 0) THEN 
ACTF = FrontEcho 
ACTR = RearEcho 
VAR = ACTR - ACTF 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT 
BLIPCOUNT = 10 + BLIPCOUNT ' to account for early warning 
BLIP = 22 
LOCATE 27,40: PRINT "DIAGNOSIS = CURVE ?" 
'OPTION 3 (C) -FURTHER INDICATION OF CURVED WALL 
'NOTE BLIP =- VALUE 
ELSEIF (PAR$ _ "Y") AND ((ABS(DIFF - DIFF2)) >= 2) AND ((ABS(DIFF - 
DIFF2)) < 10) AND ((BLIP >= 22) OR (BLIP < 0)) THEN 
ACTF = FrontEcho 
ACTR = RearEcho 
VAR = ACTR - ACTF 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT 
BLIP = 33 
BLIPCOUNT = BLIPCOUNT + 10 
LOCATE 27,40: PRINT "DIAGNOSIS = STILL ON CURVE" 
'OPTION 4 (C) - MAY GET 
(BLIP >=22) 
ELSEIF (PAR$ _ "Y") 
OR (BLIP < 0)) THEN 
ACTF = FrontEcho 
ACTR = RearEcho 
TO POINT ON CURVE WITH (DIFF - DIFF2>=10) AND 
AND ((ABS(DIFF - DIFF2)) >= 10) AND ((BLIP >= 22) 
VAR = ACTR - ACTF 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT 
BLIP = 44 
BLIPCOUNT = BLIPCOUNT + 10 
LOCATE 27,40: PRINT "PROBLEMS BENDING ON CURVE" 
I********************************************************************* 
'OPTION 3 (P) '(CONDITION 4) MAY get second reading (similar to 2 above 
(since sensors 25cm apart and wheelchair moves 13.5cm per step) 
ELSEIF (PAR$ = "Y") AND ((ABS(DIFF - DIFF2)) >= 10) AND (BLIP = 2) 
THEN 
BLIPCOUNT = BLIPCOUNT +1 
WOOPS = BLIPCOUNT * 13.5 
'have previously calculated targadd above 
BLIP =3' sets flag for continued recess detected condition 
ACTF = FrontEcho - Targadd 'WAS POSITIVE !!!!! 
ACTR = RearEcho 'ie unchanged 
VAR = ACTR - ACTF 'Diff 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) + . 001'ThetaS 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT `actual angle in BADS 
'OPTION 4- (CONDITION 5) Both sensors now read from "new" wall but 
the disturbance is less than 1.0m (ie Maybe a "local" change) 
ELSEIF (PAR$ = "Y") AND (ABS(DIFF) < 2) AND (BLIP >= 2) AND (BLIP <= 
4) AND (WOOPS < 100) THEN 
BLIPCOUNT = BLIPCOUNT +1 
WOOPS = BLIPCOUNT * 13.5 
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BLIP =4 
ACTF = FrontEcho - Targadd 
ACTR = RearEcho - Targadd 
VAR = ACTR - ACTF 'Diff 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) + . 001'ThetaS 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT'actual angle in RADS 
'OPTION 5- (CONDITION 6) As wheelchair comes past end of dent front 
echo reads from original front wall 
ELSEIF (PAR$ = "Y") AND (ABS(DIFF) > 10) AND (BLIP = 4) THEN 
BLIPCOUNT = BLIPCOUNT +1 
WOOPS = BLIPCOUNT * 13.5 
BLIP =5 
ACTF = FrontEcho 
ACTR = (RearEcho - Targadd) 
VAR = ACTR - ACTF 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) + . 001 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT 
'OPTION 6- May get second echo from "original" wall 
ELSEIF (PAR$ = "Y") AND (ABS(DIFF) > 10) AND (BLIP = 5) THEN 
BLIP =6 
BLIPCOUNT = BLIPCOUNT +1 
WOOPS = BLIPCOUNT * 13.5 
ACTF = FrontEcho 
ACTR = (RearEcho - Targadd) 
VAR = ACTR - ACTF 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) + . 001 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT 
'OPTION 7 Front and Rear from ORIGINAL wall 
THIS ALSO RE-SETS BLIP 9 to 0 because woops =0 
ELSEIF (PAR$ = "Y") AND (ABS (DIFF) <= 2) AND (BLIP >= 5) AND (WOOPS <= 
100) THEN 
BLIP =0 'ie re-set to zero 
BLIPCOUNT =0 
Targadd =0 
WOOPS =0 
ACTF = FrontEcho 
ACTR = RearEcho 
VAR = DIFF 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) + . 001 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT 
'OPTION 8- RECESS EXCEEDS 1.0m LONG 
ELSEIF (BLIP >= 4) AND (WOOPS > 100) AND (ABS(DIFF) <= 2) THEN 
BLIPCOUNT =0 
WOOPS =0 
BLIP =9 
The next 2 lines are GRAPHICS lines to "kill off" the recess in 
future graphics re-drawing - its in wrong place here but complex to 
put anywhere else - also eliminates a number of variables !! 
wall = wall + RecDep 
RecDep = 0' 
ACTF = FrontEcho 
ACTR = RearEcho 
VAR = (ACTR - ACTF) + . 0001 'Diff -to save division by 0 !!!! 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) + . 001'ThetaS 
'NOTE ACTANG is the ANGLE TO BE USED TO DECIDE ACTION !!! 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT 'actual angle in RADS 
ELSE 
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ACTF = FrontEcho 
ACTR = RearEcho 
VAR = ACTR - ACTF 
ACTANG = (VAR * 2.3) 
ActAngR = ACTANG / FACT 
END IF 
`------------------------------------ --------------------------- 
LOCATE 10,60: PRINT "INPUT DATA" 
LOCATE 12,60: PRINT "FrontEcho=" 
LOCATE 12,72: PRINT USING "###. ####"; FrontEcho 
LOCATE 13,60: PRINT "RearEcho=" 
LOCATE 13,72: PRINT USING "###. ####"; RearEcho 
LOCATE 14,60: PRINT "DIFF=" 
LOCATE 14,72: PRINT USING "+##. ####"; DIFF 
LOCATE 18,64: PRINT "SUB ACTION Nos. " 
LOCATE 19,64: PRINT "GIRO="; GIRO 
LOCATE 21,64: PRINT "ACTF="; 
LOCATE 21,70: PRINT USING "###. ####"; ACTF 
LOCATE 22,64: PRINT "ACTR="; 
LOCATE 22,70: PRINT USING "###. ####"; ACTR 
LOCATE 23,64: PRINT "VAR" 
LOCATE 23,68: PRINT USING "+##. ####"; VAR 
LOCATE 24,64: PRINT "ACTANG" 
LOCATE 24,70: PRINT USING "+##. ###"; ACTANG 
LOCATE 25,64: PRINT "WOOPS=" 
LOCATE 25,70: PRINT USING "###. #"; WOOFS 
LOCATE 26,64: PRINT "TargADD" 
LOCATE 26,72: PRINT USING "###. ##"; Targadd 
LOCATE 27,64: PRINT "BlipC" 
LOCATE 27,70: PRINT USING "+###"; BLIPCOUNT 
LOCATE 28,64: PRINT "BLIP" 
LOCATE 28,70: PRINT USING "+###"; BLIP 
END SUB 
SUB BendL 
Bends wheeelchair 1 degree to left (chair at least 2 out anyway !) 
Rad = -773.6 'gives 1 degree turn per step !!!! 
ARCLEN = 13.5 
END SUB 
SUB BendR 
Bends wheelchair 1 degree to right (chair at least 2 out anyway !) 
Rad = 773.6 'gives 1 degree turn per step 
ARCLEN = 13.5 
END SUB 
SUB CalcChair 
'Calculates the coordinates of the 4 corners, and sensor position, of 
the wheelchair (O=Outside/I=Inside/F=Front/B=Back/R=Right/L=Left) 
'Point 1= IFR = SENSOR 
ifrx = STARTx 
ifry = STARTY 
`Point 2= OFR 
A2 = 10 * SIN(ThetaRs) 
B2 = A2 / TAN(ThetaRs) 
ofrx = ifrx + INT((A2) + . 5) 
ofry = ifry - INT((B2) + . 5) 
'Point 3= OBR 
A3 = 70 * SIN(ThetaRs) 
B3 = A3 / TAN(ThetaRs) 
obrx = ifrx - A3 
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obry = ifry + B3 
'Point 4= OFL 
A4 = 60 * COS(ThetaRs) 
B4 = 60 * SIN(ThetaRs) 
oflx = (ofrx - (A4)) 
ofly = (ofry - (B4)) 
'Point 5= OBL 
` A5 = 60 * COS(ThetaRS) 'same value as A4 !!! 
` B5 = 60 * SIN(ThetaRS)' same as B4 !! 
oblx = obrx - (A4) 
obly = obry - (B4) 
Now display the wheelchair position from 4 corners and circled 
sensor position 
LINE (ofrx, ofry)-(oflx, ofly), (Chairtint) 
LINE (oflx, ofly)-(oblx, obly), (Chairtint) 
LINE (oblx, obly)-(obrx, obry), (Chairtint) 
LINE (obrx, obry)-(ofrx, ofry), (Chairtint) 
CIRCLE (STARTx, STARTY), 2, (Chairtint) '+ -2 of sensor position 
END SUB 
SUB EXTRARIGHT 
Rad = 96 '8 deg/step 
ARCLEN = 13.5 'could be common value if always recalculating 
END SUB 
. ********************************************************************* 
SUB Graphicwindow 
'Defines graphics window for display 
VIEW (300,0)-(638,459) 
LINE (0,0)-(338,459), 3, B'trialbox 
LINE (wall, 0)-(wall, 459), 6' new notional wall 
LINE (150,455)-(200,459), 6, BF 
'original wall and target span 
LINE ((wall - 50), 0)-((wall - 50), 459), 4'target line at default 
LINE ((wall - 100), 0)-((wall - 100), 459), 5'limit of range 
'next line for a recess 
LINE (wall, RecEnd)-((wall + RecDep), RecStart), 6, B 
`next lines for convex WALL 
CIRCLE ((ConX + ConRad), ConY), ConRad, 6, -1.57, -3.14 
'Target lines round convex corner 
CIRCLE ((ConX + ConRad), ConY), (ConRad + 50), 4,1.57,3.14 
LINE ((ConX + ConRad), (Cony - ConRad - 50))-(450, (Cony - ConRad - 
50) ), 4 
'Range lines round convex corner 
CIRCLE ((ConX + ConRad), ConY), (ConRad + 100), 5,1.57,3.14 
LINE ((ConX + ConRad), (Cony - ConRad - 100))-(450, (Cony - ConRad 
- 100)), 5 
'Black line ABOVE radius at WALL 
LINE (ConX, ConY)-(ConX, 0), 8 
'Black line ABOVE radius of TARGET 
LINE ((ConX - 50), ConY)-((ConX - 50), 0), 8 
'Black line above radius of RANGE 
LINE ((ConX - 100), ConY)-((ConX - 100), 0), 8 
'now draws 10 cm. graduations in x direction 
FOR xgrad =0 TO 10 STEP 1 
LINE (90 + (10 * xgrad), 0)-(90 + (10 * xgrad), 5), 3 
LINE (90 + (10 * xgrad), 454)-(90 + (10 * xgrad), 459), 3 
NEXT xgrad 
END SUB 
SUB HARDLEFT 
Rad = -193 '4 deg/step 
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ARCLEN = 13.5 'could be common value if always recalculating 
END SUB 
SUB HARDRIGHT 
Rad = 193 '4 deg/step 
ARCLEN = 13.5 'could be common value if always recalculating 
END SUB 
SUB HISTORY 
THETAP3 = THETAP2 ' ie 3 back from present 
FEP3 = FEP2 'FrontEcho 3 back 
REP3 = REP2 'Rear Echo 3 back 
FLAGP3 = FLAGP2 
WallAdd3 = WallAdd2 
DIFF3 = DIFF2 
THETAP2 = ThetaPl ' ie 2 back 
FEP2 = FEP1 
REP2 = REP1 
FLAGP2 = FLAGPI ' flag 2 back 
WallAdd2 = WallAddl 
DIFF2 = DIFF1 
ThetaPl = ThetaS '1 back 
FEP1 = FrontEcho 
REP1 = RearEcho 
FLAGPI = flag '1 back 
WallAddl = WALLADD 
DIFF1 = DIFF 
END SUB 
SUB Instructl 
'Left hand box for instructions - Inputs initial echo distances and 
calculates orientation from the difference 
`Diff = Rear - Front to maintain angle measuring convention 
'Input the front and rear echo distance at start of programme 
LOCATE 2,14: PRINT "INSTRUCTIONS" 
LOCATE 4,2: PRINT "ENTER'FRONT ECHO(1 to 100) and ENTER" 
LOCATE 5,15: INPUT FrontEcho 
LOCATE 6,2: PRINT "ENTER REAR ECHO (FRONT ECHO +-10)" 
LOCATE 7,15: INPUT RearEcho 
DIFF = (RearEcho - FrontEcho) 
Now calculate orientation re wall SIGN CONVENTION - REAR - FRONT 
'Following 4 lines are for record of start position only 
SINETHETA = DIFF / 25 'OK I CAN DIVIDE 0 by any number 
CTheta = SQR(1 - (SINETHETA 2)) 
'Cosine of theta OK if THETA =0 
TanTheta = SINETHETA / CTheta 
ThetaRs = ATN(TanTheta) 
IF ThetaRs =0 THEN ThetaRs = . 000001 
ThetaS = ThetaRs * FACT 
'Record of Positions - Table Heading (Results) 
LOCATE 14,2: PRINT "P" 
LOCATE 14,5: PRINT "FRONT" 
LOCATE 14,12: PRINT "REAR" 
LOCATE 14,18: PRINT "THETA" 
LOCATE 14,24: PRINT "FLAG" 
LOCATE 14,29: PRINT "WALL" 
LOCATE 14,34: PRINT "DIFF" 
`Titles for distance travelled from start (YtoDate) 
LOCATE 24,2: PRINT "StartY =" 
LOCATE 24,20: PRINT "PrevTotY= " 
LOCATE 25,2: PRINT "YtoDate= " 
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LOCATE 25,20: PRINT "TotalY =" 
'Print original starting position in results box 
LOCATE 15,2: PRINT "ORIG" 
LOCATE 15,5: PRINT USING "###. #"; FrontEcho 
LOCATE 15,11: PRINT USING "###. #"; RearEcho 
LOCATE 15,18: PRINT USING "+##. #"; ThetaS 
LOCATE 15,34: PRINT USING "+###"; 'INT(RearEcho - FrontEcho) 
END SUB 
SUB Instruct2 
Clears the instruction box and invites user to continue/end 
FOR script =4 TO 7 
LOCATE script, 2: PRINT " 
NEXT script 
LOCATE 4,2 
INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE (YIN)"; ans$ 
IF (UCASE$(ans$)) <> "Y" AND (UCASE$(ans$)) <> "N" THEN 
DO 
of 
BEEP 
LOCATE 5,2 
PRINT "TYPE Y or N" 
LOCATE 5,20 
INPUT "Continue (Y/N)"; ans$ 
LOOP WHILE UCASE$(ans$) <> "Y" AND UCASE$(ans$) <> "N" 
END IF 
FOR script =4 TO 7 
LOCATE script, 2: PRINT It 
NEXT script 
IF UCASE$(ans$) _ "Y" THEN CALL PoseDist 
END SUB 
SUB Instructlines '(GRAPHICS) 
Draws lines for "Instructions" box in L. H. of display 
LINE (0,0)-(299,459), 3, B 
LINE (0,425)-(299,425), 3' following lines in instructions box 
LINE (0,140)-(299,140), 3 
LINE (0,35)-(299,35), 3 
LINE (0,195)-(299,195), 3 
END SUB 
SUB NegArc 
Calculates the radius for a NEGATIVE ARC 
(ie chair oriented to target line and TOO FAR) 
' (FLAG = 7, Betas > 0, Echo distance = 50.5 to 100) 
IF ACTANG =0 THEN 
ACTANG = . 000001 
'(low value added in case angle = 0) 
END IF 
'Calculates xd = distance from the target line 
xd = TARGET - ACTF 
Rad = (xd / (1 - COS(ActAngR))) 
'Calculates the required radius of circle to reach target line 
ARCLEN = 13.5 
END SUB 
SUB Noah 
'From initial pose of wheelchair and knowing the radius calculates the 
' final graphics coords of the wheeelchair 
' DELTA is a GRAPHICS (absolute) value of change in angle 
'wheelchairs original orientation = ThetaS (in degrees) 
'wheelchairs original orientation = ThetaRs (in rads) 
'start position coords = startx, starty 
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'final position coords = xfin, yfin 
'wheelchair final orientation = ThetaF (in degrees) 
'wheelchair final orientation = ThetaRf (in rads) 
'all coords relative to 0,0 origin in top left of screen 
'- 
----- - --- --- ----- - --- - --- - -- -- - --- ----- -- - --- -- --- - -- --------------- 
'TASK 1- calculate centre of proposed turning circle 
' use the original (non-ACTION) value-of ThetaRs initially !!!! 
Y1 = SIN(ThetaRs) * Rad 
X1 = Yl / TAN(ThetaRs) 
Yc = STARTY + Yl 
Xc = STARTx + Xl 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
'TASK 2- calculate final orientation of wheelchair re. world origin 
'DELTA = change in orientation from start-finish position (degrees) 
'DELTAR = ditto in rads 
Delta = (DIST / (2 * Pi * Rad)) * 360 
Deltar = Delta / FACT 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
'TASK 3- Calculate x and y coords of final position 
'AND FINAL FRONT AND REAR ECHO DISTANCES !!!!!!! 
ThetaRF = (ThetaRs) + (Deltar) ' in rads 
ThetaF = ThetaRF * FACT 'in degrees 
Y2 = Rad * SIN(ThetaRF) 
x2 = Y2 / TAN(ThetaRF) 
xfin = Xc - x2 
yFin = Yc - Y2 
'TEMPORARY TASK - Calculate FINISH Front and Rear Echos FOR STRAIGHT 
'WALL - SEE TWOECHOS IN ORIGINAL PROGRAMME !!!!!!! 
FEchoFin = wall - xfin 
RECHOFIN = FEchoFin + (25 * SIN(ThetaRF)) 
END SUB 
SUB Parallel 
' Calculates the radius for a PARALLEL course 
Rad = 999999 
ARCLEN = 13.5 
END SUB 
SUB Params 
'Variables used throughout programme 
Chairtint =4' Initial colour for wheelchair 
wall = 200' defines the x coord for the wall graphics 
if you want to step through the program make "way "= SKIP" 
'otherwise comment out to run continuously 
way$ = "SKIP" 
END SUB 
SUB POSARC 
Calculates the radius for a POSITIVE ARC 
(ie chair oriented to target line and too close) 
(FLAG = 6, Betas < 0, Echo distance =6 to 49.4999) 
IF ACTANG =0 THEN 
ACTANG = . 000001 '(low value added 
in case angle = 0) 
END IF 
'Calculates xd = distance from the target line 
xd = TARGET - ACTF 
'Calculates the required radius of circle to reach target line 
Rad = (xd / (1 - COS(ActAngR))) ' was ThetaRs))) I!! I!!! IIHI! III!! 
ARCLEN = 13.5 
END SUB 
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SUB PoseDist 
'Examines starting pose and sets flags to determine actions 
'(input data is FrontEcho and Initang) 
SELECT CASE ACTF 
CASE . 00001 TO 5.99999 
LOCATE 28,2 
PRINT "***DANGER***" 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "****STOP****" 
CASE 6 TO 48.9999 
LOCATE 28,2 
PRINT "*TOO CLOSE**" 
`If "too close" AND, "parallel or oriented away" from target 
' (1) do HARD LEFT towards target 
IF (ACTANG > 3) THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "HARD LEFT" 
flag =8 
CALL HARDLEFT 
'(2) do MODERATE LEFT TURN TOWARDS target 
ELSEIF (ACTANG <= 3) AND (ACTANG >= 0) THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "TURN TO LEFT" 
flag =2 
CALL TurntoL 
END IF 
'If "too close" and oriented towards the target - 
'but a single arc would give an excessive travel distance 
'then DO AN S-CURVE TOWARDS the target 
IF (ACTANG < 0) AND (((ACTF - 50) / ACTANG) > 1.25) THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "S-CURVE to L" 
flag =2 
CALL TurntoL 
END IF 
'If "too close" and oriented towards target AND -a SINGLE ARC 
'enables the target to be reached within 1.5 metres of travel 
'then do a POSITIVE ARC TOWARDS the target 
IF (ACTANG < 0) AND ((ACTF - 50) / ACTANG <= 1.25) THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "POSITIVE ARC" 
flag =6 
CALL POSARC 
END IF 
CASE 49! TO 50.9999 
LOCATE 28,2 
PRINT "ON TARGET**" 
'If "on target" but oriented more than 2 deg. TOWARDS turn 
gently AWAY 
IF (ACTANG >= 2) THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "*BEND LEFT**" 
flag =4 
CALL BendL 
END IF 
'If "on target" but oriented more than 2 deg. AWAY turn gently 
TOWARDS 
IF (ACTANG <= -2) THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "*BEND RIGHT*" 
flag =3 
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CALL BendR 
END IF 
'If "on target" and orientation within 2 degrees GO PARALLEL 
IF ((ACTANG > -2) AND (ACTANG < 2)) THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "**PARALLEL**" 
flag =5 
CALL Parallel 
END IF 
CASE 51! TO 100 
LOCATE 28,2 
PRINT "**TOO FAR***" 
(1) If "too far" and extreme orientation do EXTREME TURN TOWARDS 
IF (ACTANG < -3) OR (ACTF > 60) THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "EXTREME RIGHT" 
flag = 10 
CALL EXTRARIGHT 'sets 8 deg/step 
(2) If "too far" and big orientation do HARD TURN towards target 
ELSEIF ((ACTANG < -2) AND (ACTANG >= -3)) OR (ACTF > 55) 
THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "HARD RIGHT" 
flag =9 
CALL HARDRIGHT ' sets 4 degrees/step 
1(3) If "too far" and oriented AWAY do MODERATE TURN TOWARDS the 
target 
ELSEIF (ACTANG >= -2) AND (ACTANG <= 0) THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "*TURN RIGHT*" 
flag =1 
CALL TurntoR ' THIS sets 2 degrees as min angle 1111 
END IF 
'If "too far" and oriented TOWARDS the target - but a single arc would 
give an excessive travel distance DO AN S-CURVE TOWARDS the target 
IF (ACTANG, > 0) AND (((ACTF - 50) / ACTANG) > 1.25) THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "S-CURVE TO R*" 
LOCATE 3,40: PRINT "SOME !! POSEDIST VALUES" 
LOCATE 4,40: PRINT "actang="; ACTANG; "ACTF="; ACTF 
LOCATE 5,40: PRINT ((ACTF - 50) / ACTANG); "> 1.25 ?? " 
flag =1 
CALL TurntoR 
END IF 
'If "too far" and oriented TOWARDS the target AND a single arc enables 
the target to be reached within 1.5 metres of travel then DO A 
NEGATIVE ARC TOWARDS the target 
IF (ACTANG > 0) AND (((ACTF - 50) / ACTANG) <= 1.25) THEN 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "NEGATIVE ARC" 
flag =7 
CALL NegArc 
END IF 
CASE IS > 100 
LOCATE 28,2 
PRINT "OUT OF RANGE" 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "*DRIVER ONLY" 
END 
CASE ELSE 
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LOCATE 28,2 
PRINT "CASE ERROR" 
LOCATE 28,14: PRINT "HIT THE GAP! " 
END SELECT 
END SUB 
SUB Results 
'Display results of Original, Current and Future calculated positions 
LOCATE 24,11: PRINT USING "###. ##"; STARTY 
LOCATE 8,2: PRINT "GIRO="; GIRO 
'Record of NEXT position 
COLOR (Chairtint) 
LOCATE 16,2: PRINT "NXT" 
LOCATE 16,5: PRINT USING "###. #"; FEchoFin 
LOCATE 16,11: PRINT USING "###. #"; RECHOFIN 
LOCATE 16,18: PRINT USING "+##. #"; ThetaF 
LOCATE 16,34: PRINT USING "+###"; FIX(RECHOFIN - FEchoFin) 
IF GIRO =0 THEN Chairtint = Chairtint +1 
COLOR (Chairtint - 1) 
'Record of CURRENT position 
LOCATE 17,2: PRINT "NOW" 
LOCATE 17,5: PRINT USING "###. #"; FrontEcho 
LOCATE 17,11: PRINT USING "###. #"; RearEcho 
LOCATE 17,18: PRINT USING "+##. #"; ThetaS 
LOCATE 17,26: PRINT USING "#"; flag 
LOCATE 17,29: PRINT USING "##. #"; WALLADD 
LOCATE 17,34: PRINT USING "+###"; FIX(DIFF) 
COLOR 11 
LOCATE 28,28: PRINT " "'to clear space 
LOCATE 28,28: PRINT USING "+#####. #"; Rad 'Radius of turn 
'Previous position (Present - 1) 
COLOR (Chairtint - 2) 
LOCATE 18,2: PRINT "P1" 
LOCATE 18,5: PRINT USING FEP1 ' Front Echo Present-i 
LOCATE 18,11: PRINT USING "###. #"; REP1 
LOCATE 18,18: PRINT USING "+##. #"; ThetaPl 'orientation (deg) 
LOCATE 18,26: PRINT USING FLAGPI 'flag 
LOCATE 18,29: PRINT USING "##. #"; WallAddl 
'depth of recess/projection 
LOCATE 18,34: PRINT USING "+###"; FIX(DIFF1) 
'Record of Previous position (Present - 2) 
COLOR (Chairtint - 3) 
LOCATE 19,2: PRINT "P2" 
LOCATE 19,5: PRINT USING "###. #"; FEP2 
LOCATE 19,11: PRINT USING "###. #"; REP2 
LOCATE 19,18: PRINT USING "+##. #"; THETAP2 
LOCATE 19,26: PRINT USING "#"; FLAGP2 
LOCATE 19,29: PRINT USING "##. #"; WallAdd2 
LOCATE 19,34: PRINT USING "+###"; FIX(DIFF2) 
'Record of Previous position (Present - 3) 
COLOR (Chairtint - 4) 
LOCATE 20,2: PRINT "P3" 
LOCATE 20,5: PRINT USING "###. #"; FEP3 
LOCATE 20,11: PRINT USING "###. #"; REP3 
LOCATE 20,18: PRINT USING "+##. #"; THETAP3 
LOCATE 20,26: PRINT USING "#"; FLAGP3 
LOCATE 20,29: PRINT USING "##. #"; WallAdd3 
LOCATE 20,34: PRINT USING "+###"; FIX(DIFF3) 
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COLOR 11 ' to return to normal color scheme 
'Record of total distance travelled by the wheelchair 
LOCATE 24,30: PRINT USING "#####"; PrevTotY 
LOCATE 25,11: PRINT USING "####"; YtoDate 
LOCATE 25,30: PRINT USING "#####"; TotalY 'Total distance from 
start 
END SUB 
SUB RONDO 
LOCATE 25,25: PRINT "RONDO" 
'ConX = 200, ConY = 300, ConRad = 100, StartX = 150 
'StartY = 275'(ie rear sensor on horizontal diameter)LESS THAN ConY 
'BetarS = . 0000001 
'WALL = 200 
'following lines gives distance from x, y to centre of circle 
'coords of centre of circle are 
CircX = (ConX + ConRad) 
CircY = ConY '(coordinate of centre of circle) 
'CONSIDER FRONT SENSOR (NOTES 1) 
'calculate the actual echo distance NORMALLY to the curve 
' By pythagorus . FDISTSQ = square of the distance from sensor to 
circle centre 
FDistSQ = ((CircX - STARTx) ^ 2) + ((CircY - STARTY) ^ 2) 
FDIST = SQR(FDistSQ) 
FrontEcho = (FDIST - ConRad) 
'Calculate x and y coords of FRONT WALL reflecting surface (NOTE 4) 
FSINZETA = (CircY - STARTY) / FDIST 
FPerp = ConRad * FSINZETA 
FWa11Y = (CircY - FPerp) 
FWa11X = CircX - ((ConRad * (CircX - STARTx)) / FDIST) 
'CONSIDER REAR SENSOR (NOTES 2) 
'Calculate x and y coords of REAR SENSOR position 
RearX = STARTX - (25 * SIN(ThetaRs)) ' Betars)) 
RearY = STARTY + (25 * COS(ThetaRs)) ' Betars)) 
' If (StartY < ConY)AND (StartY > (ConY-25)) 'ie ONLY FRONT SENSOR ON 
CURVE 
'Calculate x and y coords of REAR WALL reflecting surface (NOTES 3) 
IF (STARTY <= ConY) AND (STARTY >_ (ConY - 25)) THEN 
RWa11X = wall 'True only for original wall !1 
RWa11Y = RearY 'True only for original wall 11 
RearEcho = RWallX - RearX 'True only for original wall 11 
'By pythagorus: RDISTSQ = square of the distance from sensor to circle 
centre 
ELSEIF (STARTY < (ConY - 25)) THEN 
RDistSQ = ((CircX - RearX) ^ 2) + ((CircY - RearY) ^ 2) 
RDist = SQR(RDistSQ) 
RearEcho = (RDist - ConRad) 
'Calculate x and y coords of REAR WALL reflecting surface (NOTE 4) 
RSINZETA = (CircY - RearY) / RDist 
RPerp = ConRad * RSINZETA 
RWa11Y = (CircY - RPerp) 
RWa11X = CircX - ((ConRad * (CircX - RearX)) / RDist) 
END IF 
'calculate ABS orientation of curved wall based on two wall coords 
(NOTE 5) 
TanGamma = (FWa11X - RWa11X) / (RWa11Y - FWa11Y) 
GammaR = ATN (TanGamma) 'in RADS 
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Gamma = GammaR * 57.29578 
'Calculate ABSOLUTE orientation of WC based on Sensor coords 
TanEpsilon = (STARTx - RearX) / (RearY - STARTY) 
EpsilonR = ATN(TanEpsilon) 'in Rads 
Epsilon = EpsilonR * 57.29578 
'now calculate angle I need to turn from present orientation (NOTE 7) 
ThetaR = (GammaR) - (EpsilonR) 
Theta = ThetaR * 57.29578 
LOCATE 21,2: PRINT "FDistSQ="; FDistSQ; "FDist="; FDIST; "FEcho="; 
FrontEcho; 
LOCATE 12,2: PRINT "RDistSQ="; RDistSQ; "RDist = "; RDist; "REcho 
"; RearEcho 
LOCATE 22,2: PRINT "THETAR = "; ThetaR; "; THETA Theta; 
"degrees" 
Initang = -Theta 
InitDist = FEcho 
END SUB 
SUB SetConvex 
'Sets the x&y coords of start position and radius of a convex 
curving wall 
CLS : 
LOCATE 4,15: PRINT "YOU ARE NOW ABLE TO MODIFY THE PROGRAMME TO 
INCLUDE" 
LOCATE 6,15: PRINT "A CONVEX CURVE TO THE WALL (Curving AWAY from 
the" 
LOCATE 8,15: PRINT "wheelchair) AND TO DEFINE THE x and y 
coordinates of" 
LOCATE 10,15: PRINT "the starting position and the radius of the 
curve" 
'Accept default dimensions for a CONVEX radius or select other sizes 
'Cycle until selection is made 
DO 
LOCATE 16,5: 
PRINT "Default values for a 100cm. CONVEX RADIUS are available 
as a" 
LOCATE 18,5: 
PRINT "demonstration Press Y to accept these values or N to 
change them" 
LOCATE 20,20: accept$ = INKEY$ 
LOOP WHILE (UCASE$(accept$) <> "Y") AND (UCASE$(accept$) <> "N") 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Defines default dimensions 
IF (UCASE$(accept$)) = "Y" THEN 
ConRad = 100 'radius of convex curve 
ConX = 200 'x coord of convex curve '200 - default wall 
ConY = 300 'y coord of convex curve 
CLS : 
'Inputs user selected dimensions for the convex curve 
ELSEIF (UCASE$(accept$)) = "N" THEN 
CLS : 
LOCATE 20,10: 
PRINT "Enter required RADIUS of the CURVE in cros. " 
LOCATE 20,50: INPUT ConRad 
LOCATE 22,10: PRINT "x coordinate of NORMAL wall = 200 (cms)" 
LOCATE 23,10: PRINT "Enter x coordinate for start of curve" 
LOCATE 23,50: INPUT ConX 
LOCATE 25,10: PRINT "suggested y coordinate = 300cms or less " 
LOCATE 26,10: PRINT "Enter y coordinate for start of curve" 
LOCATE 26,50: INPUT ConY 
LOCATE 27,10: PRINT "(Rad = 200, Y=400 reaches screen boundary)" 
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END IF 
'display selected values 
CLS : PRINT "Radius ="; ConRad; "X="; ConX; "Y="; ConY 
SLEEP 2 
CLS 
END SUB 
SUB SetGeom '(GRAPHICS) 
'sets the wall geometry to various environmental conditions(1 of 5 
options) 
CLS : 
LOCATE 1,20 
PRINT "UNIVERSAL WHEELCHAIR NAVIGATION SIMULATOR" 
LOCATE 4,10 
PRINT "THE WALL GEOMETRY MAY BE SET TO FOUR DIFFERENT CONDITIONS :" 
LOCATE 7,15 
PRINT "MODE 1- PERFECT (INFINITELY LONG) WALL" 
LOCATE 11,15 
PRINT "MODE 2- WALL WITH A RECESS OR PROTRUDING PILLAR" 
LOCATE 12,25 
PRINT "(The depth and length of the discontinuity" 
LOCATE 13,26: PRINT "may be set by the user)" 
LOCATE 15,15 
PRINT "MODE 3- WALL WITH A CONVEX CORNER - BEING DEVELOPED NOW11! " 
LOCATE 16,25 
PRINT "(i. e. wall bends AWAY from the wheelchair)" 
LOCATE 19,15 
PRINT "MODE 4- WALL WITH CONCAVE CORNER - NOT YET AVAILABLE" 
LOCATE 20,25 
PRINT "(i. e. wall bends TOWARDS the wheelchair" 
LOCATE 23,15 
PRINT "MODE 5- WIDE DOOORWAY OR JUNCTION - NOT YET AVAILABLE" 
LOCATE 24,25 
PRINT "(i. e. over 1 metre wide and user" 
LOCATE 25,26: PRINT "will turn through 90 degrees)" 
'Select required mode 
LOCATE 27,20 
INPUT "SELECT WHICH MODE YOU REQUIRE (1,2,3,4 or 5)"; MODESELECT 
'Cycle until mode is selected 
IF MODESELECT <1 OR MODESELECT >5 THEN 
DO 
BEEP 
LOCATE 28,20 
INPUT "SELECT A VALID MODE IN THE RANGE 1 to 5"; MODESELECT 
LOOP WHILE MODESELECT <1 AND MODESELECT >5 
END IF 
`Determine actions dependent upon the mode that is selected 
SELECT CASE MODESELECT 
CASE 1 
CLS 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT "YOU HAVE SELECTED CASE 1 (i. e. A PERFECT wall)" 
SLEEP 2 
CLS 
CASE 2 
CLS 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT "YOU HAVE SELECTED CASE 2 (i. e. Wall recess or 
projection)" 
SLEEP 2 
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CLS : 
CALL SetRecess 
CASE 3 
CLS 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRINT "YOU HAVE SELECTED CASE 3 (i. e. Wall curving from 
wheelchair)" 
SLEEP 2 
CLS : 
CALL SetConvex 
CASE 4 TO 5 
LOCATE 15,10 
PRINT "THESE MODES ARE NOT AVAILABLE YET" 
SLEEP 2 
CASE ELSE 
LOCATE 15,10 
PRINT "YOU HAVE NOT SELECTED A VALID OPERATING 
MODE - TRY AGAIN" 
SLEEP 2 
END SELECT 
CLS 
END SUB 
SUB SetRecess 
'Sets the length, depth and start coordinates of a recess or 
projection 
SHARED RecLen, RecDep, RecStart, RecEnd 
CLS : 
LOCATE 4,15: PRINT "YOU ARE NOW ABLE TO MODIFY THE PROGRAMME TO 
INCLUDE" 
LOCATE 6,15: PRINT "EITHER A RECESS OR A PROJECTION FROM THE WALL" 
LOCATE 8,15: PRINT "AND TO DEFINE THE LENGTH, DEPTH AND STARTING 
LOCATION" 
LOCATE 10,15: PRINT "OF THE FEATURE YOU HAVE SELECTED" 
'Accept default dimensions for a recess or select other sizes or 
projection - Cycle until selection is made 
DO 
LOCATE 16,5: 
PRINT "Default values for a 25cm. RECESS are available as a 
demonstation" 
LOCATE 18,5: 
PRINT "Press Y to accept these values or N to change them" 
LOCATE 20,20: accept$ = INKEY$ 
LOOP WHILE (UCASE$(accept$) <> "Y") AND (UCASE$(accept$) <> "N" 
Defines default dimensions 
IF (UCASE$(accept$)) = "Y" THEN 
RecLen = 75 
RecDep = 25 
RecStart = 300 
RecEnd = (RecStart - RecLen) 
CLS : 
'Inputs user dimensions and recess or projection selection 
ELSEIF (UCASE$(accept$)) = "N" THEN 
CLS : 
LOCATE 14,10: 
PRINT "NOTE: To include a RECESS the DEPTH should be a POSITIVE 
value" 
LOCATE 16,13: 
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PRINT "To include a PROJECTION the DEPTH should be a NEGATIVE" 
LOCATE 20,15: 
PRINT "Enter required DEPTH of RECESS (+) or PROJECTION (-)" 
LOCATE 21,10: PRINT "(in the range + 100 to -25 (? ])" 
LOCATE 21,50: INPUT RecDep 
LOCATE 23,10: PRINT "Enter required LENGTH of the feature" 
LOCATE 23,50 : INPUT RecLen 
LOCATE 25,10: PRINT "Enter required start position of the 
feature" 
LOCATE 26,10: 
PRINT "(Recommend 300 minimum for wheelchair to get on course 
first ! )" 
LOCATE 27,50: INPUT RecStart 
RecEnd = (RecStart - RecLen) 
END IF 
`display selected values 
CLS : PRINT RecDep; RecLen; RecStart; RecEnd 
SLEEP 2 
CLS 
END SUB 
SUB Skip 
'Enables wheelchair to move one step at a time 
DO 
LOCATE 4,5: PRINT "SKIP ? [Y]" 
LOOP WHILE (UCASE$(ans$) <> "Y") 
LOCATE 4,5: PRINT "********"; "**" 
END SUB 
SUB Startcalcs 
Initial calculation of starting position coordinates and orientation 
STARTx = 200 - FrontEcho 
STARTY = 450 
PrevTotY =0' for measuring total y distances 
IF ThetaS =0 THEN ThetaS = (ThetaS + . 00001) AND ThetaRs - 
(ThetaS / FACT) 
END SUB 
SUB StarterPage '(GRAPHICS) 
'General Introduction to the Simulation programme 
CLS : 
LOCATE 2,20 
PRINT "UNIVERSAL WHEELCHAIR NAVIGATION SIMULATOR" 
LOCATE 6,5 
PRINT "THE SIMULATOR ENABLES THE USER TO SELECT :" 
LOCATE 9,10: PRINT "(1) ANY STARTING POSITION FOR THE WHEELCHAIR: " 
LOCATE 11,15 
PRINT "* AT 1 TO 100 cros. FROM THE WALL" 
LOCATE 12,15 
PRINT "* AT ANY ORIENTATION TO THE WALL IN THE RANGE + or - 30 
degrees" 
LOCATE 15,10: PRINT "(2) TO CHANGE THE GEOMETRY OF THE WALL TO 
SHOW THE" 
LOCATE 16,14: PRINT "EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONDITIONS" 
LOCATE 20,5 
PRINT "AND TO CALCULATE THE COURSE NECESSARY TO NAVIGATE THE 
WHEELCHAIR :" 
LOCATE 22,15 
PRINT "* TO A POSITION PARALLEL TO THE WALL, and" 
LOCATE 24,15: PRINT "* AT THE REQUIRED TARGET DISTANCE FROM THE 
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WALL" 
DO 
LOCATE 25,25 
INPUT "ENTER [Y] TO CONTINUE ", PICK$ 
LOOP WHILE (UCASE$(PICK$) <> "Y") 
CLS : 
END SUB 
SUB Switch 
Decays data for records of wheelchair previous positions 
Xp3 = Xp2 'startx 3 back 
Xp2 = Xp ' startx 2 back 
Xp = STARTx '1 back 
ThetaS = ThetaF ' orientation for next start = orientation at last 
finish 
ThetaRs = ThetaRF ' same in radians 
STARTx = 100 + (xfin - 100) 'next start position = last finish 
STARTY = yFin 
FrontEcho = FEchoFin 
RearEcho = RECHOFIN 
END SUB 
SUB TurntoL 
HARD TURN to LEFT - Turns the wheelchair -2 degrees per step 
Rad = -386.6 'gives 2 degree turn per step !!!! 
ARCLEN = 13.5 
END SUB 
SUB TurntoR 
MODERATE TURN to RIGHT ' Turns the wheelchair +2 degrees per step 
Rad = 386 '2 deg/step 
ARCLEN = 13.5 'could be common value if always recalculating 
END SUB 
SUB TwoEchos 
Calculates front and back sensor distances to the wall, taking 
account of any recess or projection, and calculates x coordinate of 
the ACTUAL wall DOESN't show CORRECT ANGLES or exact y distance 
(because it uses 25 cms spacing for sensors) but OK at shallow angles 
ThetaRs = ThetaS / FACT 
(1) If both sensors read from "original" wall 
IF (STARTY <_ (RecEnd - 25)) OR (STARTY >= RecStart) THEN 
FrontEcho = (wall - STARTx) 
RearEcho = FrontEcho + (25 * SIN(ThetaRs)) 
(2) If FRONT sensor reads original wall and REAR sensor reads recess 
(ie Wheelchair leaving recess or projection) 
ELSEIF (STARTY > (RecEnd - 25)) AND (STARTY <= RecEnd) THEN 
FrontEcho = (wall - STARTx) 
RearEcho = ((wall + RecDep) - STARTx) + (25 * SIN(ThetaRs)) 
(3) If BOTH sensors read from "new" wall 
ELSEIF (STARTY > RecEnd) AND (STARTY < (RecStart - 25)) THEN 
FrontEcho = ((wall + RecDep) - STARTx) 
RearEcho = ((wall + RecDep) - STARTx) + (25 * SIN(ThetaRs)) 
(4) If FRONT sensor reads from "new" wall and REAR sensor reads 
"old" 
ELSEIF (STARTY >= RecEnd) AND (STARTY < RecStart) THEN 
FrontEcho = ((wall + RecDep) - STARTx) 
RearEcho = (wall - STARTx) + (25 * SIN(ThetaRs)) 
END IF 
'Calculate (FALSE) orientation based on these echo distances 
'N. B. Use TAN as an approximation (Recess depth may exceed sensor 
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spacing) 
LOCATE 10,2: PRINT "frontECHO=" 
LOCATE 10,13: PRINT USING "###. #"; FrontEcho 
LOCATE 11,2: PRINT "RearEcho=" 
LOCATE 11,13: PRINT USING "###. #"; RearEcho 
LOCATE 10,20: PRINT "STARTx="; STARTx 
LOCATE 11,20: PRINT "STARTy="; STARTY 
LOCATE 12,20: PRINT "TWO ECHOS DATA" 
` Calculate ACTUAL change in distance to wall (same as recess 
parameter) 
LOCATE 12,2: PRINT "walladd=" 
LOCATE 12,13: PRINT USING "###. #"; WALLADD 
END SUB 
SUB YTDist 
'Record Y distance travelled until wheelchair reaches target distance 
IF (flag >= 3) AND (flag <= 5) AND (OnTargDist = 0) THEN 
OnTargDist = TotalY 
LOCATE 26,2: PRINT "On Target @" 
LOCATE 26,13: PRINT USING "####"; OnTargDist 
END IF 
'Record Y distance travelled until wheelchair is parallel (+- 2 deg) 
IF (flag = 5) AND (ParDist = 0) THEN 
ParDist = TotalY 
LOCATE 26,20: PRINT "Parallel @" 
LOCATE 26,30: PRINT USING "####"; ParDist 
LOCATE 26,36: PRINT PAR$ 
END IF 
`Y distance covered in THIS screen display 
YToDate = (450 - STARTY) 
'Refresh the screen display and record total y when wheelchair nears 
top 
IF STARTY <= 25 THEN ' was 100 THEN 
PrevTotY = YToDate + PrevTotY 
YToDate =0 
STARTY = 450 
CLS : 
CALL Graphicwindow 
END IF 
'Record total Y distance since start 
TotalY = YToDate + PrevTotY 
END SUB 
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Opto-sensor Logic 
Twelve lengths of white tape spaced at 30 degree intervals were fixed to circular discs 
of black cardboard to act as the reflective objects. The discs were attached to the inside 
faces of each of the two driven wheels. The opto-sensors detected the white strips 
causing the sensor signals to drop from a high (5 volt) signal on the black disc to a low 
(0 volt) signal as the sensor detected a white strip. With a driven wheel circumference 
of 132.5 cms. the sensors provided a change in signal level for every 11 cms. of travel 
for each of the driven wheels. Channels 6 and 8 of an eight-bit digital output port were 
used for the Left and Right hand motors to provide values of 32 for the Left hand motor 
and 128 for the Right hand motor. 
With both sensors on the black area of the disc a digital output of 255 was generated. 
As the sensors detected a white line the 255 value was reduced by the corresponding 
digital values of either motor. The opto-sensors were continuously monitored and the 
latest signal compared to the value of the previously detected signal. 
During the research the opto-sensors were used for two different functions : 
" To trigger the ultrasonic sensors at fixed distances of forward travel of the 
wheelchair. 
" To measure the travel distances of both driven wheels, and hence to enable the 
radius of curvature of the path taken by the wheelchair to be calculated. 
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C. 1 Programming the PCL-812 LabCard. 
The PCL-812 card enabled the computer to perform the numerous high speed multi- 
function data acquisition, processing and communications functions necessary to 
control the wheelchair. The LabCard was able to be programmed using two different 
methods, either by Direct Programming or by using the Software Driver that was 
supplied with the PCL-812 card. 
C. 1.1 Software Driver 
The software driver generally enabled the various analogue and digital input and output 
functions used in developing the specific applications to be undertaken with minimal 
programming. 
The software driver provided a Terminate and Stay Resident (TSR) program that ran in 
the background whilst the specific application programs were running in the 
foreground. The software driver used a Parameter Table reference algorithm and the 
tables held various parameters and information regarding their functions. The actual 
(user written) application program specified the values of the parameters and defined 
the selected operating mode. Any desired function was then automatically undertaken 
by passing a specified function number and memory address from the user written 
program to the driver. 
C. 1.2 Direct Programming 
Whilst direct programming is generally more complex there were occasions, as detailed 
in subsequent sections, when this method was deemed more appropriate for certain 
functions. 
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C. 2 Triggering the Ultrasonic Transmitters (Direct Programming) 
Although software drivers were available for providing the required digital outputs the 
ultrasonic transmitters were programmed using the direct programming method, as 
detailed in the following example, in order to increase the operating speed. 
The ultrasonic transmitters were fired by using a5 volt digital output signal derived 
from the PCL-812 card to momentarily apply a voltage across the faces of the 
transmitter crystals. The application of this short duration voltage caused the 
transmitter to resonate at its natural frequency of 40 KHz thus providing a short 
duration pulse of ultrasonic energy to be transmitted. 
The duration of the pulse was software controlled using the computers clock speed to 
rapidly switch the digital output on and then off in order to produce a pulse of the 
required duration. 
The PCL-812 provided a total of 16 digital output channels through two output ports at 
addresses BASE + 13 (low byte data) and BASE + 14 (high byte data). The low byte 
digital output port (BASE + 13) was used to fire the ultrasonic transmitters. The 
following table shows the data format of the low byte data port: 
Pin D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 
Data Output DO7 D06 DOS D04 D03 DO2 DO1 DOO 
Binary Value 128 64 32 16 8421 
The following Program extract shows the operation of the ultrasonic transmitters using 
the direct programming method: 
PORT% = &H220 ' defines base address 
OUT PORT% + 13,8 ' Fires D/O 3 (Rear Transmitter) 
OUT PORT% +13,0 ' Switches off Rear Transmitter 
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C. 3 Interpreting the Ultrasonic Receiver Signals (Driver Programming) 
The analog to digital conversions of the ultrasonic receiver signals were conducted 
using the PCL-812 driver routines and the Direct Memory Access (DMA) function. 
The ultrasonic receivers, as detailed in Section 4.5 and Appendix B, were required to 
enable ranging information to be derived that would define the distance and orientation 
of objects located to the sides of the wheelchair. It was considered that for this purpose 
a maximum range of some 2 metres was required and that the sensors should enable the 
distance to an object to be measured accurate to within 1 cm. with a high degree of 
reliability. 
Operating on the pulse-echo principle the piezo-electric transducers generated a small 
voltage when excited by a short duration pulse of ultrasonic energy from the transmitter 
after reflection from an object within its field of view. The receiver circuit amplified 
the received signal and the processing software was required to measure the time of 
flight from the transmitter to the receiver by detecting a significant voltage increase 
across the receiver. 
Since the speed of sound in air is approximately 330 metres/sec. then in I second sound 
from the transmitter could travel half that distance (ie 165 metres) and be reflected from 
an object before being detected by the receiver. In order to measure distances with the 
required 1 cm. accuracy then the received signals would require interpretation at 
intervals of 1/16500 seconds, corresponding to a sampling frequency of 16.5 KIiz. 
The PCL-812 card provided a Direct Memory Access (DMA) facility that enabled 
external devices, such as the ultrasonic receiver, to directly transfer information to the 
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system memory at input frequencies of up to 2 MHz through its on-board crystal 
oscillator. The DMA transfer function operated without operation of the system CPU 
thus enabling the required high speed performance for this operation. 
The analog to digital conversions were conducted using the PCL-812 driver routines. 
The various operating parameters for this process were defined in a parameter table, as 
shown in the following example: 
PARAM% (0) =0 'Board number 
PARAM% (1) = &H220 'Base 1/0 address 
PARAM% (2) =1 'DMA channel for Buffer A 
PARAM% (3) =1 'DMA channel for Buffer B 
PARAM% (4) =2 'IRQ level (driver interrupt request line) 
PARAM% (5) =2 'Pacer rate =2MIIz/ (Param 5* Param 6) 
(i. e. 2MHz / (2 * 60) =16.666 KHz) 
PARAM°% (6) = 60 
PARAM% (7) =0 'Selects pacer trigger mode 
PARAM% (8) =0 'Selects non-cyclic operating mode 
PARAM% (10) = VARPTR (dat% (0)) 'Offset address for AID data buffer A 
PARAM% (11) = VARSEG (dat% (0)) 'Segment address for A/D data buffer A 
PARAM% (12) =0 'Data buffer B- set to 0- not used 
PARAM% (13) =0 'Segment address for buffer B- not used 
PARAM% (14) = 100 'No. of A/D conversions 0. e. 100 * 1cm. ) 
PARAM% (15) =14 'A/D conversion start channel (A/D 14) 
PARAM% (16) =14 'A/D conversion stop channel 
PARAM% (17) =0 'Overall gain code (0 -+/ - SV) 
The values for Parameters 5 and 6 were selected in order that the data sampling 
frequency should closely match the previously defined requirement of 16.5 MHz . At 
this sampling speed each successive A/D conversion corresponded to a specific 1 cm 
band from the position of the receiver and hence the resolution of the system was 
established. 
The time duration corresponding to the pulse width of the transmitted signal, and a 
slight delay in initiating the A/D conversion process, resulted in a dead zone 
immediately in front of the receiver in which the echo distance to the nearest object 
could not be measured. 
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Since safety considerations would require that the wheelchair should not operate at such 
close distances to a wall the presence of this dead zone was of no major importance. 
The addition of a fixed correction factor to the digital result of the A/D conversion 
compensated for this dead zone and enabled echo distances to any object to be measured 
directly, accurate to within 1 cm., within an operating range of 15cm. to 2 metres from 
the sensor. 
The actual DMA program was performed by specifying appropriate functions from 
those contained within a menu in the PCL driver software. Each function was then 
undertaken automatically by passing the specified function number and its memory 
address together with data from the parameter table to the driver. The functions used in 
the A/D DMA program were as follows : 
FUNCTION 3 Hardware initialisation 
FUNCTION 4 A/D initialisation 
FUNCTION 6 A/D conversion with DMA data transfer 
FUNCTION 7 Checks if DMA data transfer is complete 
The start of the DMA program was software initiated by a line of program that fired the 
ultrasonic transmitter. The digital values derived from the specified number of 
conversions (Parameter 14) were interpreted using an additional sub routine that 
determined the sample number at which the digital value obtained exceeded a pre- 
defined limit. During the development of the ultrasonic receivers the analogue values of 
the DMA transfer were written to a file for subsequent evaluation and it was found that 
at the point of initial detection the values showed an instantaneous transition from a 
typical background value of 2050 to a value in excess of 4000 as an echo was detected. 
The operating program included in Appendix D provides full programming details of 
the A/D conversion using DMA. 
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C. 4 Interpreting the Joystick 
The analogue signal voltages generated by the user's joystick were interpreted using the 
A/D conversion capability of the PCL-812 card. The PCL-812 card provided a 12 bit 
analogue to digital converter that was set to an operating range of -5 to +5 volts 
relative to an internally generated reference voltage. Adopting this scale a digital 
value of 0 was produced by a-5 volt signal, 2048 by zero volts and 4096 by a+5 volt 
input. 
A test program similar to that used for the ultrasonic receiver was written using the 
DMA transfer method to carry out analogue to digital conversion on the joystick data. 
Pin 1 on Connector CN2 (A/D 10) measured the signal to the right hand motor and Pin 
3 (A/D 11) measured the signal to the left hand motor relative to Pin 2 (Ground). 
Using this programme the digital values obtained at the eight cardinal compass points 
and at the central position of the joystick were determined 
C. 5 Control Voltages to Drive the Wheelchair 
In order to drive the wheelchair it was proposed to read the joystick voltages using the 
analogue to digital conversion, as described in the previous section, and to then transmit 
an equivalent, or modified, computer generated signal voltage to the wheelchair. 
The PCL-812 card provided a 12 bit digital to analogue conversion over a0 to 5 volt 
pre-selected operating range. The operating range was selected by means of jumpers on 
the PCL-812 board. The different operating range of the digital to analogue conversion 
(0 to +5 volts) compared to that of the analogue to digital conversion (- 5 volts to +5 
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volts) resulted in an inconsistency between the numbers representing any given voltage 
value. The mathematical relationship between the A/D and D/A values had to be taken 
into account in processing the data. To send an output (D/A from the computer) 
equivalent to an analogue signal from the joystick (A/D at the computer) the following 
formula was applied: 
OUTPUT = [(INPUT - 2048) * 21 
An initial test program was written using the PCL-812 driver routines to undertake the 
digital to analogue conversion that provided the signal voltages for driving the 
wheelchair. This program was used to measure the control voltages sent to each of the 
motors by a digital input from the computer keyboard representing the joystick. Using 
this program it was also possible to study the effects of different digital input numbers 
on the movement of the wheelchair. 
Having set the relevant parameters, in a similar manner to previous driver routine 
programs, the program called up three functions: 
FUNCTION 3 Hardware initialisation 
FUNCTION 12 D/A initialisation 
FUNCTION 13 Carried out the number of D/A conversions specified in the 
parameter table with software data transfer. 
On switching on the wheelchair controller automatically undertook a safety check to 
ensure a healthy joystick, with the joystick located at it's central position, before 
releasing it's brake mechanism and permitting any control signals that would cause 
movement of the wheelchair to be passed to the controller. To bypass this health check 
it was necessary for the program to input values of 2100 to each motor to initialise the 
controller 
In the final operating program the PCL-812 driver routines for the digital to analogue 
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conversion were replaced by a direct programming method that wrote output 
instructions direct to the data registers. 
The final operating program consisted of a hybrid mixture of direct programming and 
driver routine modules. Adopting this approach enabled the integration of various 
programming modules without the necessity of constantly changing parameter tables 
and calling up different functions. 
The PCL-812 card provided two digital to analogue channels each of which used a 12 
bit D/A converter. The D/A registers used addresses BASE +4 and BASE +5 for 
Channel D/A 1 (Right Hand Motor) and BASE +6 and BASE +7 for D/A 2 (Left Hand 
Motor) The least significant bytes were written to BASE 4 and 6 respectively and the 
most significant bytes to BASE 5 and 7 respectively. When writing to the registers it 
was necessary to write the least significant byte first. As in the original driver routine 
program the 0 to 5 volt output range was selected using the PCL board's internal 
reference voltage. 
The following example shows the coding necessary to input a value of 2100 to each of 
the wheelchair motors in order to initiate the controller: 
OUT PORT% + 4,52: OUT PORT% + 5,8: ' D/A 1 (Right Hand) 
OUT PORT% + 6,52: OUT PORT% + 7,8: ' D/A 2 (Lcft Hand) 
[i. e. (8*256) + 52= 2100 1 
C. 6 Reading the Opto-Sensors 
The signals generated by the two opto-sensors were interrogated by reading the digital 
inputs from the two sensors. The PCL-812 card provided two 8-bit digital input ports 
located at BASE +6 (D/l low byte) and BASE +7 (D/I high byte). 
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The following table shows the data format of the D/I high byte port (BASE + 7) that 
was adopted as the address port for the opto-sensor data. 
Pin D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 DO 
Data Input DL15 DL14 DL13 DL12 DL11 DL10 DL09 DL08 
Binary Value 128 64 32 16 8421 
The digital inputs from the opto-sensors were allocated to DI 13 (left hand wheel) and 
DI 15 (right hand wheel). 
In order that both sensors may operate independently, and that a sensor would only 
register after a change in its previous condition had occurred, the entire range of 
possible sensor conditions was considered and incorporated in the opto-sensor 
algorithm as shown in Appendix B. 
The direct programming method was used for interpreting the opto-sensor data. The 
following program extract shows the instruction necessary to obtain a new digital input 
value from the opto-sensors 
NEW a INP (PORT% + 7) `Read D/I high byte value 
The program also included a number of sub-routines, as follows: 
" To move the wheelchair forwards from a standing start in order to detect the first 
strip. 
" To measure the duration of a test using the computers in-built clock. 
" To count the total number of steps taken by each wheel. 
" To calculate the total distance travelled by each wheel. 
" To use the previous results to calculate the speed of each wheel, and, 
"' To determine the radius of curvature of the wheelchair's travel. 
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D. Navigation Program 
I ************************i******************************************** 
NAVIGATION PROGRAM (JUNE4. BAS) 
Combining simulation logic for turns with operating programme 
Motors reversed right-left 
DIFF = BEcho - FEcho 
TARGET = 35 (EQUIVALENT TO 50 cros) 
RECORDS DATA TO DISC FILE called A: HMV. BAS IN AN ARRAY 
Using Opto sensor to fire ultrasonics 
D/I 15 FOR INPUT (PORT% +7)(255 on Black - 127 on white) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Using following ports 
FRONT Tx D02 (PURPLE) 
FRONT Rx AD14 (PINK) 
REAR Tx DO3 (ORANGE) 
REAR Rx AD15 (GREY) 
GND (GREEN) 
12 volts DC (BLUE) 
0= ALL OFF /4 (0,1,0,0) IS D02 ON (FRONT) /8 (1,0,0,0) IS D03 
ON (REAR) 
NB - Wheelchair is set (by internal switch in interface) to operate 
in MANUAL mode - ie switched on from the JOYSTICK III 
DIM PARAM%(60), dat%(200), C(100), FEcho(100), BEcho(100), DIFF(100) 
DIM CAT(100), DIR$(100), VALUR(100) 
CLS 
SCREEN 9 
FLASH =0 
PORT% = &H220 
OUT PORT% + 13,0 'turns off all digital outputs 
Now use 2* D/A output channels to set motor speed 
OUT PORT% + 4,62: OUT PORT% + 5,8: '(2100) LH motor initialised 
OUT PORT% + 6,62: OUT PORT% + 7,8: '(2100) RH motor initialised 
GOSUB Paramad 
GOSUB Opener 
GOSUB Funny34 
GOSUB Creep ' creep forwards on black 
GOSUB Clock ' start clock when first white 
FOR Ce1 TO 60 ' Total pulses sent(L and R-2*Ci. e. 120) 
GOSUB STOPPER ' Check that emergency atop (ie spacebar) is not 
depressedll 
' Fire Front Sensor 
TXCHAN -4 '(Front Tx - D02) 
GOSUB Transmit 
GOSUB Echocalc 'Calculate front echo distance 
FEcho(C) - Echo% 
' Now change parameters ready for Rear Sensor 
TXCIIAN -8' (Rear Tx - D03) 
PARAM3(15) - 15 '(A/D channel for rear sensor) 
PARAM%(16) - 15 '(A/D channel for rear sensor) ' Fire Rear Sensor 
GOSUB Transmit ' Rear 
GOSUB Echocalc 'Calculate rear echo distance BEcho (C) - Echo'b 
DIFF(C)   BEcho(C) - FEcho(C) 
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' Now change parameters ready for next Front Sensor reading !! 
PARAM%(15) = 14 ' Now change params back ready for front 
PARAM%(16) = 14 
GOSUB Director 
GOSUB ACTIONS 
GOSUB Results 
SWITCH =1 
CYCLES =C 
GOSUB Dally 'waste time till next white band detected 
NEXT C 
FINTIME! = TIMER 
GOSUB STOPPER 
GOSUB AddData 
GOSUB Summary 
GOSUB STOPPER 
END 
AddData: 
OPEN "B: REC5. BAS" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 ' Open a file for data storage 
FOR C=1 TO 60'100 
WRITE #1, C, FEcho(C), BEcho(C), DIFF(C), DIR$(C), CAT(C), VALUR(C) 
NEXT C 
CLOSE #1 ' CLOSES DATA FILE 
RETURN 
REM FOLLOWING TABLE SETS PARAMETERS FOR SOFTWARE DRIVER 
Paramad: 
PARAM$(0) a0 
PARAM4r(1) _ &H220 
PARAM6(2) -1 
PARAM%(3) -1 
PARAM%(4) =2 
PARAM%( 5)-2 
Board number 
Base I/O address 
DMA level 
DMA level 
IRQ level : IRQ2 
Pacer rate - 2M / (Param5 
2M11z/ (2 * 60) - 16.666 Kiiz 
* Param6) 
PARAMÖ(6) a 60 
PARAM%(7) -0' Trigger mode, 0: pacer trigger 
PARAM%(8) .0' Non-cyclic 
PARAM3(10) - VARPTR(dat%(0)) ' Offset of A/D data buffer A 
PARAM%(11) - VARSEG(dat%(0)) ' Segment of A/D data buffer A 
PARAMÖ(12) -0 
PARAMÖ(13) -0 
PARAMä(14) - 100 
PARAMB(15) - 14 
PARAMB(16) - 14 
PARAM6(17) -0 
RETURN 
Data buffer B address, if not used, 
' must set to 0. 
' No of A/D conversions 
' A/D conversion start channel (Front) 
' A/D conversion stop channel (Front) 
' Overall gain code, 0: +/- 5V 
Opener: 
REM Opening programme 
LOCATE 4,18: PRINT "MODULAR PROGRAMME FOR WALL FOLLOWING" 
LOCATE 5,10: PRINT "------------------------------------" 
LOCATE 9,15: PRINT "1. ALIGN THE WHEELCHAIR 50 cm3) " 
LOCATE 11,25: PRINT 
LOCATE 13,18: PRINT 
LOCATE 17,18: PRINT 
LOCATE 19,18: PRINT 
LOCATE 22,18: PRINT 
LOCATE 23,10: PRINT 
"FROM THE WALL" 
"2. ENSURE THAT THE CLUTCHES ARE ENGAGED II 
"3. SWITCH JOYSTICK/ BATTERIES ON " 
"4. PRESS (C) TO CONTINUE PROGRAMME" 
" PRESS AND HOLD SPACEBAR FOR EMERGENCY STOP" 
11-------------------------------------------11 
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SLEEP 5 
DO 
readygo$ = "G" 
LOOP UNTIL UCASE$(INKEY$) = readygo$ 
CLS : 
RETURN 
Appendix D 
STOPPER: 
ANS$ = INKEY$ 
IF ANS$ = CHR$(32) OR C >= 60 THEN 
OUT PORT% + 4,62: OUT PORT% + 5,8: '(2100) LH motor initialised 
OUT PORT% + 6,62: OUT PORT% + 7,8: '(2100) RH motor initialised 
PRINT "EMERGENCY STOP !!!!! " 
END IF 
RETURN 
Funny34: 
REM Initialises A/D operations 
FUN% =3' Func 3: Hardware initialization 
CALL PCL812(FUN%, SEG PARAM%(0)) 
IF PA. RAM%(45) <> 0 THEN PRINT "DRIVER INITIALIZATION FAILED I": 
STOP 
FUN% =4' Func 4: A/D initialization 
CALL PCL812(FUN%, SEG PARAM%(O)) 
IF PARAM%(45) <> 0 THEN PRINT "A/D INITIALIZATION FAILED 1": 
STOP 
RETURN 
Creep: 
DO 
OUT PORT% + 4,200: OUT PORT% + 5,12' Right motor at 2248 
OUT PORT% + 6,200: OUT PORT% + 7,12' Left Motor at 2248 
BUST = INP(PORT% + 7) 
LOOP WHILE (BUST > 150)'continue creep if still black ! 
BEEP 
RETURN 
Clock: 
REM Starts counters for number of pulses and times total duration 
Tictoc =0' start counter for number of transmitting pulses 
TIMER ON ' switch on timer 
STARTIMEI = TIMER ' note start time 
RETURN 
Transmit: 
REM Transmits pulse and DMA transfers receiver voltages 
OUT PORT% + 13, (TXCHAN) ' Turn on Tx 
FUN% °6' Pacer trigger A/D' conversion with DMA data transfer 
CALL PCL812(FUN%, SEG PARAM%(0)) 
IF PARAM%(45) <> 0 THEN PRINT "A/D DMA DATA TRANSFER FAILED 
STOP 
OUT PORT% + 13,0 ' Turn off Tx 
FUNS -7 'FUNCTION 7 (Check DMA status) 
DO 
CALL PCL812(FUN%, SEG PARAM%(0)) 
CIIK% " (PARAM%(46) AND 1) 
LOOP WHILE CHK% <> 0' (L3E) 0: Not active, 1: Active RETURN 
I of : 
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Echocalc: 
REM Calculates echo distance for the number of samples taken 
SWITCH =1 
FOR i=1 TO PARAM%(14) 
IF SWITCH =1 THEN 
Echo% =i 
END IF 
IF i >= 1 AND dat%(i) > 2800. THEN 
SWITCH =0 
END IF 
NEXT i 
RETURN 
Director: 
REM Algorithm for turn direction and flag allocation based on deg/step 
SELECT CASE FEcho(C) 
CASE 0 TO 1 'real dist =0 to 16.99 
CAT(C) = 0: DIR$(C) = "EMERGENCYSTOP" 
CASE 2 TO 33 'real dist = 17 to 48.99 
IF (DIFF(C) >= 3) THEN 
CAT(C) = 1: DIR$(C) = "EXTREMELEFT" 
'RAD = -96 ( -8 deg/step) 
ELSEIF (DIFF(C) = 2) THEN 
CAT(C) = 2: DIR$(C) = "HARDLEFT" 
'RAD = -193 ( -4 deg/step) 
ELSEIF (DIFF(C) >= 0) AND (DIFF(C) < 2) THEN 
CAT(C) = 3: DIR$(C) _ "TURNL" 
'RAD = -386 (-2 deg/step) 
'omit S-curves (CAT 4) in this initial programme 
ELSEIF (DIFF(C) < 0) THEN 
CAT(C) - 5: DIR$(C) = "POSARC" 
'RADIUS NEEDS TO BE CALCULATED BUT USES RAD - +386 
1(2 deg/step) as temporary default 
END IF 
CASE 34 TO 35 
IF (DIFF(C) >- 1) THEN 
CAT(C) - 6: DIR$(C) - "BENDL" 
'RAD - -773 (-1 deg/step) 
ELSEIF (DIFF(C) < 1) AND (DIFF(C) >- (-1)) THEN 
CAT(C) - 7: DIR$(C) - "PARALLEL" 
'RAD - 9999 
ELSEIF (DIFF(C) < (-1)) THEN 
CAT(C) - 8: DIR$(C) - "BENDR" 
'RAD - +773 (+1 deg/step) 
END IF 
CASE 36 TO 84 
IF (DIFF(C) > 2) THEN 
CAT(C) - 10: DIR$(C) - "NEGARC" 
'RADIUS NEEDS TO BE CALCULATED BUT USES RAD - -386 
1(-2 deg/step) as temporary default 
'omit S-curves (CAT 9) in this initial programme 
ELSEIF (DIFF(C) <- 2) AND (DIFF(C) >- (-2)) THEN 
CAT(C) - 11: DIR$(C) - "TURNR" 
'RAD - +386 (+2 deg/step) 
ELSEIF (DIFF(C) - -3) THEN 
CAT (C) - 12: DIR$(C) 0 "IIARDRIGIIT" 
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'RAD =+ 193 (+ 4 deg/step) 
ELSEIF (DIFF(C) < (-3)) THEN 
CAT(C) = 13: DIR$(C) = "EXTREMERIGHT" 
'RAD =+ 96 (+ 8 deg/step) 
END IF 
CASE 85 TO 100 
CAT(C) = 14: DIR$(C) = "USERCONTROL" 
END SELECT 
RETURN 
ACTIONS: 
REM (RH sensor)Apply differential speeds to motors dependent on echo 
distance 
SELECT CASE CAT(C) 
CASE 0 'EMERGENCY STOP 
SLeft = 2100 
SRight = 2100 
SOUND 40,5 ' (Signal for STOP !) 
CASE 1' EXTREME LEFT 
SLeft = 1600 
SRight = 3200 
CASE 2' HARD LEFT 
SLeft = 1900 
SRight = 3200 
CASE 3' TURNL 
SLeft 1900 
SRight 3200 
CASE 4' SCURVE - not included - use same values as Case 3 for now 
SLeft 1900 
SRight = 3200 
CASE 5' POSARC 
SLeft = 3200 
SRight = 2300 
CASE 6 'BENDL 
SLeft 1900 
SRight 3200 
CASE 7' PARALLEL 
SLeft e 2650 
SRight 2650 
CASE 8' BENDR 
SLeft 3200 
SRight . 1900 
CASE 9' SCURVE USE SAME VALUES AS CAT 11 AT THIS STAGE II 
SLeft 3200 
SRight " 1900 
CASE 10 ' NEGARC Use -386 as default(as cat 11) 
SLeft - 2300 '1900 
SRight - 3200 
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CASE 11 ' TURNR 
SLeft = 3200 
SRight = 1900 
CASE 12 ' HARD RIGHT 
SLeft = 3200 
SRight = 1900 
CASE 13 ' EXTREME RIGHT 
SLeft = 3200 
SRight = 1600 
CASE 14 ' USER CONTROL - use STOP in example 
SLeft = 2100 
SRight = 2100 
SOUND 40,5 ' (Signal for STOP !) 
END SELECT 
now determine Hi/Lo byte numbers for motors I 
LHi = SLeft \ 256 
LLo = SLeft MOD 256 
RHi = SRight \ 256 
RLo = SRight MOD 256 
OUT PORT% + 4, LLo: OUT PORT% + 5, LHi: 
OUT PORT% + 6, RLo: OUT PORT% + 7, RHi 
RETURN 
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Dally: 
DO 
PASS TIME TILL NEXT WHITE BAND DETECTED It 
VALUR(C) = INP(PORT% + 7) 
LOOP WHILE (VALUR(C) > 150)'continue creep if still black I 
BEEP 
VALUR(C) = 200 
FLASH = FLASH +1 
RETURN 
Results: 
LOCATE 7,1: PRINT "c -"; C; "FECHO(C) -"; FEcho(C); "BECHO 
BEcho(C); "DIRECTION a"; DIR$(C); "CAT-"; CAT(C); "VALUR(C) "f 
VALUR(C - 1) 
RETURN 
Summary: 
REM Prints out pulse speeds and distance travelled per sample period 
RATE (CYCLES / (FINTIME - STARTIME)) 
SKIP1 67.06 / RATE ' distance in cms. @ 1.5 mph 
SKIPIN1 - SKIP1 / 2.54 '@1.5 mph in inches 
SKIP2 - 201.17 / RATE ' distance in cms @ 4.5 mph 
SKIPIN2 - SKIP2 / 2.54 ' distance in inches @ 4.5 mph 
PRINT "STARTIME -"; STARTIME; "FINTIME -"; FINTIME; "CYCLES -"; CYCLES 
PRINT "SAMPLING RATE -"; RATE; "SAMPLES PER SEC (PAIR)"; 
PRINT "@ 1.5 mph sampling every"; SKIP1; "cros"; SKIPIN1; "inches" 
PRINT "@ 4.5 mph sampling every"; SKIP2; "cms"; SKIPIN2; "inches" 
PRINT "FLASH -"i FLASH 
PRINT "VALUR -"t VALUR(C - 5) 
RETURN 
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